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AR1EH O'SULLIVAN
and news agencies

A DEAL, brokered by Germany-to
swap Hizbullah prisoners for the
bodies of two Israeli soldiers
abducted in a south

. Lebanon
ambush a decade ago appeared
imminent late last night, but last-

minute snags and revelations of
the deal to the media threatened to
postpone or even to negate il
Reports from Lebanon said.

German security officials had
examined die remains of the two
corpses to verify their identities

and seal the deal. According to the
reports, Israel, is to swap 200
Shi’ite prisoners and the bodies of
slain Hizbullah gunmen for the
bodies of Yosef Fink and
Rahamim Alsheikh.

Half-

million

strike

against

economic
plan

MICHAL YUDELMAN

MOST of the public sector shut
down yesterday, as some half a
million workers struck to protest

against the government's eco-
nomic program.
Histadnit Chairman MK Amir

Peretz warned that unless die gov-
ernment revokes the economic
measures, the Histadnit will con-
tinue its campaign against them.

Histadnit and union leaders .

promised ro “drive the govern-
ment and statecrazy" and strike a
different sector every week, until

the_goyemment^evises its ecoh-

nomic decisions.

Foreign Minister David Levy
attacked the government for eco-.

nomic decrees he said harm wat-
ers and criticized it far not negoti-

ating with the workers’ represen-

tatives. He called on the govern-

ment to talk to the representatives

and come up with an economic
plan with than, rather than dictate

to them.
Levy expressed fear that unless

the- government does so, h will

not be dble to carry out its privati-

zation plans.

The strike, called by the

Histadnit, encompassed most of
the public sector, government
ministries and corporations, pub-
lic summer schools and day-care

-minute snags raise tension in MIA-prisoner swap
But reports from Beirut late last

night quoted one Hizbullah offi-

cial as saying the whole deal may
. be .off, since it had been leaked to
the media.
In Israel, the defense establish-

ment steadily refused to confirm
or deny the reports, even as
details emerged throughout die -

day.

Yesterday morning, IDF troops -

helped military chaplains remove
die bodies of at least 14 Hizbullah
gunmen killed in clashes in south
Lebanon and -buried here. Using
tractors, the troops -exhumed the -

bodies from numbered graves at a
'

special cemetery, near Kibbutz
Gadol along the banks of the
Ionian River. The bodies were
loaded onto trucks and then
apparently taken to the Lebanese Joseph Fink

border for the impending swap.
The deal also calls for Israel to

hand over 200 prisoners in Khiam
detention center in the security

zone and two Shi'ite leaders,

sources told AP.
Israel has traditionally said it

would not free Sheikh Abdel-
Karim Obeid and Mustafa Dirani

unless it obtains information on
missing IAF navigator Ron Arad.
Both Obeid and Dirani were kid-

napped by commandos to be used
as bargaining chips in the negoti-

ations.

Former prime minister Shimon
Peres confirmed to reporters that

negotiations, mediated by
Germany, have been under way
with Hizbullah since the end of
Operation Grapes of Wrath.
“1 spoke about this with

Rahamim Levi Alsheikh

Workers protest against the government’s new economic program in front of the Knesset during yesterday’s strike. (Brian Hmik-n

centers, local authorities, post

offices, and banks. It also disrupt-

ed flight schedules.

But dozens of easterns workers
in Jerusalem worked as usual

despite the strike, as did the capi-

tal's health fund clinics. Some
1,000 municipal workers in

Kiryat Motzkin and Kiryai Ata
also worked as usual, after failing

to obtain satisfactory answers
from the Histadnit concerning

payment during the strike.

Many thousands of workers
demonstrated outside the Knesset

yesterday morning. Peretz, who
addressed diem, said, "We -take

the government’s decisions orf

economic decrees seriously, and
we believe it when it announces
that it intends to harm die pension

agreements and pension funds.”

Peretz blasted the government
for causing the stock market

crash. “It kept announcing day

and night that the economy is in a

crisis, until the public started

believing it and die investors now
won’t go near the stock market,”

he said.

“What does the government
have to say to the workers who
invested their savings in the prov-

ident fiinds? These are not market
speculators but hard-working
employees,” he said.

Yehoshua Peretz. the prominent
former Ashdod workers* leader,

accused the government of
"dividing the country into masters

and servants.’*

The incoming and outgoing
halls at Ben-Gurion Airport were
empty most of the day, despite a

Labor Court ruling allowing only

a one-hour strike there. El A1 and
the foreign airlines had already

(Continued on Page 2)

We’re on strike?

Hey, let’s go shopping

!

Netanyahu: Budget
cuts won’t be changed

Jerusalem Post Staff

HUNDREDS of thousands of
striking workers took advantage
of yesterday’s strike-generated

“holiday” and went on family
shopping spues, picnics and trips

to water and amusement parks.

Air-conditioned shopping malls

were crowded with parents and
children seeking entertainment

and refuge from the heat.

Long lines of disgruntledpeople

formed in front of automatic teller

machines, which continued oper-

ating although the banks were
closed.
' But anyone who needed mimic-

.

ipal services or had any business

at the courthouses or government

M1CHAL YUDELMAN

ministries found a “closed” sign

on the door. Others complained of

disruptions in train and bus lines.

But many people did not even
" notice the strike, .

.. “The traffic on the Ayalou
Highway and in Tel Aviv was the

same as always,” said Dalia

Ehrlich, who drove in .from Holon
in seven minutes flat “Even die

parking lot I use in Tel Aviv wasn't

any more crowded than on other

mornings. I didn’t fed a tiling."

Phyllis Glazer realized there

was a strike only when she dialed

Bezeq's information service and
received no answer. “My two
daughters go to private summer
schools, so there’s no change in

that,” she said.

“I have some urgent business at

die bank, as well' as a deposit to

make,” jeweler Semadar Michaeli

said worriedly. “I don't know
what to do. It can’t wait”
“I understand why die strike is

necessary, but I feel it won’t do
any good, said a shopper at the

Co-Op Supermarket in Tel Aviv’s

London Ministore. “The weaker
people, the employees, always

lose out and the government fat

cats win.”

Orient House problem may
nrevent French FM visit

FRENCH Foreign Minister Herve

de Charette might not stop in

Israel during his visit to the region

next week, to avoid a diplomatic

clash over die issue of Orient

House, Israeli soirees here said.

In such a case, be would try to

meet Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu in Amman, during

Netanyahu’s visit to Jordan on

July 25..

De Charette’s intention to visit

' Orient House has caused problems

in fixing tixs timetable: far his toac.

While a source in the Qtiai d’Orsay

told Agence France Presse on

26061009

ELPAD BECK
PARIS

Monday that de Charette would

leave for the Middle East on July

22, his official spokesman said that

no date has been fixed.

De Charette is due to visit

Lebanon, Syria. Jordan,.Gaza and
Egypt. The French administration

also wants him to have its fust

high-level contact with the new
Israeli government. However, he

announced that,, despite Israeli

objections, he intends to pay a.

visit to OrientHouse for meetings

mth Palestinian representatives.

Israel made it clear that it would

not accept such defiance of its

sovereignty over Jerusalem.

Both »des are aware that a de.

Charene visit to Orient House
mightgivethe Israeli government

a reason to close it down, as was
suggested during the election

campaign.
According to Israeli sources,

two scenarios are possible if de
Charene decides to visit Orient

House: Soon after the visit. Israel

would close down Orient House,

placing responsibility, on the

French; or Israel would not allow

de Charette to enter Orient House.

Iriboth cases, Israeli sauces fore-

see a political crisis with the

Palestinians and a diplomatic

dash with the French government.

To avoid that, other ideas ait

being examined. One would he de

Charette stopping in Israel for a
few hours for talks with Foreign

Minister David Levy in Tel Aviv.

Another is to have de Charette

and Netanyahu meet in Jordan, in

which case he would not vigt

Israel.

THE recently announced budget
cuts will be executed to the letter.

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu declared yesterday at .

the annual Caesarea Conference
of Israel's economic decision

makers.
Netanyahu said he was making

this commitment in full coordina-

tion with Knesset Finance
Committee chairman Avraham
Ravitz, who could be seen nod-
ding in agreement. The prime
minister’s statement appeared to

be a refutation of what Foreign

Minister David Levy had said at

the conference earlier.

-Netanyahu went on to address

other issues, stating, "Arab democ-
ratization is the internal affair of
Arab states and is by no means a

condition for any sot of discourse

between Israel and its neighbors.”

Had Israel been surrounded by
democracies, regional peace
would have been a far less

“armed" affair, he continued, but

it is inconceivable that anyone
impose a form of government on
Arab states the way Douglas
MacArthur did in Japan after

World War U.

Concerning the Palestinians, the

prime minister said the agree-

ments inherited from the previous

government must be kept.

“We shall formalize our rela-

tions with the Palestinians,"

Netanyahu continued.

The absence ofa framework with

die Syrians similar to the one that

exists with the Palestinians is an
impediment to Syrian-Israeli rela-

.

dons, he said.

The prime minister also said

that m his meeting with Egyptian

President Hosni Mubarak tomor-

row he will discuss the conference

on regional business, which is

scheduled to take place in

December as a continuation of the

one which took place in

Casablanca.
The capital markets will be rein-

vigorated once privatization com-
mences, Netanyahu told the eco-

nomic leaders. He also said that

die capital markets' illnesses did

not begin recently, but are struc-

tural problems which will have to

be treated accordingly.

He said that government compa-
nies should be sold at market-deter-

mined prices and that privatizations

should be performed in such a way
that the companies which are sold

do not become privately held

monopolies.

In his address to the conference.

Levy said that while the budget-

cut plan is indispensable, it never-

theless is loo sweeping. The gov-

ernment will have to compromise
its economic plans, in order to

secure social justice and stability.

Levy said.

“One cannot divorce economic
issues from social affairs.” he
said, adding that the cabinet’s

determination not to raise taxes

was breached by its decision to

raise the prices of various ser-

vices. Thai, too, is a form of taxa-

tion, particularly for the weaker
layers of society, he said.

Netanyahu refuted this in his

speech, saying he sees no distinc-

tion between social and economic
policy and that the situation in

which the budget equals some 50
percent of die gross domestic prod-

uct cannot continue.

Levy stopped short ofjustifying

the strike waged yesrerday in

protest of the economic plan, say-
ing the strike harmed no one but

the workers themselves. The gov-

ernment, however, must take the

workers into account and not dic-

tate to them, he said.

Chancellor [Helmut] Kohl during

my trip to Germany," Peres told

Israel Radio.
In Beirut, government sources

said the secret negotiations were
being carried out by Bemd
Schmidbauer, Kohl's security

adviser, AP reported. According
to the report, a six-man German
delegation, including a coroner
and a forensic expert, arrived at

mid-afternoon aboard a chartered

jet. They carried IDF dental chans
and other records on Fink and
Alsheikh. AP reported that the

deal had been delayed by snags,

and is to take place today.

The exact location of the sol-

diers* remains is not known, and
Lebanese authorities barred news-
men and photographers from
approaching the Germans or film-

ing their arrival.

Schmidbauer, who has helped
broker hostage releases in the
past, was in Damascus discussing
the exchange with Hizbullah lead-

ers and Syrian and Lebanese offi-

cials, government sources in

Beirut told AP.
Foreign Minister David Levy

said he is more hopeful than in the

past that the exchange will place.

"There are things that until the

last moment - and we have
learned this from past experience
-can suddenly change, but there's

certainly room for more opti-

mism.” Levy told Army Radio.

This is not the first time that

Israel has tried to bring back the

two bodies. But it is the first firrie

it has reportedly removed the link

(Continued on Page 2)

Levy-Arafat
meeting
expected
next week
Netanyahu flies to Egypt

today for Mubarak meeting
DAVID MAKOVSKY

PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu informed the cabi-
net oh Tuesday that he has
authorized Foreign Minister
David Levy to ''meet with
Palestinian Authority President
Yasser Arafat, and sources said
the meeting will take place
next week.
Meanwhile. Netanyahu

heads to Cairo today for his

first visit to an Arab country
since taking office. There is

speculation” the Arafat-Levy
meeting will be formally
announced in Cairo, anti

Netanyahu is expected to tell

President Hosni Mubarak that

the closure of the territories

will be eased.
Levy told reporters he would

meet with Arafat in the "next few
days.” He will be the first cabinet

minister to meet with Arafat
Palestinian negotiator Saeb

Erakat publicly challenged
Netanyahu to hold talks based on
reciprocity, with each side listing

the other's alleged violations of
the Oslo Accords.
During Netanyahu's visit to

Egypt he is also expected to reit-

erate to Mubarak what officials

say he told told President Bill

Clinton last week - a general

commitment that the IDF will

redeploy in Hebron and that Israel

would adhere to “every clause” of
the accords, but without providing

the exact shape of the redeploy-

ment
He is also expected to inform

Mubarak that he has instructed his

aides to meet with members of the

US Congress and seek their sup-

port for a Cairo-based Middle
East development bank. He is also

to express strong support for the

economic summit scheduled this

fall.

Egyptian officials have not
committed to a joint press confer-

ence after the talks, due to uncer-

tainty about the outcome of the

talks and whether questioning
would underscore the differences

between the sides.

Netanyahu's senior foreign poli-

cy adviser. Dore Gold, flew to

Cairo yesterday for talks with
Mubarak's national security

adviser. Osama Baz.

On Tuesday night in Tel Aviv.

Jordanian Prone Minister Abdul
Karim Kabiriti briefed Netanyahu
on talks he held in Cairo. Kabiriti

emerged from the meeting saying

he believes Netanyahu is sincere

in his commitment to move for-

ward with peace.

Egyptian Ambassador
Mohammed Bassiouny told a Tel

Aviv University symposium on
the peace process yesterday that

Cairo wants to hear about Israel’s

adherence to past peace agree-

ments with the Palestinians and
prospects for progress on this

track in die future.

“We want the prime minister to

know what is possible and impos-

sible to do with the peace process.

(Continued on Page 2)

!
King

Hassan
won’t meet
PM before
Arafat does

DAVID MAKOVSKY

KING Hassan of Morocco has

linked a meeting with Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu

to the premier’s meeting
Palestinian Authority
President Yasser Arafat,

sources say.

When Netanyahu balked at

the terms, Hassan turned down
his request to stopover in

Morocco during his return

from the US earlier this week.
According to reports, Hassan

refused to speak to Netanyahu
on the phone after the May 29
election.

Israel and Morocco maintain
liaison offices in each other's

countries.

There is speculation that

Hassan is interested in hosting

a Netanyahu-Arafat meeting.
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MIAs’ families

hope to

close circle
AR1EH O’SULLIVAN

THE Finks and Alsheikhs have

been through reports before that a

deal was about to be made to

return their slain sons for burial.

But their hopes were always
dashed, as the deals fell through

and the waiting continued.

For both families, it is a case of

not believing it anymore until they

see the coffins.

“We want it to come to some
son of end and get on with our

lives." said Hadassah Fink.

“Until they bring Yosef's body
home, there will always be the

illusion that it isn't true, that one

day he'ii come home sare and

sound."
But Mordechai Fink just wants

to close the circle. “This isn’t

some kind of overexcitement as if

he is still alive. We know what we
are expecting. It will simply be a

lightening of our feelings. There is

still pain and sorrow.

“Every Remembrance Day, I go

to the military cemetery in

Ra’anana. What do I do there? I

belong there," he said, noting he

meets other bereaved friends.

“But I don't have a grave before

which 1 can stand and pour out my
heart."

As a reminder to herself that

she is not the only one who has

lived in the shadow of a missing

soldier, Hadassah Fink wears the

dog lags of the six MIAs around

her neck.

“There have been reports in the

past, and nothing came of them.

So this time we are waiting to see

if anything happens. If we sit at

home every time a rumor sur-

faces, waiting for nothing lo ulti-

mately happen, then we will break

very quickly," she said.

In Rosh Ha 'ayin. the family of
Rahamim Aisheikh appears cau-

tiously optimistic that this time,

there is a bigger chance that the

reports will bear fruit.

“We feel that something is hap-

pening. but there is still a long

way to go. I fear that Hizbullah

will change its mind at the last

minute," said Rahamim's father,

Shlomo.

Policy on MIAs
is changing

BACKGROUND
DAN IZENBERG

- THE projected release by
Hizbullah of the bodies of Yosef

. Fink and Rahamim Aisheikh
seems to indicate a change in

Israeli policy regarding soldiers

missing in action, according to

Yossi Melman. a commentator on
intelligence affairs forHa'arerz-

Until now, Israel has demanded
that any exchange be a package

deal, including navigator Ron
Arad, whose plane came down in

- southern Lebanon and who was

.
captured by Shi'ite militiamen

and reportedly handed over to

Iran. Iran has denied any knowl-
• edge ofArad's whereabouts.

According to Melman, the par-

ents of Fink and Aisheikh have

accepted, government pol-

.

icy on this matter, even though

, they knew they could have,had
their, sons’. bodies back easier -

• had they" " protested loudly

. enough.
Now, says Melman, the question

. is whether or not the release of the

. bodies of the two Givati Brigade

soldiers, captured and seriously

. wounded in a 1986 ambush in

southern Lebanon, will be a precur-

• sor to the return ofArad. Melman is

cautious, however, because he is

not certain Arad is still alive.

At any rate, the fact that a deal

has been struck indicates “There
is some kind of opening, however
small, in the rock-like intransi-

gence of Iran and Hizbullah," he
added.

international contacts for the

release of ihe MIAs have been
going on for many years. Many
countries and organizations have

interceded with the Iranians,

Syrians, and Palestinian terrorist

groups on behalf of Arad and the

three soldiers taken prisoner in the

1982 battle at Sultan Ya’acoub:
Zacharya Baumel, Zvi Feldman,

and Yehuda Katz.

However, the German govem-
...ment has had the most contact

with Iran, said Melman.
There are two reasons for the

German involvement. One is a

genuine desire to help Israel. The
other, however, is the desire of

the Germans to salve their con-
sciences for their intensive eco-

nomic relations with Iran. The
German government has fre-

quently rationalized its contacts

with Iran by saying it uses them
to seek the release of Israeli

MIAs.

PALESTINIAN Authority head
Yasser Arafat locked boms with

Palestinian lawmakers yesterday

in a power struggle over a draft

basic law that would limit his

authority, lawmakers said.

.

They said Arafat withdrew a
draft of the Palestinian Basic Law,
which the S8-member Legislative

Council had been discussing for

several weeks, on the grounds that

it had not gone through the proper •

channels before it was debated.

“The draft as a whole limits the

authority of the president A basic

law would organize life through
institutions and laws, something
which we are not used to yet"
said a minister in Arafat's cabinet
Council member Halem Abdel-

Qader said; “There are political

objectives for this. I see an

attempt to downplay the role of
the council."

Arafat said his request was
motivated by a desire to include

the Palestine Liberation

Organization, the source of
authority for his administration, in

the debate.

"This draft should not have
come to you before it was
reviewed by the legal committee
of the PNC. It was a mistake. We
should not bypass the authority of
the Palestine Liberation

Organization," he told the coun-

cil.

Officials close to Arafat said he
had been unhappy with provisions

in the draft which would set limits

on his authority. They did not
elaborate.

The council was holding a reg-

MIA
(Continued from Page 1)

between the two MIAs and Ron
Arad.

Last week. Hizbullah deputy
secretary-general Sheik Naim
Qassem, said previous attempts to

arrange a swap had failed,

because Israel insisted it obtain

firm word on the fate of Arad,

whose Phantom was brought
down on October 17, 1986. The
apparent change in policy could

be a way to get things moving,

hoping it will lead to further

deals.

Israeli negotiators were hesitant

to even confirm the latest reports,

for fear the leaks would foil the

exchanges.

“I think any revelations of
negotiations before they bear fruit

can harm them, particularly in

this area of the world," said Uri

Sionim, an attorney who has been
involved with prisoner exchanges
in the past. “Without confirming
anything, let’s wait and talk about

it after it happens. You need to

taste the pudding before com-
menting on it."

Caution was also expressed by
MK Ori Orr (Labor), who was (XT
Northern Command when Fink
and Aisheikh were captured when
their convoy was ambushed on

February 17, 1986.

“You have to be careful. These
are just rumors." he told Army
Radio.

Bat US Ambassador Martin
Indyk expressed hope everything
would work oul “I do know that

the Germans have been working
on this particular release for some
time. 1 hope very much that they
succeed. The resolution of the

MIAs is an issue of great impor-
tance to the United Stares," he
told Israel Radio.

Pedestrian hit by taxi

A Netanya man. SO, was seriously

injured when he was struck by a

taxi late last night while crossing
a local street He was taken to

Meir Hospital in Kfar Sava, /tint

Agriculture Minister Rafael Eitan (front right) and US Ambassador Martin Indyk (front left) meet yesterday to discuss the region-
al water shortage and regional cooperation on water. UPWO

STRIKE
(Continued from Page 1)

rescheduled morning flights to

leave before 6 a.m. and some 30
afternoon flights departed after

the strike ended aL 4 p.m.

The representatives of eight

organizations, including (hose

representing pensioners and large

families, also criticized the gov-

ernment plans yesterday.

Dr. Yitzhak Kadman, directorof
the National Council for the

Child, said, “Whoever says there

will be no new taxes is lying

through his teeth. Slashing child

allotments, raising public trans-

portation prices, and imposing
payment on doctor’s visits defi-

nitely constitute taxes."

Settlers, Mordechai differ on
Civil Guard for territories

DEFENSE Minister Yitzhak
Mordechai met with settler lead-

ers last night, and, according to

the latter, promised to implement

(he decision to set up Civil Guard
units in Judea and Samaria and
help them coordinate with the

CDF.

The members of the Council of
Jewish Settlements in Judea,

Samaria, and Gaza also asked

the government to continue
paving bypass roads, to cancel
the previous government's deci-
sion to freeze construction in the

territories, and to permit the sale
of empty apartments in settle-

ments.

Council spokesman Aharon
Domb said Mordechai had com-
mitted himself to including Civil

Guard members in IDF patrols.

"The minister promised to con-
duct an ongoing dialogue with the

settlers," he said.

Defense Ministry spokesman
Avi Benayahu said die atmosphere
during Mordechai 's meeting with
the settlers was “positive," but
denied Mordechai had made any
commitments with respect to the
Civil Guard or any of the settlers’

other requests. (Itim)

Shas rejects Religious Ministry compromise

To mark the Shloshim of the passing of our dear

LILY TOPEROFF rr
we will meet at the graveside

at the Segula cemetery, Petach Yikva
on Sunday, July 28, 1 996 at 5:45 p.m.

SHAS’S Council of Torah Sages yesterday rejected
any compromise over the Religious Affairs* Ministry',

and demanded that Prime' Minister Binyantin
Netanyahu fulfill his obligation and entrust the min-
istry to the party immediately,

Shas and the National Religious Party have agreed
to share the ministry on a rotation basis, but have
been at loggerheads over which will get it first.

Several proposals for a compromise were suggest-
ed to Netanyahu before he left for the US, includinc
one by Shas leader MK Aiyeh Deri that the minisuy
be entrusted to a figure identified with neither party.

such as Justice Minister Ya’acov Ne’eman, and.that
each party be given a deputy minister.

In response to. the decision. MK Shlomo Benizri
said that Shas had made concessions in the coalition
negotiations. He added that Netanyahu had promised
at leased twice that Shas would be first in the rota-
tion.

“It is unthinkable that just because the NRP is pres-
suring him. he will accept its dictate. The NRp
received more than Shas in the coalition talks and, in
any case, there is the prime minister’s promise,'’ he
said- (Him).

US grants PA
$46m., EU

pledges $23m.
News agencies

US Consul-General in Jerusalem Edward Abington and MHdnfan

Authority President Yasser Arafat held a jomtnews oadneneeyjsjer-

diy to announce that the US is granting the PA $46 million to develop

“d

S
^v^^vhile?die European Union pledged $23m. yesaerday to help

businesses and improve public infrastructure in the West Bank and Gaza

S
An EU Commission statement said $l9m. would go to upgrade roads,

water systems, sewers, and maintenance equipment in the largest

Palestinian towns. .

The remaining $4m. would go to encourage private businesses, espe-

cially by building links to European companies, the statement said.

“The EU is anxious to stimulate the economy and cope with the

expectations of the inhabitants of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, who

want better living conditions and feel frustrated at certain lacks of direct

and tangible benefits from the peace process." the commission said.

The EU gave $163m. for the same two projects last year, the state-

ment said. _

US ‘pleased’

by decision

to ease closure
HILLEL KUTTLER
WASHINGTON

Palestinian Authority President Yasser Arafat speaks at a meeting with USAID in Nablus jester-'

day, as Planning Minister NabQ Shaath looks on. (Reuer;

PA council challenges

Arafat’s authority

THE State Department said yes-

terday it is “pleased? both with the

Israeli government’s decision to

ease the closure of the territories

and the direct Arab-Israeli dia-

logue this week.

"We have long been concerned

by the effects of the closure on the

Palestinians in the West Bank and
Gaza," State Department
spokesman Nicholas Bums told

reporters. “We hope, that this

announcement and the steps taken

by Israel will help those who have
suffered [there]."

Burns also said that Tuesday’s
Tel Aviv meeting between Prime

Minister Binyantin Netanyahu
and Jordanian premier Abdul
Karim Kabariti, and today’s Cairo

meeting, represent “the kind of

process the US has had in mind
since [Netanyahu’s] victory in the

Israeli elections, that both Israel

and the Arabs should keep the

door open to- meetings of this

kind."

Those meetings, . as well as

Israeli-Palestinian contacts

involving, Netanyahu adviser

Dore Gold, are positive and the

US hopes they spur progress on

the Syrian and Lebanese tracks,

Bums said.

ular session in Nablus.
Legislators had delayed their

summer recess by a month to fin-

ish debating the basic law and
bring it to a vote.
• The draft defines the powers of
the executive, legislative, and
judicial branches, it limits the

president to two consecutive five-

year terms and makes ther«ablnet

accountable to the legislature.

PLO officialsr said Arafat. also

was unhappy with clauses in the

law which define succession to

power should the president resign,

die, or be impeached.
The draft says the council

speaker would assume power for

up to 60 days in case a sitting

president left office and in that

time elections would be held for a
new president (Reuter)

Syrian, Lebanese
presidents discuss

Peaceprocess
DAMASCUS (Reuter) - SJlSrir
-President Hafez- Assad rand

Lebanese President Elias Hrawi
yesterday discassed how to pres-

sure Prime Minister Binyantin
Netanyahu to change wbat they

termed his hanfline peace policies.

Assad’s spokesman Jonbran
Kouriefa said the talks focused on
the "changes of the Israeli policy

towards the peace process and
efforts to establish a just peace in

the region to be based on the land-

for-peace principle.”

"The talks dealt with ways of
bolstering the Arab action to con-
front the anti-peace moves and
back Arab demands for a just and
comprehensive peace, which will

return die occupied lands to their

owners," Kouriehsaid.

He said Assad and Hrawi were
joined later by Syrian Vice

President Abdel-Halim Khaddam,
•Chief of -Staff 'Lt-Gen. Tfikmat
Shihabi and 1 Foreign Minister

. Farouk Share.

A senior Syrian official said ear-

lier that Syria was pleased with

the unified Arab stand expressing

commitment to the land-for-peace

.principle and urging Netanyahu to

accept the basis bn which the

peace process was launched in

1991.

“The unified Arab stand chal-

lenges. all those who thought that

Arab solidarity was impossible
and that disunity would go on for

a long timer said the official.

“This position will certainly

force Netanyahu, who bet on the

Arab disunity to allow success for

his anti-peace policies, to change
his plans and accept the legitimate

Arab demands," he added.

de may head Employment Service
/idan of Ashdod, an aide to Shas chairman MK Aiyeh

NEWS IN BRIEF

battled near Sated
Hundreds of dunams of the Meron Forest,' near Safed, were totally

destroyed last night, in a fire that spread quickly and threatened

Moshav Meron and other communities.
Firefighters, aided by helicopters, attempted to put out the blaze,

but were hampered by strong winds.

Curious drivers who stopped or slowed down to view the fire

caused a number of minor road accidents. Itim

Deri aide
Yehuda Avidan
Deri and general manager of the party’s Yom Leyom newspaper, is

expected to be named director of the Employment Service.
The service is a division of the Labor and Social Affairs Ministry,

headed by Shas’sEIi Yishai.

Avidan has been a board member of Mishan and a member of die
Histadrut executive in charge of special projects. He would say only
that “there has been talk" about his filling the position. Itim

Two Palestinians murdered near Hebron
Nasser Masalraeh, 25, and a relative, Hamdan Masalmeh, both of
Beit Ava, West of Hebron, were shot dead in their respective homes
yesterday. Residents of the village said they were killed by six men.
“Everyone in the village knows they were killed by the Palestinian
Police for collaborating with Israel," one villager said.
Palestinian policemen in the village said they knew nothing about

the reason,for the murders, which were being investigated. him

LEVY
(Continued from Page 1)

We also want to hear from him,"
Bassiouny said.

At the symposium, Erakat chal-
lenged Netanyahu to- convene
Israeli-Palestinian negotiating
teams to discuss "reciprocal
implementation" of the interim

agreement “We need to engage in

negotiations and not waste pre-
cious time," he said

.

He said he
Netanyahu's call for “recif
ty,” which involves curbing
rorism, but the Palest
Authority wants to raise wh
termed Israel’s violation o
less than 33 provisions ol

Oslo Accords. Erakat mad*
cial mention of settlements,

.
ing "peace and settlements d
go together.”
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Swiss likely to
probe Holocaust-

era assets

NEWS

MARILYN HENRY
NEW.

SWITZERLAND appears poised
tocommit its financial institutions
and commercial

. .agencies to
unprecedented scrutiny in a search
for Jewish Holocaust-era assets. A
pending decree calls for a “critical

legal and historical review” of the
scope and fate of Jewish assets
that were received in Switzerland
- either for safekeeping, invest-
ment, or transfer to third parties — .

during the Nazi era.

The decree, which is contained
in draft legislation^ would cover
banks, insurance \ agencies,
lawyers, notaries, trustees, proper-
ty administrators, and other “nat-
ural .or legal entities or persons”
likely to have received funds from
Jews.

Although die decree would go
beyond the terms of the agreement
between the Swiss Bankers
Association and the World Jewish
Restitution Organization, its focus
differs. The bankers* agreement
calls for a commission to arrange
for an independent audit that will

determine Jewish assets in Swiss
banks. Although the agreement
does not specify It, the commis-
sion is expected to distribute any
unclaimed Jewish funds.

That commission, agreed upon
in New York on May 2, has not
yet announced a chairman or an
auditor.

The investigation that would be
authorized by the Swiss decree
would identify assets belonging to
Jews and those transferred to

Switzerland! between January
1933 and May 1945 by the

German National Socialist Labor

YORK
Party, as well as by institutions

and representatives of the Reich.
“We intend to look at every-

thing,” said Christoph Bubb, head
of legal affairs at the Swiss

• Embassy in Washington.
The decree, which envisions a

five-year investigation, is expect-
ed to be approved by the Swiss
legislature when it is introduced

•- early this fall, Bubb said. It does
not address bow any Jewish assets

' uncovered by the investigation
would be returned to heirs.

:
The investigation would be coo-

.
ducted by historians arid legal and
financial experts, who would be
appointed by the Swiss parliament
and who would have unrestricted
access to files.

“Everybody is interested in get-

ting tins investigation started, but
the legal formalities bave to be
maintained,” Bubb said.

Because the law usually pro-
hibits access to files, die experts

would be obligated to preserve the

privacy of the records.

The draft decree, which was
passed July 1 by the Legal
Committee of the Swiss National

Council, is circulating for com-
ment until August 9 among banks,

insurance companies, the Swiss
Jewish organizations and others

who would be affected by the law.

There may be some fine-tuning,

but the decree is expected to retain

its' current shape. The draft

already reflects the general view
ofhow this matter should be tack-

led, Bubb said, adding, “In the

public discussion there has been
no opposition” to the draft

HU Agriculture School
looks to prevent

extinction of

land tortoises
JUDY SIEGEL

RESEARCH aimed at preventing the extinction of land tortoises has
begun at the Hebrew University'sAgriculture Faculty in RebovoL Some
100 turtles have been collected and relocated to a special facility that

willhelp determine ways ofboosting- their breeding and preventing dis-

eases among them.

.

The world's population of land turtles is continuously declining doe to

poaching by collectorsand pet lovers. Due to their popularity in Europe,

the reptiles are beiqg smuggled and their ability to breed reduced.

The tortoises have existed for over200 million years, according toHU
exports, who have joined international organizations in trying to save

them. Ran.Laptd, a research student in biological sciences, initiated the

project. Over several years, he collected dozens of indigenous turtles in

his backyard at home. As he raised them, he observed them scientifical-

ly and carried outresearch. Studying for his doctorate, he sought to insti-

tutionalize his research.

The tortoise reaches adulthood at the age of 11 to 14, and the female

lays only a small number of eggs. Of there, only 50 percent survive.

The researchers hope to study the hormonal systems of the reptiles and

speed up their adolescence, as well as increase the number of eggs laid

and protect (hose batched from being destroyed. Ultrasound scans, X-
rays, and other techniques will be used by the researchers, who hope

they will serve as a model for tortoise-preservation programs abroad.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Badash given 15 days to justify Gefen ban
The High Court of Justice yesterday gave Omer Mayor MK Pini

Badash (Likud) 15 days to justify.hisrefusal to let Aviv Gefen give

a conceit there this summer. The order, issued in response to a

petition filed cai Tuesday by the Association for Civil Rights in

Israel, also requires Badash to justify his refusal to let Gefen's

supporters post a satirical poem against Badash on municipal

bulletin boards. Evelyn Gordon

Kahalani: 27 arrested fn car-smuggling ring
Police recently arrested 27 suspects allegedly involved in

smuggling cars from Israel into Gaza, Internal Security Minister

Avigdor Kahalani said yesterday.

Responding to a motion to the agenda submitted by MK Halm
Dayan (Tsomet). Kahalani said the smugglers included Jewish car

owners, various middlemen, and “clients” in Gaza. According to

Kahalani, Jewish drivers would drive the cars into Gaza,

identifying themselves at checkpoints with the car's original papers.

These transfers apparently were not related to planned terror

activities, he said, though h is clear such cars could later be used in

terror attacks or to smuggle weapons into Israel.

During the first half of the year; 16,631 cars were reported stolen,

Kahalani said. Jerusalem Post Staff

Rapists sentenced to five years
The Haifa District Court yesterday sentenced Alexei Kochmanek,

20, Dmitri Igodtin, 23, Emil Haimov, 23, and a 17-year-old youth

to five years’ imprisonment for rape. They gang-raped a 1 5-year-

old girt in October 1994 at the Haife beach. /rim

Bassem Eld leaving B’tselem
Basseno Eid, B’tselem’s senior fieldworket; will be leaving the

organization at the end of die month to focus his attention ran

human rights violations by the Palestinian Authority. B'tselem deals

primarily with Israeli violations ofhuman rights in the territories.

Eid, who has been'with B'tselem for seven years, said he will

work independently to document rights violations by the PA and

defend the rights ofPalestinians living in die autonomous areas.

Evelyn Gordon

Knesset spokeswoman left speechless
A Likud spokeswoman bit off more than she could chew m the

MKs’ cafeteria yesterday and was left speechless. Tova \fcguma,

the*party's spokeswoman ran social and economic issues, found

what sfa* thought was a black hair in her Chinese vegetables. It was

not. It was a leg still attached to a large cockroach.

Vhguina Jet oat a yell and Knesset Speaker Dan Tichon, sitting at

a nearby (able, agreed to make time among his more pressing duties

to discuss the pubtic bealth'hazarfs facing the country’s kadCTS.

Internal Security Minister Avigdor Kahalani shakes hands with United Torah Judaism MK Moshe Gafrii yesterday, as fellow MKs
Shmuel Halpert (center) and Meir Pornsh look on. The three met with the minister to air their views on Rebov Bar-Ban. (W hann>

Amit: Police may have
violated regulations at

Bar-Ilan protest
JERUSALEM police chief Cmdr. Arye Amit
said yesterday it is possible that policemen
deviated from regulations in their response to

the demonstrations along Bar-Ban Street last

Saturday.

“I can’t vouch for the behavior of each and
every policeman. It's possible police did vio-

late [regulations] and didn’t withstand die

pressure,” he told the Knesset Interior

Committee, pointing out that “it is possible to

file a complaint in the [Justice Ministry's]

Police Investigation Department against any
policeman who broke the law.”

However, Shai Horowitz, a representative of

Manof, a group formed to increase awareness
of Jewish values, told the committee there is

no point In filing complaints against the police,

as nearly ah. such cases are closed on the

grounds there is no public interest in prosecu-

tion.

Amit rejected charges by haredim of whole-
sale police brutality and collective punish-

UAT COLLINS and Itim

ment. He also accused Meretz activists of
“raising the level of response in the hared!

street by their presence.” He said Meretz's

requests to ride convoys and parade along the

street was one cause of the recent escalation in

violent demonstrations.

MK Naomi Blumenthal (Likud) also accused

Meretz ofcausing “provocations.”

The Meretz activists had not abided by his

decision to allow only five vehicles at a time
travel on the road, Amit charged. Amit said

he had been very worried by the danger
faced by three detectives who were discov-
ered disguised as haredim and had to be
extricated from an angry mob under a bar-

rage of stones.

However, Amit said he had granted Meretz a

license to demonstrate again this Saturday at

7:30 p.m.

Elazar Sturm, who chaired the committee
which recommended closing the road during

prayer times, told the MKs that Rehov Bar-Dan
does not act as a major road during Shabbat
and only 750 vehicles use it during prayer

times. He called on both sides to avoid vio-

lence.

MK Avraham Poraz (Meretz) told the com-
mittee the road should remain open.

“It's the main road to Ramot Eshkol. There's

an attempt by the haredi public to close the

road by terror. We're protecting the continua-

tion of traffic and we’re protecting the road."

he said.

Internal Security Minister Avigdor Kahalani

met with United Torah Judaism MK's yester-

day to discuss the problem. The MK's warned
him that allowing the road to remain open this

Shabbat could result in violence.

MK Moshe Gafrii (UTJ) said he fears that a

spontaneous demonstration by extremists in

the area could lead to bloodshed.

Jerusalem
residents

force
removal of
obscene ad
posters
BILL HUTMAN

AFTER dozens of angry resi-

dents contacted the Jerusalem

Municipality yesterday to

protest against' advertising

signs reading, “Who the fuck

is Cfcacko?” the city ordered
them removed.
A city spokesman said the

municipality does not have
any say in posting ads. While
street advertisement hoardings

are the municipality’s proper-

ty, responsibility for renting

them out to advertisers is in

the hands of a private contrac-

tor, the spokesman said. The
spokesman said he did not

even know what the sign,

which first appeared around

the capital late Tuesday night,

was advertising.

The city’s 106 hotline and die

spokesman’s office received

dozens of phone calls protesting

the use of the obscene word on

the sign, he said.

Full story. Page 5
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Patients in experiments should be
compensated, doctors say

PATIENTS who willingly submit

to an experimental medical proce-

dure in the hope of getting better

should be compensated if the

experiment causes them harm,
according to Dr. David Frankl, a

senior lecturer in the faculty of

health sciences at Ben-Gurion
University.

Speaking on the last day of the

Second International Colloquium
on Medicine. Ethics and Jewish
Law, Frankl said that the Health

Ministry's Supreme Helsinki

Committee on Human
Experimentation could make pay-
ment for damages a condition for

allowing such clinical trials.

Prof. Shimon Glick, head of the

medical faculty at the Ben-
Gurion University Medical
School, said at the colloquium at

Jerusalem's Shaare Zedek
Hospital that until die beginning
of the Eighties, a number of clin-

ical trials forbidden in the US by
the Food and Drug
Administration or the National
Institutes of Health because they

were very risky were carried out

in Israel, and some patients suf-

fered as a result

Since then, however, the local

health authorities have set much
stricter requirements, he said.

Nevertheless, there are still no
arrangements for compensation.

On the issue of transplants.

Rabbi Moshe Farbstein, head of

Netanya's Rabbinical Court, said

that people who want to donate

one of their kidneys to someone
other than a first-degree relative

should be able to do so, on condi-

tion their motives are altruistic. If

the would-be donor wants'to give

the organ only to make money, it

would be forbidden by Jewish

JUDY SIEGEL

law, he said.

In a discussion on the terminal-

ly ill, Tel Aviv Chief Rabbi Haim
David Halevy said that dying
patients must have their pain
relieved and their emotional dis-

tress addressed, unlike in some
countries, where they are regarded

as a nuisance.

Halevy reiterated ihe halachic

position that while doctors may
not disconnect dying patients

from life-saving equipment, they
may decide not to connect them if

it would mean prolonging their

pain and suffering without
improving their chances for long-

term survival.

Panel
okays

mandatory
school

payments
UAT COLLINS

THE Knesset Education
Committee yesterday unanimous-
ly approved the mandatory pay-
ments parents must make for the

1SP6-1997 school year.

It was decided that payments for

studies and crafts materials will be
mandatory only in kindergartens,

not nursery schools.

The committee accepted a pro-

posal by former Education
Ministry director-general

Shimshon Shoshani to gradually

phase out the payments for crafts

materials throughout the state

school system by the 1997-1998
school year. One of the reasons

for abolishing this payment is the

lack of clear definition of the

materials it actually includes.

The fee for crafts in kinder-

gartens will be NIS 72 a year in

elementary schools. NIS 55;

junior high, NIS 78; and high
school, NIS 55.

Parents will have to pay NIS 27
personal accident insurance per

child in all state schools. Payment
for dental care will be mandatory
only in areas where tite local

council provides die dental ser-

vice. The comprehensive dental

care through junior high will be

NIS 52; the basic care, NIS 27.

A public council, including rep-

resentatives of the local parents

committees, the Education
Ministry, the Health Ministry, and
the local council will monitor the

provision of the service.

Hanegbi seeks

to liberalize

kidney donations

JUDY SIEGEL

HEALTH Minister Tzahi Hanegbi
last night asked die head of the

national transplant coordination

center. Prof. Ami Barzilai, to pre-

pare within a month a proposal to

allow live persons to donate a kid-

ney to patients other than first-

degree relatives.

This was recommended by the

Supreme Helsinki Committee
chaired by ministry director-general

Dr. Meir Qren. The committee said

such a practice should be allowed if

there is proper supervision of such

donations to prevent abuse.

There has been much pressure to

allow people other than immediate

relatives to donate a kidney or pan
of a lung or liver from their own
bodies, due to the long waiting list

for organs and the severe shortage

of cadaver organs.

Regarding the possibility of com-
pensation for the organs, there was
no agreement among committee
members and no decision was made.

The members include represen-

tatives of the Health Ministry, sur-

geons, medical ethicists, a sociol-

ogist, legal experts, and clergy.
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Three capitals bid to get

Irish talks working

'

- Jlpis

SHUTTLE diplomacy replaced

name-calling yesterday as politi-

cians tried to revive Northern

Ireland's peace process following

widespread rioting and a vehicle

bomb last week. .

The IRA-allied Sinn Fein party,

condemned by the Irish govern-

ment after the Irish Republican

Army ended its cease-fire by

bombing London Feb. 9. meet

government officials in Dublin.
~
In London. John Hume, leader

of the Social Democratic and

Labor Party, Sinn Fein's larger

. rival for Catholic votes, was to

meet Prime Minister John Major

yesterday evening.

In Belfast, leaders of pro-British

Protestant parties continued their

own consultations with former US
Sen. George Mitchell, chairman

of the talks begun June 10 that

have yet to get anywhere.

Some Protestants still think

Mitchell is unsuitable as chairman

because, they contend, he wants to

bring FRA supporters to the table.

Mitchell warned in a statement

that “an end to the talks could

condemn the people of Northern

Ireland to a renewal of wide-

spread sectarian violence
”

In Strasbourg, Irish Foreign

Minister Dick Spring told the

European Parliament he wanted to

see a new beginning to Anglo-
Irish efforts to resolve a 27-year

conflict which killed 3,200 people.

“A solution must be found to the

issue of contentious parades

News agencies

BELFAST

which served to provoke the

recent unrest," he said.

“Violence may be an outlet for

frustration but it can only worsen

an already bad situation and will

not solve the problems which lie

at its root."

The Irish government has

accused Britain of bowing to mob
rule by Protestants by allowing

the march through a Catholic area,

trampling over their civil rights.

The most important test comes
today in London when the two

governments meet in emergency
session - seeking to repair Anglo-

Irish relations in their poorest

shape since the IRA prison hunger
strike of 1981.

In Londonderry, the province's

second- largest and predominantly
Catholic town 1 10 km northwest

of Belfast that was wracked by
weekend rioting. Catholic politi-

cians planned yesterday to cen-

sure or expel the Protestant

mayor.
Hume’s party has a working

majority on Deny City Council

but, trying to demonstrate power-

sharing in this Protestam-majority

province, each year nominates a

Protestant mayor.
The current mayor, Richard

Dallas, is a member of the Orange
Order fraternal group and helped

block the city's main bridge dur-

ing last week's violent confronta-

tion between police and
Protestants.

Police on July 7 had tried to

block the annual Orange march
through a Catholic enclave in a
predominantly Protestant town,
Portadown. After four days of
confrontations with Protestants

the police gave in, and four more
nights of rioting erupted in

Catholic areas.

The Orange marches commem-
orate Protestant traditions and his-

toric victories over Catholics.

Baroness Denton, the British

minister responsible for attracting

foreign investment to Northern

Ireland, says one major company
has already withdrawn from nego-
tiations because of the mayhem.
“You can understand their deci-

sion," she said.

Overnight, the IRA meted out

so-called “punishment” beatings

to accused criminal opponents in

its poor Catholic power bases.

In Newry, SO km south of

Belfast, men wielding nail-spiked

clubs attacked a 19-year-old who
suffered a broken leg and knee,

and multiple cuts. In die Markets,

a Catholic neighborhood in south-

central Belfast, another man had
his arm broken by two masked
men swinging iron bars.

No group has claimed responsi-

bility for Sunday's vehicle bomb
that - wrecked a hotel in

Enniskillen, 130 km southwest of
Belfast.
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War criminal Paul Touvier dies

Russian monarchists attend a commemoration service yesterday for Czar Nikolay Romanov H, whom the monarchists have asked

the Orthodox Church to saint.
-

(Ream)

NATO rejects

Bosnian Serb threats
PARIS (AP) - Former militia chief Paul Touvier, the

only Frenchman convicred ofcrimes against human-
ity committed during World War II, died yesterday in

prison, court officials said. He was 81.

Touvier, convicted in April 1994 of ordering the

deaths of seven Jews, died in a hospital at Fresnes

Prison south of Paris after suffering from prostate

cancer. An autopsy was planned
Twice his family asked he be pardoned due to fail-

ing health, but were rejected.

As head of the Lyon-area militia for the Vichy

regime during the war, Touvier ordered the dawn
executions by firing squad in reprisal for the murder
of Vichy propaganda chief Philippe Henriot by the

Resistance.

Prosecution lawyers portrayed Touvier during his

five-week trial as seething with revenge on the eve of
their anest and execution on June 29. 1944 in

Rillieux-la-Pape, outside Lyon.

Touvier claimed that he was acting under German
orders and that he actually saved 93 Jews by sacri-

ficing- Seven. tout that was never proven. Touvier,

stone-faced during his trial, neverexpressed remorse

about,the killings. j.; ....

Touvier was a key aide during World War n to

Gestapo chief Klaus Barbie, the “Butcher of Lyon,”
tracking Jews and Resistance fighters and frequently

confiscating their possessions.

“Justice was done,” said Nazi hunter and lawyer
Serge Klarsfeld. Referring to Touvier and Barbie,

who also died behind bars, “from the moment they
were in prison because of a just decision, their fate

was of no further importance to us."

Though Touvier’s conviction satisfied many
Jewish groups, he is widely regarded by historians as

having played a secondary role in the.’ arrest and
deportations of Jews during World War IL

His superiors, including former Budget Minister

Maurice Papon and Rene Bousquet, Vichy's nation-

al police chief during the war. managed to avoid
trial.

While charges are still pending against Papon, now
85. Bousquet was assassinated in 1 994 on the eve of
his trial by a crazed publicity seeker.

In a 1994 television interview, the late President

Francois Mitterrand admitted that he enjoyed a close

personal friendship with Bousquet until the mid-

1980s and that he had intervened to delay legal pro-

ceedings against him.

Some 75.000 Jews, including 12,000 children,

were deponed from France to Nazi death camps dur-

ing the war. Only 2d>00 returned.

Twice convicted in absentia for treason, Touvier
was pardoned by Premier Georges Pompidou in 1 97

1

at the behest of leading Roman Catholic Church offi-

cials.

“The time has come to throw a veil over the period

when the French were engaged in hatred, civil strife

and even murder," Pompidou said.

But Resistance groups and Jewish survivors, infu-

riated by the pardon, came forward with evidenced
bring new charges and Touvier went back into hid-

ing.

He remained a fugitive, moving from convent to

monastery under assumed names with his wife and
two children, living off handouts from private indi-

viduals until he was arrested at a Roman Catholic

priory in Nice 1 989.

An investigation conducted at the request of the

Church revealed that many of the clergymen - at

least 50 - who came to Touvier’s aid over the years

were not aware of his wartime activities.

He is survived by his wife Monique and his chil-

dren Chantal and Pierre.

Japan’s E. coli epidemic spreads
TOKYO (AP) - In the Japanese
city of Sakai, where thousands of
schoolchildren have been stricken

with a dangerous form of food
poisoning, things are getting

worse, not better.

“We seem to be getting further

from a solution," said Sakai

Are you in
DESPAIR

about
HEBREW?
The dictionary so

up-to-date its called

mayor Hideo Halaya yesterday as

the number of victims of the E.

coli 0157:H7 bacteria rose to

5,262.

Most have bloody diarrhea and
flu-like symptoms, but at least one
young girl is unconscious, and
more than a dozen are suffering

serious kidney damage.
Sakai, in western Japan, is the

most recent city hit by a nation-

wide epidemic of E. coli infec-

tions, apparently spread through

school lunches.

In all, more than 6,000 people
have gotten sick.

Health and Welfare Ministry

official Yasuyuki Osada said there

have been more E. coli infections

among Japanese children in the

past three weeks than there are

food poisonings nationwide in an
average year.

Although no deaths have been
reported in Sakai, four people -

three children and an 84-year-old

woman - from other parts of
Japan have died.

Many victims, including at least

six infants, have developed a
complication that attacks the kid-

neys as the bacteria attaches to the

intestinal lining and secretes its

poison.

As parents brought about 500
children to overflowing hospi-

tals and clinics in Sakai yester-

day, a special task force estab-

lished in the city by the central

government banned the use of
many school swimming pools

and prepared to distribute pam-
phlets on hygiene throughout the

city.

Authorities also decided to

close schools for the full week.

NATO's top leadership warned the Bosnian
Serbs yesterday against retaliating for any
attempt by the NATO-led peace force to arrest

suspected war criminals.

The NATO-led force “will not tolerate

attacks on its personnel or interference with

die performance of their duties," Secretary-

General Javier Solana. It “will not be intimi-

dated or deterred from its mission."

The Bosnia Serbs recently warned they

would retaliate against any attempt by the

force to arrest Bosnian Seri) leader Radovan
Karadzic, who has been indicted on war
crimes charges.

Adm. Leighton Smith, commander of the

force, said Bosnian Serb leaders had already

distanced themselves from the threats.

“The leadership in the Bosnian Serb govern-

ment have repudiated those threats,” Smith
said. “They don’t like diem any more than I

do."

US envoy Richard Holbrooke, architect of
.the Dayton peace accordfor Bosnia, held four
hours of talks with President- Slobodan
Milosevic in Belgrade yesterday and described

them as "inconclusive”.

He said after the meeting with die man wide-

ly regarded as the Bosnian Serbs’ main spon-

sor during the war that be would return to

Belgrade for further talks later in the week.
“1 cannot tell you we made any progress

Hotel blaze
kills 29
in China

SHENZHEN (Reuter) - Scores of
hotel guests slid down knotted

bedsbeets to flee a hotel blaze that

burned 29 people to death and
injured 13 in this southern

Chinese boom town early yester-

day.

Reports by local state media
said 18 men and 11 women were
killed in the conflagration in the

nine-storey block. Local reporters

said the victims were live-in

restaurant employees.

A reporter for Hong Kong’s
New Evening Post said over 100
people were hurt in the commo-
tion of people fleeing the

flames.

The blaze flared up at 2.00 a.m.

in the Fei Fei hot-pot restaurant on
the second floor of the Duan Xi
Hotel building in Shenzhen, a
town adjacent to the British

colony of Hong Kong.

News agencies

BRUSSELS

today, and I will not characterise the talks

except to say they were inconclusive," he told

reporters. “Confidential negotiations require

confidentiality."

Holbrooke said he would go to tire Croatian

capital Zagreb for talks with President Franjo

Tudjman and consult Washington before
resuming negotiations in Belgrade this after-

noon. He said he would return to Washington
tomorrow.

Holbrooke declined to give any details of
their main topic of discussion - the future of
Karadzic.

But he reiterated the Western belief that the

Bosnian Serbs were defying the Dayton peace
accord. “In our view they are in non-compli-
foice wito most of ‘-the political parts of tire

•Dayron agreements^.be said. ... v •"

.. IHolbrooke: sakl heartier ; i t was Milosevic’s

responsibility to honour his commitments
under the Dayton accord to remove Karadzic
from power.

Milosevic signed the Dayton documents on
behalf of the Bosnian Serbs and the West
believes that makes him accountable for then-

failure to comply with the agreement
Dayton forbids any individual indicted for

war crimes, such as Karadzic, from holding

public office or participating in Bosnian elec-

tions scheduled for September 14.

If Milosevic continues to resist the pressure,

NATO said it might still be prepared to con-

sider snatching Karadzic - an option it had

avoided because of the risk of Western casual-

ties.

“All options are open...The road between

The Hague and Pale is getting shorter, shorter

and shorter," NATO Secretary-General Javier

Solana told reporters in Brussels.

“In the last few days there has been enor-

mous diplomatic activiiy_We are putting all

tiie pressure possible on the parties to comply
with Dayton."
Washington recalled Holbrooke to interna-

tional diplomacy from hisjob as a Wall Street

investment banker to try to rejuvenate efforts

to force Karadzic from power and political

influenced Bosnia. -

•Diplomats regard Holbrooke as one of the

few- mediators capable of negotiating and bul-

lying the rival Bosnian powers into tine until

the Dayton agreement
Milosevic has so far appeared unwilling to

risk the domestic political consequences of
forcing Karadzic, seen by many of his people
as a Serb hero and patriot, from office and into

the jurisdiction of the UN war crimes tribunal

in The Hague.

Yeltsin names Lebed man
as defense minister

MOSCOW (Reuter) - President

Boris Yeltsin named experienced

army general Igor Rodionov as

Russia’s defense minister yester-

day in a victoiy for security tsar

Alexander Lebed, who had lob-

bied hard for him.

Naming Rodionov, head of the

general staff's prestigious acade-

my, ended a month of uncertainty

after Yeltsin fired the hawkish and
unpopular Pavel Grachev on June
18 to try to ensure re-election.

The 59-year-old colonel-gener-

al immediately pledged to by to

resolve the conflicts in Chechnya
and other hotspots, and promied

' to make long-awaited reforms in

the armed forces.

"We must sort out the situation in

Chechnya, Tajikistan and Bosnia in

order to take the necessary deci-

sions there,” said Rodionov, quoted

by Itar-Tass news agency.

“I will try to define the basic tasks

and declare honestly that a Russian

general's honour is selfless service

of the Motherland, of the people,"

Rodionov is respected, but his

career was clouded by his com-
mand of troops who used shovels

to break up a peaceful protest in

the Georgian capital Tbilisi in

1989, kilting about 20 people.

He was then regarded as a com-
munist hawk and removed from
his post because of the killings,

although many politicians now
suggest much of the blame should
have been placed elsewhere.

His views now are unclear but

politicians from rival camps wel-

comed his appointment: Lebed
said it was good for Russia.

“A professional of a high stan-

dard, an elite general who com-
bines practical and theoretical

skills...has been appointed

defense minister," Lebed said. “I

think the president has acted very
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Mandela feels

‘eternity’ near
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PRETORIA (Reuter) - President

Nelson Mandela. mortality

weighing on the eve of his 78th

birthday, relumed yesterday from

a triumphal visit to Britain and

France saying South Africa would
reap increased trade and invest-

ment.

“It’s always a sense of jcry of

course to have a birthday, even if

you are coming nearer to sleeping

for eternity,” a tired-looking

Mandela told a news conference

on arrival in Pretoria.

Mandela, whose status as an

international human rights icon

was underlined by the adulation

he received in Britain and France,

will mark his birthday on today by

hosting a party for 2,000 disabled

children.

He said local newspaper
reports that business leaders he
met during the trip had been
sceptical of South Africa as a

haven for investment were off the

mark,
“I don’t know where (the news-

papers) get their information

because I am the person who
spoke to business in both coun-
tries and their response is a posi-

tive one.

“Not one of them asked me
about the rare ofcrime or our rela-

tions with the
1

trade unions, except
that 1 volunteered that informa-
tion," he said.

South Africa’s rampant crime
and Communist-aligned labour
movement have frequently been
cited as potential obstacles to foe

foreign investment the country
desperately needs to fuel growth
and create jobs.

Foreign investors have also
expressed concern at the country's

stability after Mandela leaves
office, which he is scheduled to

do when his current term expires
in 1999.

Mandela bas been at pains to
persuade the business community
that he is not toe only capable
leader in toe country and that his

deputy, Thabo Mbeki, would
make a more than adequate suc-
cessor.

wisely and all Russia win gain
from this appointment-"
Lebed proposed Rodionov for

toe post after he himselfwas lured
into toe Kremlin by Yeltsin as the
president tried to win extra, votes
for toe second round of Russia's
presidential election, which be
won on July 3.

Lebed’s position in the Kremlin
appeared to be strengthened by
the appointment, although some
friction could be caused because
he holds a lower rank as a lieu-
tenant-general. The choice oif any-
one else would have been a
resounding and public slap in the
face by Yeltsin.

“Rodionov is a protege of
General Lebed and ibis increases
Lebed’s weight to some extent,
although you still cannot say that

folly . controls the power sys-
tem,” said Alexander Konovalov,
an independent military expert

‘Primary Colors’
author revealed:

Joe Klein

WASHINGTON (AP)
Handwriting analysis suggests
Newsweek columnist Joe Klein isme author. Anonymous, of
Primary Colors, the best- sellins
sabre on the 1992 Clinton canf
paign, according to yestrday’s
Washington Post.
The Post said it obtained a copy

of a manuscript of the novel with
tandwrttten changes on several

^P®lP*Pgt said it also got
copies of Klein's handwriting aid
hired a handwriting analyst to
compare them.

3

.

“The two samples of handwrit-

TL,
abs°fotely consistent

“rotoded Maureen
Owens, former chief docu-

inent examiner for the Chicago

Kmy of
^^A^eriS

Klein before denied bein?
euthor, most notably after New

:S£a:ass
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You want a Pepsi?!
In Coke City,

don’t even ask

Jerusalem in uproar over
obscene ad campaign

RACHEL MfSKIN

I
N Atlanta,

where four out
of five dentists

recommend their

patients rinse with
Coca-Cola, they
have a different

word for pariah:

Pepsi dealer.

In the home of
its corporate head-
quarters, ' in the
downtown section

dubbed the
Olympic ring,

Coke was most
definitely it.

Trucks: shlepped
empty . Coke
machines across
town for refills.

US Arthy solders,

in ; fatigues

slugged
. down

Diet Cokes. Tourists, workers,
residents - a Coke was on every-
one’ssweaty lips.

Cola wars? The fight is over in

Atlanta; where die red-and-white
banner of Cola-Cola flies high
while the folks over at Pepsi lie

low.

“I just don’t have any com-
ment," sniffed Bany Hayes, gen-
eral manager of Buffalo Rock
Bottling; a Pepsi distributor in

suburban Newman. “The less

said, the better.”

At least Hayes was speaking.

At the Pepsi Cola Bottling

Company of Gainesville, die

phone rang unanswered.

The odds of finding a cold (or a
lukewarm, or a hot) Pepsi in

Olympic Atlanta were akin to dis-

covering the Hedy Grail made
the Georgia Dome.
“A Peps? Your chances are

very. Very slim,"

said Michael
Renwick, 23,

who was serving

cold Cokes
Tuesday at Sports

World ’96.

“Yon 'll be look-

ing a long, long
time.”

Has any repre-

sentative of the

Pepsi generation

stopped by, ask-

ing for alternative

refreshment?

•You’re the firet,"

Renwick replied.

The scene was
repeated at Bar-B-

Dog, and Native

Son's Oasis, and

assorted other

stops in the shad-
ow of the Coca-Cola skyscraper:

Coke, the world’s largest bever-
age company and Atlanta's cor-

porate king, doled out more than

$40. million to become the official

Olympic beverage.

Coke is spending a repealed

$250m. worldwide in Olympic
advertising. And it seems to be
working - a recent study indicat-

ed the number of consumers iden-

tifying Coke as die Olympic soft-

drink sponsor had doubled since
j

the Barcelona Olympics in 1992.

At Pepsi's Atlanta office, ftere

were initial signs that the preva-

lence of red and white hadn’t left

them feeling blue. Have a Pepsi

day!" announced the voice mail

of Charlene Thompson. She later

referred calls to another execu-
tive, who didn't call back.

Out getting a soda, no doubt.

(AP)

Advertisements blar-

ing the message “Who the

fuck is Chacko?" sprang
up in the early hours of yesterday

morning all over Jerusalem,
amusing some and incensing
many.
Chacko is the name of a new

fast-food restaurant downtown on
Rehov Hasoreg. The Jerusalem
municipality, flooded with com-
plaints, forced the advertising

agency handling the campaign to

remove the signs immediately.

The city spokesman’s office

stated that the municipality does
not, as a rule, approve every bill-

board or poster that goes up in the

city, but does reserve the right to

remove any advertisement it

deems offensive or inappropriate.

Meni Sigawi. president of
Vieder Sigawi, the advertising

agency responsible for the signs,

professes only pure motives.
“What we intended to say was
‘Who the hell is Chacko?’
“I am baffled by the uproar. The

word is broadcast regularly on
the radio and on television. The
ad is a takeoff on a popular song
by Gunipy, ‘Who the fuck is

Alice?'

“We knew it was a little crass in

English, but in Israel it’s a com-
mon turn of phrase. It’s a word
that can be interpreted many
ways."
English-speakers in Jerusalem

apparently interpret it only one
way. David Clayman, Israel

director of the American Jewish

Congress, expressed outrage and
disgust at the signs.

“A new depth of vulgarity has

been reached in a society with a
long, painful record of tasteless-

ness," he says.

“It is not simply a matter of
extreme ultra-Orthodox objec-
tion. This is offensive to every-
one. If the signs are not removed
within 24 hours, I will personally
take them down and start pro-

ceedings for a court case.”

Many native Israelis did not
even understand the ad, but those

who did were largely indifferent

toiL
“It’s cute and funny and targets

a young audience," said

Jerusalemite Sharon Maggid.
Yehiel Sabag echoed this senti-

ment. “It’s simply another ad. It

doesn’t bother me personally at

all," he said.

However, kiosk proprietor

Haim Mizrahi was disgusted.

“Lately there has been a moral

decline in Israeli society. This is

just another example of how low
we’ve sunk," he said.

Expatriate Americans and
tourists were, for the most part,

shocked. Ma’aleh Adumim resi-

dent Mindy Goldstein filmed, "Is

this the message they want to

give to tourists? What has-

Jerusalem come to? Don't they

understand that this is extremely
offensive?”

American tourist Jordan Singer

was "shocked this would appear
in any city, much less Jerusalem,

the holy city."

Jerusalemite Ruth Frank
expressed disgust at the ad
agency. “I don't believe in cen-

sorship, but a person has to

understand what's appropriate.

Jerusalem is a holy city for most
of the world. How can anybody
do that? The ad agency should

lose its license."

Interestingly, European tourists

were not offended, but rather

Dozens of these ads, for a kosher restaurant, suddenly appeared
in Jerusalem Tuesday night. Within hours, the municipality

ordered them removed. dsaacHanni

amused by the ads. Kiliam
Wawoe of Holland declared, "I

think it’s funny because of the

tie-in to the song. This would def-

initely be an acceptable ad cam-
paign in Holland."

Similarly, David Kudren from
Stockholm laughed at the posters.

“I'm not at all offended by it, but
1 guess some people would be.

“They shouldn't be taken down,
though. Censorship is never good
for democracy. I've seen much
more risque ads in Sweden.”
“I think there are two elements

at work here." says Charles
Levine, president of Charles
Levine Communications. “The
first is that there is a lower com-
mon denominator in Israeli cul-

ture when it comes to public dis-

plays of vulgarity than there is in

the West.

“The limits of good taste in art

and culture can be flexible, but
we’re talking about the grassroots
level of street ads. Using vulgari-

ty is not within the acceptable
realm.

“The second issue is that

Jerusalem should remain an
exception. It has a special charac-

ter, an extra dimension, and it is

doubly wrong to have such
unseemly displays here."

Sigawi claims that the furor is

both unfounded and inexplicable,

that those who object are a sanc-

timonious minority. “Hebrew
speakers do not find the cam-
paign offensive. It appeals to the

general public. We didn't mean to

be disrespectful or insulting to

anyone."

Chacko owner Avi Rosenboim
expressed regret for the entire

affair. "We put a lot of thought

into this campaign and it obvi-

ously hasn't fulfilled our expecta-

tions. We are changing the ads
and are paying dearly for this

blunder.

“This is a kosher restaurant and
we did not want to alienate any-

body. We deliberately did not

place ads in religious neighbor-

hoods for fear of offending peo-

ple. We simply wanted to arouse

curiosity for the restaurant."

FRAGRANCE-free deodor-
ants are not a novelty.

Several cosmetics compa-
nies produce them for people who
want a product which will elimi-

nate perspiration odor without
substitutingsome othersmell in its

stead._.. j. . .. ,.

But since producers of toiletries

are always looking for a new gim-
mick, tbd Current trendis toward:

alcohol-free fragrances.

The alcohol contentoften boosts

the strength of the perfume, and
gives it greater staying power.

Thus il comes asno surprise that

Decleor’s roll-on deodorant,

which is advertised as "pleasantly

perfumed," exudes almost nothing

of the aroma of its cocktail of
.

essential oils derived from pine,

rosewood, mange mint, lavender

and rosemary. However, if the

product fulfills its main purpose,

some customers will not mind
forking out NIS 83 for a 30ml.

container.

Musk Oil’s new anti-perspirant

deodorant, which is also free of

alcohol, does have an appeal of

sorts to the olfactory senses,

although to be truthful, it smeHs
more like Mgb-quality furniture

polish than a beauty product.

Price-wise, it's certainly a good
buy at NIS 21 .90 for a 50mL bot-

tle.

While fragrance-free deodorants

and body lotions may be accept-

able, one cannot be quite as taler-

Scents and sensibility Magnetic medical wonder makes its debut

QREER FAY CASHMAN

ant with regard to Issey Miyake’s

L’eau D’Issey Sun Mik retailing

ax NIS 198 for a lOOniL bottle.

_ of us.learn at an early age
that you can fool all of the people

some of foe time and some of the

people all of tire time - but never

all of the people all of the time.

Hus lesson has apparently

escaped Miyake, whose signature

fragrance is being produced with-

out alcohol.

Possessed of foe lightest, deli-,

cate bouquet in its original compo-
sition, L’ean D'Issey in its nonal-

coholic state is now so subtie that

it evaporates almost instantly. For
those who don’t want anything to

intrude cm their own natural seem,

yet feel compelled for snob value

or political correctness, to wear an

expensive perfume L’eau D'Issey

fits foe biH
While Sun Mist does not have

durability, the refresher tissues

sold under tire same label definite-

ly do, and better still, have a self-

adhesive flap on tire parse-size

package to keep the tissues fresh

and moist after tire package has

been opened.

For those who couldn't care less

whether or not there is alcohol in

tire formula of their perfume, but

who nonetheless want to borrow

from nature’s bounty to enhance

their olfactory ambience, Fleur

d’eau, the most recent of the

Rochas concoctions, is delightful-

ly romantic and not the least bit

heavy. A pleasing blend of fruit

and flower essences tempered
with amber, musk and sandal-

wood, it is available at NIS 149
fora 50mL bottle and NIS 215 for

a lOOmL bottle. The deodorant in

tire same series is priced at NIS
129 fora 100ml. bottle.

Samba Natural, produced by
The Perfumer’s Workshop Paris,

is evocative of redolent citrus

groves, but the grapefruit aroma
does not quite vanquish the exotic

Indian spices which hover beneath

the top notes. A little too exuber-

ant for day wear in a hot climate.

Samba Natural, with its hint of

mystique, does better after night-

fell when the weather is cooler.

The cost for a 50ml. spray bottle is

NIS 149, going up to NIS 189 for

100ml.
The Best of Chevignon, which is

marketed as a fragrance for men,
is sufficiently discreet to serve as a

unisex item of toiletry. What may
make it more distinctively male is

its freshness. Men’s perfumes in

general have a fresher, more
vibrant tang than those created for

women, and curiously, are less

costly. The Best of Chevignon eau

de toilette comes in 30, 50 and
100ml. bottles selling at NIS 69,

NIS 99 and NIS 119 respective-

ty-

I
F you are a member of Kupai Holim
Meuhedet, you may have received a let-

ter recently introducing you to the

health fund’s imminent technological trans-

formation. The current system of stickers

required for doctor’s visits and lab tests is

soon to be replaced by that of the magnetic
card.

Aside from the side benefit of the card's fit-

ting nicely into one’s wallet-among other-,

magnetic money substitutes (e.g. Visa and>.

Telecard), its read purpose - according to the

above letter - is to enable "foe attending

physician to study the relevant medical histo-

ry of the patient, his sensitivity to certain

drugs, previous professional diagnoses, etc...

[as' well as enable members] automatically to

receive lab test results and to be updated
regarding their medication."

. Supposedly, all doctors working with

Meuhedet will eventually be equipped with

computer terminals hooked into a shared net-

work, as will pharmacies. labs, and any other

body providing service to the health fund.

Each member will have his own personal

card, to guard confidentiality.

This system is initially being put Into effect

in Jerusalem. According to Meuhedet media
adviser Tal Rabina, this is the city with the

highest concentration of Meuhedet members.
The gradual shift over to the new system will

take a while, and slight glitches during the

interim period are to be expected.

S.O„ a long-time Meuhedet member, is dis-

turbed by tire feet that the health fund is charg-

ing a fee for the purchase of foe magnetic
medical wonder. “If we members have no
choice but to switch systems, why must we be

forced to pay for it?"

He also questions the legality of the charge

CAVEAT EMPTOR!
RUTHIE BLUM

(NIS 10 per member, but no more than NIS
30 per family; and in the event of loss, anoth-

er NIS 10 for replacement) due to a clause in

the new health bill passed a year ago.

Rabina responds: “There is no legal imped-
iment in charging a one-time payment for the

card. Its introduction was reported both to the

Ministry of Health and to the Treasury, and no
prohibition was imposed by them."
The Ministry of Health says otherwise.

According to a ministry assistant spokes-

woman, "Kupat Holim Meuhedet has received

repeated warnings from us on this subject.

The health bill specifically forbids the health

funds from charging for any service which
was not in effect by January 1, 1994, as well

as from placing conditions upon medical

treatment"
When asked if the ministry, then, recom-

mends that Meuhedet members refuse to pay
for the card, the spokeswoman was slightly

irritated. “I’m not saying what we recom-
mend. I'm just slating the facts," she sai.d-

One wonders whether this bodes well for

future assistance from the ministry in uphold-

ing the law. Calling the main office of the

health fund in Jerusalem as a Meuhedet mem-
ber doubtful about the new system - particu-

larly since no doctor I've seen recently has a

computer in his office - I was told that I

should “just pay for it now. anyway, since it

takes time for the whole operation to gel

under way."
"Why not wait until it is actually function-

ing before buying the card?" I wanted to

know.

And then “What happens if I don’t pay for it

at all? Will I be denied medical treatment?"

“Of course not!" was the reply. "Ifyou don’t

pay now, the money will be taken from you at

a later date either from your regular bank pay-

ments or however else you pay for our ser-

vices."

Those of you who wish to stand on principle

regarding this violation of the law should

ignore the health fund’s solicitations (some of
which now have an actual card enclosed), and
take note of whether a fee for this service"has

been added to your regular payments. And
then complain to the Ministry of Heaiih.

Others, for whom NIS 10 seems a small

amount to pay to have easier access to and
less bureaucracy involved in medical treat-

ment, might wish to go ahead and buy the

card. But you may want to wait until your own
doctors have phased out the sticker system in

their own clinics and until the offices of the

health fund cease requiring the membership
booklet before doing so.

One further crucial point: Always read any
mail sent to you by your health fund. If your
Hebrew is weak, get someone to translate.

Additional services, which cost extra, are

often provided by default (for example,
"Meuhedet Adif" and “Meuhedet Zahav").

This means that if you do not wish to have
them added to your basic health plan, you
must actively cancel them.

Only new members are given a chance to

choose from the beginning. As dubious a prac-

tice as this may be, written warnings and

reminders are mailed in advance.

You are invited to offer personal stories

about goods and services in this country.

Write to: Ruthie Blum, POB 81, 91000
Jerusalem. For E-mail: editors@jpostxo.fl

OFFERS

SELECTRIC TYPEWRITER -

Hebrew/Engtish, never used, excellent

-

condition, NIS 300. 03-5712271.

LARGE LEATHER ARMCHAIR -

NIS 1 50 o.b.o.; batch haricovere. paper-

backs. 09-77 15J 90.

SHOES - ladies', high/low beds, size

9; children's, size 12, new and slightly

worn, American, NIS 30 each. 03-

9306506.
STEREO COMPONENTS - Hannon
Kardon, good condition. NIS 300. 06-

368472.
EXERCISE BIKE - excellent condi-

tion, tuner, speedometer, movable ban-

dies. NIS 300- 03-6960739. evening.

CURLING IRON - Babyliss. dual

voltage, new in box, NIS ISO; hairdryer.

Philips compact. NIS 50. 03-6995351.
WOOD BOOKCASE -2 m. high. NIS
100; 2 weights. 9 kgs. each, NIS 50;

electric remote' control car, NIS 70; car-

pet, 2J*lj NIS 50.03-5224467.

BABY BED- 115x60cm. with mattress

and bedding. NIS 200. 07-6871274.

CD COMPACT PLAYER - Sony D66
with rechargeable - battery, needs tight

repair. NIS 250. 03-6043323.
mountain/wauong boots -
worn once, in excellent condition, size

43. NIS 199. 02r86S349, NS.
CALORIC GAS STOVE - 4 burners,

baking oven and grill. NIS 300. 02-

6528390.
BABY CLOTHES - and accessories,

new. free to charity. 02-610416, NS.
2 PRS DR.MARTINSHOES -size4!

(boys' or girls'), good condition, NIS
150 each. 02-323360.

CARPET - size 3.8 x 3 sq.nL, beige,

green and gold color, NIS 300 oJxo. 02-

856863.

GAME GEAR - exedtent condition,

pins magnifier and 10 games. NIS 300.

02-734750.' '
‘ _ ’• -

2 PRS. MEN'S WALKING SHOES -

Recbok size 12 145.3), Nfloe size 13

(47.5), worn twice, NIS 150 each. 02-

665724.

BIG SIZE WOMEN’S CLOTHES -

good quality, nearly new. dress NIS 70;

summer jacket, NTS 70, bra, NIS 25; car

radio Roadstar. NIS 100; mattress for
1

baby's changing cbest. NIS 30. 02-

6521349.
BLUE JEAN JUMPER - large size,

long, new, NIS SO; blouse, bine plaid,

NIS 20. 02-6561332. NS.
3 WICKER CHAIRS - and table, NIS
150; coach. NTS 45. 02-870552.

ANSWERING MACHINE
Execudyne brand, NIS 85; women's
clothes, size S and M, NIS 15 each

piece. 02-6222945, NS.
ROUND DINING TABLE - 120 cm.

diameter; and 4 chairs. NIS 300. 02-

660252.
HIGH CHAIR - NTS 50; toys and

dotbes for babies and children. NTS 3-

80; Ftla shoes, 'white, size 40. NIS 150.

02r8 12366.
MICHLAL - Encyclopaedia, in

Hebrew. NIS 100. 02-6525028.

CENTURY INFANT CAR SEAT -

NIS 155; additional soft colorful fabric

cover, NIS 35; infant swing & frame.

NIS 9a 02-249063.
NISHKI-B2KE- 10-speed, good con-

dition, NTS 200; exercise bite, NTS 100.

02-732871. NS. •

DESK AND CHAIR - modem, NTS

225.

02-

632896.
GINSANA CAPSULES - box of 50

{NIS 40 each); men’s all-weather coat,

size 50, NTS 150. 02-637107.

ROLLERBLADES - girl’s, aze 4. NTS
230.

02-

820642. _
PHILIPS VACUUM - NTS 250. 02-

422759.
NATIONALTOASTER OVEN -NIS
150: 10-qL stainless steel pot, NTS 90.

02-717102.

ROLLER BLADES - professional.

USA, size 9-10 (Israel 40), like new,

NTS 290. 02-828228-

PEREGO STROLLER - excellent

condition, NIS 290. 02-717102.

CORRAL HAIRDYE - 5 boxes, dark

brown, NIS IS eadi (US-made). 02-

234984.
trousers - m & S, BHS, CB. up to

33”, new & used, good condition, NIS

25 each. 02-860793.

NATIONAL GEORGRAPBJC -
1990-1995, 71 issues. NIS 250. 02-

8S4689, NS.
AMERICAN DINING/COFFEE
TABLE - seats 8. NIS 250. 02-353266,
NS.
COMPUTER DESK - ' new,

wood/formica, with drawer, 1 52x74cm.
NIS 300. 02-665426.

SNEAKERS - wallring shows, size 40.

women’s, worn once, NIS 120 & 100.

03-6 J 7034.

GINSANA CAPSULES - box of 50,

NIS 40; men's all-weather coot, size 50,

NIS 150; O de Lancome spray. NIS 75.

02-637107.

ROLLER BLADES - size 4 girls', size

6 women’s, NTS 230 each. 02-820642.

VACUUM CLEANER - Philips. NIS
250.

02-

422759.
NATIONAL TOASTER OVEN - NIS
ISO; 10-quan stainless-steel pot. NIS

90.02-

717102.
ROLLER BLADES - professional, US
made, size 9-ID US (40 Israel), like new,

NTS 290. 02-828228.

PEREGO STROLLER - exeUeot con-

dition. NIS 290. 02-717102.

L’OREAL HAIR DYE - dark brown, 5
boxes. NTS 18 each. 02-234984.
TROUSERS - MAS. BHS etc_ op to
33” waist; new and used, good condi-

tion .NIS 25 each. 02-860793.
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC - 1990-

1995. 71 ssnes, NIS 250. 02-854689.

DINING/COFFEE TABLE
American, seats 8. NIS 250. 02-353266.
SNEAKERS, WALKING SHOES -
women's size 40, worn once, NIS 120
and NIS 100. 02-617034.
POLAROID - flash and portrait lens,

NTS 100 - pay to charity chicken lady.

Clara Hammer (tax deductible). 02-

639263, NS,
TYPEWRITER - portable, English,

like new in own carrying case, NIS 150;

wok. large, new, never used, NIS 50;

video, AKA1. needs repair, NIS 100,

NS. 02r664788.

FAMILY CIRCLE - magazines, NIS 6
each; Good Housekeeping, NIS 1 2 each:

foldable desk lamp, new, NIS 45;
Prevention health magazines. NIS 6

each. 02-611240. NS.
SONY’ DUAL CASSETTE
RECORDER - AM/FM. stereo,

rewired for Israeli voltage. NIS 250. 02-

5671626.
CAMERA- Vivitar AF255 DB, date-s-

print, auto focus, unused, NTS 150.02-
9931682. NS.
RAY-BAN SUNGLASSES - 2 seasons

old. tortoiseshell, brown. NIS 150 o-n.o.

02-610486.
AIWA STEREO SYSTEM - double

tape deck, radio, turntable, speakers,

needs some work. NIS 300. 02-

6511755.
OSTER MIXER - with all accessories,

NIS 300. 02-341868.

SEX JACKET - from Dawn, purple-

orange, size M. very tight and warm,
NTS 150.02-612383.
NURSERY SCHOOL - kindergarten

equipment for sale, good condition. NIS

300.02-

418370.
BABY INFANT SEAT-NIS 145; baby
walker. NIS 150. 02-823564.

DAY BED COVERS - for high-riser,

new. 2-pQIow shams, cover and skin,

neutral beige. NIS 300. 02-6518754,
NS.
MODERN COUCH - with bed, NIS
300.

02-

347966.
HISTORY - philosophy, literature,

plays. Mad magazines. Charlie Brown.
NIS 2-20 each. 02-633597.
ADULT DIAPERS - NIS 2 each;

Ensure. NTS 3 each; Good
Housekeeping. NIS 3 each. 02-65 19264.
2 LAMPS WITH ATTACHED
TABLES - brown wood, NIS 75; white

wood. NIS 25; assorted new buttons.
NIS 100 o.b.o. 02-6518754. NS.
BREAKFRONT - low, sliding glass

doors, brown color, NIS 300. 02-

825874, NS.
PENTAX ZOOM CAMERA - 35 mm,
felly automatic with battery and pooch,

tike new, NIS 300. 02-666448.
SEALY POSTURPED1C - single mat-

tress, NIS 200. 02-630146. NS.
REFRIGERATOR - General Electric.

02-6528390.

HANG UPSIDE-DOWN - for back

problems, NIS 300. 02-6514066. NS.

WICKER BASKETS - all sizes and
shapes, NIS 1-5. 02-617480.

PINK DRESS - size 8. beautiful, per-

fect for special occasions. NIS 250. 02-

340017,

WANTED

USED TV - with connection for audio.

03-

69I9131.exL 220.

DOLL’S HOUSE - any condition. 09-

7671522. NS.
TABLE, CHAIRS - and other furniture

in good condition for new Russian olim.

Will pick up in Haifa area. Necbama,

04-

8382219.

CURRENT CANADIAN REGIS-
TERED DIETICIANS - for database

to be compiled. M iriam. 02-722803. NS.
DIVING WET SUIT - inexpensive,

suitable for 6 ft. person. 02-353361. NS.
RIDE TO CAESAREA - August 17th

for Barishnkov ballet performance, will

shareexpenses. 02-253104.
CLASSICAL PIANO SHEET
MUSIC - books of music, also popular

piano music; desk for adult. 02-855096,

NS.
DR. SEUSS BOOKS - to buy, borrow,

or tradeoff with mine. 02-41 7984.
OLD BOOKS - to buy. 02-8 12662.
LIGHTWEIGHT STROLLER - in

good condition. 02-340017.
EXTRA OR UNWANTED MATERI-
AL - for sewing, will pick up, needed
for Jewishreligious prisoner in Ramie.
Pert, 02-6222945. leave message.
FOR GROWING HESDER YESHI-
VA - in Jerusalem: donations of desert

coolers, fans, soft chairs and any kitchen

appliances. 02-284155/66.
VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER -
Belamax system in good working order.

02-781286.

SOUND BUSIER - or similar sound-

canceling device; electric 2-3 burner

table top range; electric meal grinder,

electric pencil sharpener. 02-662256.
NS.
FOR AN ART WORK — interested in

"life stories" taped on audio cassettes or
video-cassettes. Please send to P.O.B.
2814S, Jerusalem. 9 12S1.

MACINTOSH CLASSIC COMPUT-
ER - in excellent condition, will pay Dp
to NIS 300. Maureen, 02-6526474. NS.
BUMPER CAR SEAT- for3-ycar-okl.

Hadassah, 02-245077.
RETIRED LADY - interested in free-

lance writing. Kamot area if possible.

02-322422 apt. 338.

EXCHANGE

MOTORAL DIGITAL - personal

communicator cellular phone,
American system .including charger for

home and attachment for car. in

exchange for Israeli system Motorola
pelephcmr. slim model or similar with

chaiger. 02-6519225, NS (corrected

number).
UNIVERSAL JEWISH ENCY-
CLOPAEDIA - for JudaJca. 02
638220.

BUPKIS - our black 5-year-old,

hou5ebroken. medium -sized, mixed-
breed dog needs a new home, prefer-

ably on a moshav or kibbutz. 08-

9450618.
2 PUPPIES - adorable female, great

temperament, looking for good home.
02-724682 .

2 KITTENS - female, looking for fen

household. 02-665369. NS.
TOM-CAT - fluffy, small, grey,
healthy, abandoned by its mum, looking
for loving home. 02-720962.
CAT LOVERS - If you're looking for

a kitten to raise, love and spoil, we’ve
got the perfect pet for you. 02-636025.
NS.
KITTENS - beautiful, healthy, various-

ly colored, free to good homes: also,

handsome, lovable, largish, six-month-

old puppy, wonderful with everyone. 02-

283521. NS.
3 STREET KITTENS - to good
homes. 2 black. 1 gray. Fabrice or
Yaelle. 02-832143.
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The debris of failure

I
N the debris of the riots in Northern Ireland

may be found charred chunks of British gov-

ernment policy. In comments made by Prime
Minister John Major in the aftermath of the

week’s disaster, he said there had been mistakes

on both sides of the sectarian divide which led

to the rioting, and proceeded to list some of

them. In this attempted even-handedness, the

only thing missing was the slightest hint of any

blame for his own government his bumbling

Northern Ireland minister, or the province’s

dithering police chief. It was an omission that

bodes ill for any hope London may have learned

something from the miserable events.

“There are no immediately obvious answers/’

said Sir Patrick Mayhew, the Northern Ireland

minister in the House of Commons. An imme-
diate question should be posed about Maybew’s
continuing in the job. A promising period of

peace and new talks in the province has been
allowed to sink into an abyss of frustration, mis-

trust and finally, hatred and violence. A week of

fierce' riots in Belfast, Derry and other towns
left two dead and culminated in the bombing of

an Eniskillen hotel on Sunday which injured 17

people. Denied by the IRA. the fust bombing in

the province for two years remains an ominous
mysteiy.

The British and Northern Ireland authorities

can hardly have been taken by surprise by the

traditional annual Unionist marching season.

While many Northern loyalists merely wish to

exercise their right of lawful assembly and cel-

ebrate their cultural traditions, there are sizeable

elements of the Orange Order who yearly seek

to turn the colorful marches into triumphalist

parades through staunchly nationalist areas -
just as there are similar groups on the other side

when the nationalists get their turn to march in

the annual commemorations of the 1916 Irish

Easter Rising.

The Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) is well

aware of this and by now the yearly planning of

routes and negotiations with community leaders

should be a matter of mere routine haggling.

Had this been done properly, the controversial

Portadown march ' could have skirted the

Catholic nationalist neighborhood and passed

by in 10 to 15 minutes. Even in divided

Northern Ireland there is a certain give and take,

an ability to tolerate some inevitable heckling

across the lines on such occasions. Nonetheless,

having made a firm decision to deny the Orange
marchers access to the nationalist neighborhood

for five days, RUC police chief Sir Hugh
Annesley suddenly caved in. By- this time the

atmosphere and media coverage resembled that

in an American southern state if a white sheriff

caved into Ku Klux Klan demands to march
through a militant black neighborhood. And the

result was the same - to the surprise of no one it

seems but Messrs Major and Mayhew.

The Bridsh government has taken a well-

deserved scalding from Dublin and opposition

parties in its own parliament, as well as from
most of the British media, but seems determined
to continue being as obtuse as ever on die Irish

question. Parliamentarian Maijorie Mowlam,
the opposition spokesperson on Northern

Ireland, blamed Mayhew’s “own failure to act,

as we and many others have been urging for

many months, in a pro-active way to help

resolve disputes and contentious parades, which
makes him partly responsible for the failure to

reach a local agreement” As the tattered all-

party talks reassembled this week, Mayhew’s
main concern appeared to be “rebutting very

firmly the quite unjustified and unwarranted
criticism that has been made of die government
and die police.”

Britain has spent years trying to convince

Northern Ireland's sizeable nationalist minority

that the once rabidly pro-Unionist RUC has

been thoroughly overhauled and is an impartial

police force. Perhaps some time now would be

better spent explaining why the RUC’s credibil-

ity with Catholics is at its lowest for 20 years.

Nor has the British government dispelled the

feeling of partiality that surrounds its own rela-

tions with Ulster’s Unionists. Major has, a

majority of one in parliament, and anyone who
doubts his frequent reliance on the Unionist

politicians to scrape through votes is politically

naive. The government's long haggling over

allowing the republican Sinn Fein to join all-

party talks unless the IRA decommissioned
arms was strongly criticized by the Mitchell

commission. Britain’s failure to take advantage

of the 18-month IRA and Unionist militias’

cease-fire left the government with nothing but

outrage - quite justified, but not very productive

- when the IRA returned to bombing.
Yet every criticism of the government from

whatever quarter is dismissed at once as

“unhelpful” or “unjustified ” The most recent

Survey of Current Affairs published by the

British Foreign Office contains a speech by the

foreign secretary, Malcolm Rifkind, (under the

heading ‘Britain and Palestine’) to an Aid for^

Palestinians gathering. While indeed deploring"

“ghastly terrorist attacks” against Israel, he

added: “But balance is needed. Peace can

flourish only in a climate of confidence.

Prolonged and stringent measures which go
beyond what is necessary to prevent terrorism

damage confidence, not help build it.

Resentment will increase and breed new gen-

erations who will choose violence rather than

peace. That is not what we want for the chil-

dren of Palestine.” Perhaps Rifkind should

send a copy of his speech (amended to read

“children of Ireland") to a point nearer home -
to the office of the minister for Northern

Ireland.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
HOUSE OF SAUD

Sir, - Saddam Hussein may be
very happy that the terrorist attack

against American servicemen in

Saudi Arabia was so successful, but

he is hardly the onewho initiated the

attack.

Look no further than Prince Abd-
ullah of the House of Saud and his

“businessman” crony: Osam bin

Laden. It is very clear that it is in

their interest to destabilize even fur-

ther the already very weak House of

Saud. The former is well known for

his anti-American sentiments; the

latter was kicked out of Saudi Ara-

bia for being against the House of

Saud. As your article pointed out,

Prince Abdullah is married to a Syri-

an, so Assad himself must have been
involved indirectly.

JUDITH NATT
Tel Aviv.

BUDGET CUTS
Sir,- 1 would like to comment on

two points in the announced budget

cuts which I read about recently in

your paper (“Cabinet okays NIS
4.9b. budget cut," June 8).

Firstly, was it more sensible in a
small country like Israel where road

accidents are a common occurrence,

to raise the price of travel on public

transport, rather than put an extra

tax on owners and drivers of private

vehicles?

Secondly, it seems to me that the

government’s proposal to tax lottery

and other gambling should include

short-term gains made on the stock

market
VICTOR BLOOM

Kibbutz Amiad.

SAIL TRAVEL
Sir, - I would like to take issue

with Prime Minister Binaymiu Ne-

tanyahu’s proposal to end Egged ’s

monopoly and have bus route com-
petition bring down prices.

Why not kelp the railroads enter

the competition? With ail the traffic

jams on roads today, and the already

existing rad tracks, wouldn’t rad
travel be a cheap and practical op-
tion for intercity commuters?

CHAYA TANNOR
Rehovot

PROGRAMMING
STANDARDS

Sir, - 1 recently had the rare op-

portunity to come home from work

at 6 pjiL, early enough to join my
two children watching television.

The channel was set on Channel 2,

which one would think would be

showing a family program. Not so,

the soap Santa Barbara was on,

with all its crudities. If that wasn’t

enough, suddenly, during a com-

mercial break, my children were

confronted with the question of

whether they have enough “vaginal

lubrication" for sexual intercourse.

Maybe I am too naive, but I as-

sumed there was some higher au-

thority in one of the ministries, or at

the station itself, that deliberates on

what should and can be viewed de-

pending on the hour and contenL

Where is the sound judgment one

would expect? Or is it just profit-

making that’s important?

SHELLEY PERLMAN-AZRAN
Jerusalem.

JERUSALEM’S BEAUTY
Sir, - In your editorial of July 7,

"No concessions on Bar-Dan." you
write that "Jerusalem's greatness as

a capital city ties in the sheer diver-

sity of its inhabitants’ religious and
national affiliations." Jerusalem is

not just "a capital city/’ but the

eternal capital of IsraeL The beauty
of the capital of the Jewish state is

its connection to Judaism.

Pubs on Friday night are not part

of the beauty of Jerusalem. In the

same issue as this editorial, there

was an item- entitled, “Suspect held

in pub slaying." Pubs are never

beautiful, let alone on Shabbat
Kodesh.

KALMAN FEDER
Nof Ayalon.

PRAISE
Sir, -I am writing in praise offoe

recent article by Hillel Halkin,

“Wanted: ‘Epikorsim’...” (/.?.,

June 28). The lightness of touch,

depth of understanding, balm of tol-

erance, charm of humor, absence of

pomposity! What a relief!

RehovoL JACOB RYCUS

Thursday. July 1

8

.1996 The Jerusalem Post

Missing

no more?
OLEG <£>96

DAVID FORMAN

Spoken like a Jew!

TRANSPORTATION
COORDINATED

Sir, - The bickering between

power groups over who knows best

how to solve Israel’s transport prob-

lems, as described in Jessica Stein-

berg’s article in “Money Maga-
zine” (“All Aboard?” JJP., July 3)

will certainly not bring about foe

desired result

Getting people where, they want
to go at foe right time is riot a simple

matter which will be achieved by
any one magic solution. It can only

be made possible by coordinating

and improving all the different

means of transport Trains, buses,

taxis, private cars, bicycles and

walking must be integrated so that

each mode compliments, rafoer than

competes with the others.

Only a strong guiding hand will

succeed in forcing all the bodies

involved: the Ports and Railways
Authority, the municipalities, foe

bus companies and the various gov-

ernment departments, to work to-

gether to achieve the goal of provid-

ing a complete, coordinated
transport system.

JEREMY TOPAZ
RehovoL

HIGHWAY SIGNS
Sir, - I drove west cm highway

number 5 recently, intending to turn

south on the Ayalon Expressway
into Tel Aviv. An overhead sign had
“Tel Aviv” on the left mid “Haifa”
on the right, so I moved to the left

lane. A few minutes later another

overhead sign had “Tel Aviv” on
the right and “Haifa” on the left, so

I moved back foe other way. Had it

been rush hour, it amid have been a

problem.

Any time yon force people to

change lanes without proper notice,

you are creating the potential for an
accident - so much more so when
foe lane change is unnecessary.
Confusion ou the highway may not
be foe prime cause of accidents, but
if it contributes to even a few, that is

too many.
ISRAEL PICKHOLTZ

Bazar.

TO the writers of this column
who stood on foe White
House lawn that September

day in 1993 and watched an
Israeli prime minister shake the

.
bloodstained hand of Yasser
Arafat, the atmosphere- seemed
funereal.

Bound up with Labor's false

promises of a new Mideast dawn
were irresponsible predictions

tike “100 years free from terror-

ism.”

Over foe White House the

stench of a Munich-style appease-
ment hovered.

Last week foe contrast couldn’t

have been more marked. We wit-

nessed a new Israeli leader stand-

ing as a proud Jew alongside foe

same President Clinton who par-

ticipated in that shameful “no
more terrorism in our time” deba-

cle of three years ago.

It was like celebrating a real

Jewish wedding. Binyamin
Netanyahu didn’t preach any
fashionable “New Zionism” liber-

al concept mocking foe state's

founding fathers. Arafat's name
didn’t cross his tips..

A dedicated Zionist and a
national leader to whom security

,4s paramount, Netanyahu spoke
simple words of Jewish pride.

They may have made trendy

Jewish “liberals” sneer, but they

warmed foe hearts of most of

those who'heard him.
Among these were Netanyahu's

three uncles, who had flown to

Washington for foe occasion.

One of them, his voice cracking

with emotion, told us: “Our
father, Nathan Milkovsky, was
one of the great Zionists of his

day. When foe 1914-1918 war
^

broke out, foe Germans asked him
*

to go to the US and persuade the

president not to side against them.
This is how he answered: ‘I’ll do
it only if you promise, in writing,

to create a Jewish state in

Palestine if you win.’

“Nathan would have been proud
to hear his grandson speak with

such deep conviction about the

Zionist ideals be learned as a
child,” foe uncle said. “We’re not

surprised by bis speech to foe

Americans. We know where
Bibi’s roots lie.”

As Netanyahu spoke, we
scanned foe faces of men like US

URI DAN
DENNIS EISENBERG

ambassador to Israel Martin

Indyk, and champions of foe Oslo
accords like Dennis Ross. They
looked grim. They just couldn’t

hide their disappointment.

These were foe men who led

Bill Clinton astray, getting him to

back Shimon Peres to foe hilt

They knew that if Peres got

Now Netanyahu

must summon up

the courage to suit

action to his

rousing words

elected he would follow State

Department policy to ensure that

eastern Jerusalem become part of
Yasser Arafat’s budding
Palestinian stare and Israel shrink

to a tiny rump in order to appease
foe oil-rich Arab world.

NFTANYAHU told it straight to

US Jews brainwashed by a biased

media (led by the New York
Times, which labeled Netanyahu

a right-wing fanatic only too
ready to march over Palestinians

wearing steel-tipped boots). He
told them that Jews had the right

to live wherever they chose -
including Judea and Samaria, foe

land of their biblical forebears.

• We spoke to a variety of
American Jews and heard again

and again about their confusion

force years ago at seeing Rabin
shake bands with a man who
some say has killed more Jews
than anyone else since Hitler.

At first these US Jews accepted

foe promised 100 years of Oslo-

style peace on oust They swal-

lowed the bogus excuse that

Jewish deaths by terror were foe

price of peace.

Then they saw the Oslo “peace”
accords lead to a record number
of Israelis blown to bits cm their

buses and in their streets.

The harsh lesson that appease-

ment never pays must be ham-

mered home. The price of that

handshake with Arafat can be

seen, in retrospect, as a bloody

disaster. It lolled 200 Israelis and

wrecked foe lives of hundreds of

others. It embittered foe entire

land of Israel and led to the

shameful act of a young Jew
agsHfisinaring his prime minister.

American Jews also spoke to us

about hearing Binyamin
Netanyahu either in person or on
TV. Here at last, they said, was a
man who spoke “like a true

Jewish, leader.” Netanyahu was
someone they felt they could look

up to, a prime minister who put

foe interests of not only Israelis

but all Jews first.

As one elderly gentleman said:

“I feel I can walk proudly through

foe streets of New. York again,

knowing that here is a true leader

of Zion who has arisen to give

every Jew all over foe world hope
and strength far foe future.”

But this is just a beginning.

Netanyahu’s fine words and res-

olute promises mustnow be speed-

ily translated into, action.The Arab
states surrounding Israel fed
cheated of the victory they fully

expected would follow Israel’s

elections. Under Labor rule, they/,

were convinced, it would be only a
matter of time before they could

swoop down like vultures on a
dead Jewish stare.

Today it is becoming clear to

them that there will be no more
overlooking of unfulfilled Arab
commitments, no surrender offoe
Golan Heights, no “land for

peace” - only peace for peace.

There is do doubt that Arafat's

50,000-strong “army,” the direct

product of Labor nde, will swing
into action, as will the demented
suicide squads from their safe

havens in Gaza, Judea aid
Samaria. The new government’s
courage will be fiercely tested.

Binyamin Netanyahu put on a
tremendous performance in tire

US, but his real challenge lies

ahead. Has he foe strength, the

guts and the determination to ini-

tiate actions to fit his rousing

words?
.

The writers are 'authors ofThe
Mossad: Secrets of foe Israeli

Secret Service and other books on
the Middie East.

POSTSCRIPTS
WHAT Roy Stump and Robert

Adkins had was lost in the roar of

a German land mine — a friend-

ship forged between two West
Virginia boys in foe waning days

of World War II, then blown
apart in Holland in February
1945. All that remained for a

half-century was Adkins’s fading

memory of a fallen Army buddy.

Adkins did not bring much
home from the war to remind him
of his friend, only that foggy cor-

ner of the mind reserved for the

past ft was there that Stump re-

mained alive, forever foe same
hell-raising, red-haired little

squirt

In April, Adkins, 71, sat in a
hospital waiting room in Lorain,

Ohio. He fell into small talk with

a white-haired man.

The men found they had things

in common. They were just over

70. Each bad worked fax the Ford

Motor Co. And they both had

served in the Big One in foe same

anti-aircraft battalion. When the

stranger asked if any of Adkins’s

mates had perished In foe war,

Adkins mentioned “Little Red.”

“I hate to disappoint yon,” the

white-haired man aid, “but I’m

very much alive.”

Even after 42 shrapnel frag-

ments sliced into his body, even

after a medic had removed his

dog tags - the silent battlefield

pronouncement of death - Stump

had survived. A half-century af-

ter he and Adkins parted on a

arrow Dutch road, they found

each other in the factory town

where both lived.

“Old friendship never dies,”

Stump said. “I found the one guy

I went through hell with. And
iooka here, we come out OK. I

know we can’t do the things we
did back then — too old to chase

girls, soil But we'Q do what we
can do. Ain’t gonna lose this

thing twice.”

“Amen,” Adkins

MAYBE THEY felt guilty.

Two dogs called the police

emergency number ' after ransack-

ing foeir owner’s home in Salis-

bury, England

“The woman answering the

emergency number heard gur-

gling and breathing;” said Carol

Galpin. “She thought someone
had collapsed.”

Police contacted Galpin at her

workplace; there was no one at

home to collapse, as far as she

knew.

A patrolman popped by to see

what foe trouble was. He looked

through the tetter box and seeing

a mess, and presumed a burglary

had taken place.

Galpin rushed home and dis-

covered that her two dogs had
pulled dozens of books off the

shelves. “They had ransacked the

place. Everything was every-
where,” she said. "They had a
really good time.”

They also pulled foe phone off

the table, into her bedroom and
onto her bed, and dialed 999, foe

emergency number in Britain.

“They would have actually had
to press foe buttons,” she said.

“They might’ve known they’d
done something.”

TIRED OF absentee students, a
Russian medical school is impos-
ing fines on students and giving

the money to angry teachers.

The Medical Academy in Da-
ghestan in southern Russia re-
cently began imposing foe fines

because so many students were
missing Hasses

.

Students must pay 5,000 rubles

($1) for each hour of class they
miss, no matter how good an ex-
cuse they might have. The money
goes to teachers who have’ to re-

peat lectures for students who
missed them.

A 5-YEAR-OLD boy jumping
on a bed bounced out a third-

story apartment window and
landed in some landscaping,
where he was shaken up but not
seriously hurt

The Bedford, Oregon, boy
complained of some back and
head pain and was taken to a
hospital, but suffered only minor
injuries and was sent home.
The boy was with a baby sitter,

and bounced right through the
screen of an open window. He
fell about 7.5 meters and landed
in a sitting position in some .soft
bark dust in a landscaping bed.
A trail of bark dust up the stair-

way indicated he walked back to
the apartment after foe fell.

T
HERE is nothing more

painful than losing a child.

Part of the rooming ser-

vice in the traditional prayer

book is the biblical story of foe

sacrifice of Isaac- Abraham s

readiness to sacrifice his beloved

son is heart-stopping: U is^ foe

paradigm of absolute faith «n

God. .

Theology aside, foe daily

recitation of this story hammers

home foe agony a parent sutlers

at having a child suddenly taken

away
Sacrificing our children on the

altar of war and violence is a

tragic component of life in our

area of *e world. It is wbat we

Israelis most dread, and yet are

prepared for should ft .happen

because we believe that individ-

ual and personal sacrifice are

necessary for the survival of the

Jewish people.

For too long, six Israeli families

have lived not only with foe loss

of foeir children in foe conflict

over this land, but with foe agony

of not knowing exactly what hap-

pened to them.

Sacrifice is one thing, infinite-

ly sad but perhaps ultimately

bearable if you know what foe

sacrifice is for. But uncertainty

of foe kind these six families of

missing soldiers have suffered is

unbearable. It is ongoing and

unending.
There is no greater act of diplo-

matic wisdom an Israeli political

leader could display than alleviat-

ing foe emotional and psycholog-

ical devastation these families

fepL
The best way to prevent such

loss recurring is to hasten foe

advent of peace. Yet die enticing

prospects of peace in foe making
leave the actuality of harmony
among nations still far off.

This makes it as necessary as

ever to address foe situation of foe

families who have been' called

upon to make foe ultimate sacri-

fice.

Prime Minister Netanyahu,
after only a very short period in

office, has already achieved a
measure of greatness with the

announcement that two of the six

Israeli MIAs, whose bodies have
apparently been discovered,

might very well be returned for

- proper burial in IsraeL

.. While foe extended hope that

both Yosef Fink and Rahainim
AJsheikh were alive may have
evaporated, foe pain of not
knowing — perhaps more debili-

tating than having foeir sons’

deaths confirmed - may finally

end for at least these two Israeli

families.

REPORTS indicate that the

process of uncovering die where-
abouts of these missing soldiers

and die otherMIAs began while
Shimon Petes,was prime minis-
ter.

For two Israeli

families the agony
of ‘not knowing*

could soon end

Peres too deserves praise for
facilitating foe possible remm of
our missing men.
When be was prime minister

.Yitzhak Rabin took a representa-
tive of the MIAs’ families along
with him on a US trip. But it is

clear that Netanyahu intends to do
more than this.

He intends' to make foe issue of
our missing soldiers a prominent
feature of his government’s
peace-making policy. Ibis inten-
tion was underscored by the fact
that Minam, mother of missing
soldier Zachary Baumel, was
invited to join foe new prime min-
ister last week on his crucial fust
•diplomatic visit to meet the US
president.

And Netanyahu has conveyed
this message to our peace partners
ui the clearest terms possible -
that while the peace process will
continue, information about our
missing men is pan and parcel of
that process.

Judging by Netanyahu’s
actions, it seems pretty certain
foat his first official meeting with

Arafat — hopefully soon —
wul feature a pointed discussion
mmed at eliciting information

and has till

rcEMd”g the fa“
“To perish by the sword is worse

*an a natnraJ death, to die of
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ctL iny
volunteer

program lets

foreigners play
a role in the
country’s

defense,
Keren Markuze

writes

CORPORATE executive
Robin Haas is temporarily
out of a desk and swivel

chair. Instead, she stands for.
seven hours a day, and in assem-
bly-line fashion checks bag after

bag of medical equipment
Far away from her New York

office, 42-year-old Haas is situat-

ed on an army base tn central
Israel. The blue tag on her khaki
army-uniform shoulder identify-
ing her as a volunteer, she throws
herself into her work, excited
about this opportunity to serve
Israel.

She is not alone. Thousands of
men and women leave their

homes, jobs and families annual-
ly for a chance to volunteer in the
IDF.

These people were given the

opportunity to play a part through
an organization called Sar-El,
which was founded in 1982 to

bring Diaspora Jewry to Israel to

volunteer in the army.
The need for such a recruitment

effort arose during the time of the
'

Lebanon War. Dining this period
all able bodies were mobilized,
leaving much agricultural activity

almost at a virtual standstill.

Recognizing the desperate need
for extra help. General Aharon
Davidi, then die director of the

Golan Heights community cultur-

al activities, sent some of his

friends to the US, and was quite

pleased when they came back
with 650 volunteers to care for

the plantations.

Though it was originally meant
to be a one-dme project, the vol-

unteers were so enthusiastic

about their work, they requested

the project continue on a perma-
nent basis.

Under the leadership of Davidi,

it did.

Sar-El volunteers do everything from organizing supplies, maintainmg equipment, painting, gardening, constructing or working in the kitchen. (Above right) The father of Sar-El, Aharon Davidi (Arid jeozoihmkit

Since its inception, the program
has attracted a total of 54,000
volunteers from as many as 25
countries.

The majority are from the older
generation. According to Davidi
this phenomenon is due to a sense

of persona] obligation to Israel

and Judaism on the pan of those
who lived through die Holocaust,
and witnessed die establishment

of the State of Israel. “We think

that all those who participate go
back with the feeling that they
have participated in rebuilding

Israel,” he says.

The commander of the Sar-El

unit. General Moshe Bitton,

explains that the program eases

the conscience of many of die

volunteers. “Their body is in the

Diaspora, but their soul is in

Israel. The army brings the two
together”

GLORIA LAPPE, 63, from
Chicago is currently volunteering

in the medical supply center.

With a pendant reading “Bubbe”

dangling around her neck, Lappe
radiates excitement about the

program.
“It’s wonderful,” she says. “It is

something everyone can give to

IsraeL It doesn’t always have to

be money ”

It is precisely this feeling of
giving a physical contribution to

Israel, as opposed to a monetary
one. dial attracts so many to Sar-

El.

“This is a remarkable opportu-

nity to build something, to give

up yourself, and do something
with your hands. I’m used to

thinking with my mind. Here I do
physical work. I actually see a
physical product and I feel a

sense of accomplishment,”
explains Haas.
However, the younger genera-

tion seems to have lost its ideo-

logical motivation, says Davidi.

Since the Gulf war in 1991.
when the number of volunteers

reached its peak, numbers have
been declining.

Dr. David dayman, executive

director of the Israel Office of the

American Jewish Congress,
explains this decline as a “gener-

al malaise in America towards

Israel.”

American Jews in particular are

finding difficulty in relating to

the new image Israel is projecting

of a bearded religious man, as
opposed to the image of the kib-

butz youth in a “kova tembel”
that was once evoked, says
dayman.
“There used to be two great

things in Israel,” he continues,

“die kibbutz and the IDF. Kibbutz

programs are down, and the IDF
is following the way of the kib-

butz. It is not as magical as it

used to be."

But judging from those who do
come on the program, die IDF
has not lost its magic for every-

one.

Stationed at 15 bases and five

hospitals across the country, the

volunteers go about their jobs

with smiles on their faces, thrilled

to be playing a pan in Israel's

defense, whether it’s organizing

supplies, maintaining equipment,

painting, gardening, constructing

or working in the kitchen.

Their work frees reservists to

do something else and also saves

the army money. According to

Bitton, there is a saving of NIS
208 per person in the medical-

supplies center.

However, some volunteers are

slightly disappointed upon arrival

to find out they are nor doing

something more demanding.
Volunteer Mike Levine recalls

his experience on the program
back in 1 984.

“Usefulness was a problem
then too. [We] thought we were
going to turn the world upside

down. All the volunteers that I

knew felt they weren't doing
enough.”
According to Bitton, the moti-

vation and desire on the pan of

the volunteers to give is so big

that they always feel they can do
more.

Counselor Netta Katz says the

volunteers' biggest complaint is

their daily schedule, which con-

sists of seven hours of work
between which are interspersed

many breaks.

“The work ethic doesn’t meet
their expectation,” says Katz.

“They see that most of the time

they drink coffee and piay
backgammon."
But in the end. they always do

their job well and efficiently, rec-

ognizing that its importance lies

not in its degree of difficulty.

British volunteer Rafael
Joseph, 19, packs medical kits.

He says. “It’s not amazingly hard,

but it’s something that has to be
done.”
“We realize the worth of our

job,” says Marion Richer, who
fills canons with medical sup-

plies to be distributed all over the

country.

Volunteer Yehuda Ben-Moshe
realized from his experience in

1989 that “being part of the army
is not always part of the romantic

paratroopers. There are nuts-and-

bolts things that have to be done,

things have to be clean, people

have to eaL Sar-El fills in gaps

like that”

And soldiers really appreciate

their effort, say the volunteers.

“The soldiers leant to value the

contribution that Sar-El people

make to the base. They see that

somebody is thinking about them,

and they don’t fee] alone,” says

Ben-Moshe.
He describes their relationship

qs one of master and apprentice,

where the volunteer is learning

valuable lessons from the soldier

about his country and his com-
mitment to its defense.

In fact, the attraction to Israeli

society is sometimes so over-

whelming that 6 per cent of Sar-

El volunteers made aliya follow-

ing their service.

And those who didn't still

remember their Sar-El experience

fondly and take pride in the con-

tribution they made to Israel, not

with their pocketbooks. but with

their own two hands.
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should
supper

DEAR RUTH1E

RUTHIE BLUM

7 I ~T^\EAR Ruthie,

f M°ur daugh'

ter and son-

in-law. newly wed.

9g9l| wish to move in nidi

J^^***j ns to save money on
rent. True, we have a
large house, with

adequate facilities. However, my
wife and J are extremely hesitant

about this arrangement. Wefid that

a young couple should learn tofind

for themselves financially. We have

no qualms about giving them assis-

tance. but supporting them is

against our principles.

This is ouryoungest child, the.only

one bom in IsraeL She is 15.years

younger than the youngest of the

first three. Not only are we a bit old-

fashioned. but we are getting on in

years. It is hardfor us toget used to

much ofdie Israeli mentaliiy. In my
'

day, a couple did not enter into mar-
riage without first having some
financial base. Our daughter didnot

listen to us when we suggested this.

Nevertheless, wefinanced a large

wedding (which both our daughter
.

and our son-in-law wanted). It has .

always been difficultfor us to refuse

our daughter's requests. Her bus-,

bond, bythe way, comesfromapoor
family. Currently he andmy daugh-

ter are Bvbfg with hisfamily in very

cramped conditions. My wifi and I

are at a loss about what to do.

Parentsofa Princess

Rdanana
Dear King and Queen in a

Quandary,

This is probably not the first time

you’ve felt tom between your prin-

ciples ami your daughter’s defiance

of them. By your own account,

“refusing ho-

requests” has always

been a problem.The difference here

is another person has entered the

dynamic. Rather than having your
son-in-law ‘‘alleviate" past family

patterns, he has now become an

extended addition to them.

Your real problem, then, is not

whether to bouse the newlyweds,

but your ill ease with having to deny

them an easier time getting settled.

Guilt, coupled with not wanting to

appear stingy, is the culprit here.

The question to ask youtselves

now is whether you wish to assert

your principles at all costs. Ifso.you

should deny die couple's request If

dotag so causes yon the kind ofpain

you have tried avoiding for so long,

however; you .might want to rccbn-

sidec Thai, you could lay down a

few ccndhioQS.for your agreement.

Seta time limiton their“free lunch,"

for example, or .have the couple

“sing for *eir supper” a bit If you

are “getting on m years," you may

be able to use the extra hands-

Dear Ruthie,

My wifi is always on atme about

my appearance. Every time l get

dressed, she examinesmy clothesfin-

wrinkles. The verdict inevitablyends

up being thatIneed to iron whatTm
wearing. But / hate ironing, and
don't see tire point in her doing it

either. What difference does it make
ifmy shirt is aim wrinkled? Even

after it's ironed, it gets wrinkled

while Tm wearing it anyway. What
do you suggest?

Flat Out & Frustrated

Jerusalem

DearFOF,
This particular wrinkle in your

marriage suggests other “pressing”

issues are underlying your iron. To
your wife, your apathy about

appearancemay symbolize slovenli-

ness in general. Unable to change

that inner part of you most trouble-

some to bet, die goes after the outer

covering. To you, the iron may rep-

resent your spouse's attempt to

“straighten” you out If so, your

aversion to it is misplaced.

. However, if you and your wife

wish to “iron out" the differences,

either you have to deal with the

problem’s root of the problem, or to

be a bit mare flexible where clothing

. is concerned. Being the more super-

ficial of the two, the latter would
. seem to be a good start in the direc-

tion of the former.

Letters should be addressed

to: ‘‘Dear Ruthie,’ POB 81,

91000 Jerusalem. For E-mail:

edHors@jpostxo.H

MORE than 40 years after

stand-up satirist Mott Sahl

packed in Berkeley under-

grads and hip San Franciscans at the

hungry i nightclub, his jaundiced

eye still surveys the foibles of his

countrymen.

“Watching ' the movie
Independence Day, you get an idea

of where we are when the aliens

blow up the White House and the

audience cheers,” he observes,

while ripping a coffee at the Glen

Deli in Bel Air.

Or, “We now have a generation

that hasn’t fought anything but

acne.” At die age of69, Sahl’shairis

turning gray, but his brightblue eyes

still appraise die audience, even if

it’s only a single reporter, and his

rolling laughter still punctuates his

sallies.

Next be aims to the state of the

Jews and how they are portrayed on

stage and screen, bearingdown hard

on tiie “please don’t hit me” attitude

of a Woody Allen or Elaine May.
“Look at Neil Simon’s plays.”

Sahl warms to his subject "It’s

amazing how we retreat artistically

to cartoon-like figures, the overbear-

ing Jewish mother, the Jewish

American Princess. How about the

Jewish prince? How about all these

guys named Jeff in Italian suits who
run the Hollywood studios?”

The quips still roll off, challenging

the listener’s mental acuity, yet

occasionally a strained note creeps

in. Take his classic observation on
three generations of sexual politics.

"In the '50s, you had to be a Jew to

get a girl. In the ’60s, you had to be

black to get a girl. In the ’70s, you
had to be a girl to get a girl”

Asked to update the quip, Sahl

responds that in the materialistic

'80s, you had to be rich to make out.

TOM TUGEND
LOS ANGELES

and in the ’90s you have to possess

power to get the girl. The answer
hardly matches the zing of the orig-

inal

Sahl has always been an equal-

opportunity insulter. “Is there any-

one here I haven’t offended?” he
used to ask his audiences. But judg-

ing by a 75-minute interview, Sahl

now weighs in most sharply against

the liberals, who were his most
faithful acolytes in the olden days.

“Liberals used to be vital they

fought for unions and the end of the

Vietnam War. Then they went into

things like gender bias, and got cas-

trated, in effect” He says the liberals

“left me. Do you think that [former

Democratic presidential candidate

and one of his idols] Adlai

Stevenson would recognize a

Mondale or a Dukakis?"

As for conservatives. “We all

know they are neanderthals, who
always fear that we’ll take away
what they have.”

In his view of Hollywood, Sahl.

who has been an occasional screen

writer and actor, outdoes Be* Dole.

“What we get in the movies now
are guns, drugs, violence and ersatz

machismo.... There was more moral
resolution in an old John Wayne
movie than in all current movies put

together.”

Lying jusr beneath the surface of
Sabi's humor is a deep personal

pain. His only child, a 19-year-old

son, died in March in circumstances

which are stilt under investigation.

He and his Chinese-American wife

were divorced five years ago.

“My wife touched my heart and
my son opened my heart. I’ve

learned that intelligence is a meager

defense against your emotional

pain.” Sahl lives by himself now*

“but sees a couple of different peo-

ple.”

He brightens when the conversa-

tion turns to Los Angeles, where the

Montreal-born entertainer has lived,

offand on, since he was eight years

old.

Sahl likes LA (and heartily dis-

likes New York) and is about to

open a one-month run of his Mart
Said's .America show.

“LA is like a girl you meet at a

dance, you ger a rush ofpassion and
go to bed with her. The next day you
see her at another pony and she

says, "nice to meet you.’ She doesn't

even acknowledge you. Every day
you got to renew your acquaintance

— it drives me crazy.”

This is the stuff that fuels his com-
edy. “Social hypocrisy is eternal,”

he says.

r the
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dark days of World War
H had ended and a liberated

Ranee was in tire mood to let

So-
So when a French automotive

engineer sketched a two-piece

battling suit and named it after tire

South Pacific atoll where the

Americans were setting off atomic

bombs, the creation became an
instant -though controversial - hit

Fifty years later, the bikini is still a
hit

The naughty little two-piecer

made a sensational debut at the ferii-

ionable Molitor swimming pool in

Paris on July 5, 1946. A year after

the Nazis were kicked out ofFrance,

ir was another liberation of sorts.

“It meant the liberation of the

body,” said Catherine Join-Dieterie,

head curator of the Galliera Fashion

The bikini: 50 years of naked navels
Museum in Paris.

Now the bikini has gone high

tech. Allowing for a few blips with

more modest one-piece tank suits

fashionable in the late 1980s, the

bikini blossoms, or rather recedes.

It is baring more flesh than ever,

and often in neon shades of green or

pink, though Chanel is hanging in

with black and white. And the price

tag gets ever larger.

The original was a much more
baggy version than today’s high-

tech elastirized models. Today's

panties often barely cover the pelvis,

though they’re not quite the tiny G-
string promoted in Rio de Janeiro

since the 1970s.

The swimsuit fashioned of three

strategic triangles was the brainchild

of Louis Reard, a Renault engineer-

designer. The little bikini created its

own mini-explosion in the press and
with early paparazzi.

The uproar from churches and
other critics over baring women's
navels in public was deafening.

Bikinis were immediately banned
on beaches in some predominantly

Roman Catholic countries. Even
Hollywood frowned on them at

first.

But they were enthusiastically

taken up by postwar French women,
and soon became a trademark of

curvaceous Brigitte Bardot and

other nubile beauties.

Americans were latecomers and
finally took bikinis to New York’s

Jones Beach in the late 1960s. The
two-piece caught on with the baby
boomers, surf culture, beach music
and Hollywood cinema.
The French very often discard

tops and aim the whole look into a

"monokini.”
Relative modesty came back a

few years ago with fashionable

stretch one-piece tank suits, cut-outs

in interesting places, or backless

looks. But designers like Karl

Lagerfeld, Donna Karan and Calvin

Klein have brought out two-pieces

again.

"The bikini has made a come-
back,” said Haruo Kimura, the

Tokyo-based author of a book on

swimwear history.

‘•Small as it is, the bikini is a very

big item," said Annick Huet, a

spokeswoman for Rasurel. a top

French swimwear manufacturer,

now a subsidiary of the American
conglomerate Wamaco. “We’re see-

ing nearly 50 percent bikini sales,

versus one-piece, up considerably

over a few years ago.”

She reckons the clinging new fab-

rics are attractive. They're also

secure - gone are the days of (living

into the lake and losing your bikini

bottoms, thanks to new stretch fab-

rics.

“We even have some models in

fabrics that mold to the skin with

body heat,” Ms. Huet said. (AP)
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Treasury, Bank of

Israel to propose
market reform

EVELYN GORDON

THE Treasury and the Bank of

Israel will submit proposals for

structural reform of the capital

markets to the Knesset in about a

month. Deputy Finance Minister

David Magen said yesterday.

“The Treasury attaches great

importance to structural reforms

of the market, which will ensure

companies' ability to raise money
for long-term investment, and
[enable] individuals to participate

in financing these investments and
share in the profits," he told the

plenum, in response to seven

motions for the agenda on the

market crisis.

Magen said the Treasury is now
examining several different pro-

posals, in an effort to address the

problematic characteristics of the

Israeli market. The proposals will

also be aimed at increasing the

bourse's exposure to international

capital markets, he said.

One major problem, he said, is

that about 95% of the more than

1,000 companies traded on the

bourse are controlled by a handful

of major investors. Another is liq-

uidity.

"The average trading volume per

company is die lowest in the world,

about $22 million a year," he said.

“In addition, in 1992-94 the value

of the market changed by an aver-

age of 11% a month, a level of
variability which puts our market

on a level with unstable economies
such as Peru and Argentina."

The bond market, he said, suffers

from an “outmoded and complicat-

ed" trading system, the Kerem,
which “causes random fluctuations

in bond prices and thereby injures

the ability of financial institutions

to operate efficiently.”

In addition, he said, the bond
market also suffers from very low
trading volume - about NIS 100-

million a day. This means that any
large transaction creates shock

Sharansky: More
aid unlikely for

Dimona Textiles
EVELYN GORDON

THE government will not give

any more money to Dimona
Textiles unless the company has a

real chance of recovery, which
currently looks unlikely. Industry

and Trade Minister Natan
Sharansky said yesterday.

Sharansky, who was responding

to two motions for the agenda on
the subject in the Knesset, said the

ministry has been trying to find a

private investor for the company.
If this fails, however, the only

solution will be to close the firm

and try to find other jobs for its

280 workers, he said

“Under no circumstances are we
willing to continue to spend
money that is not doing any
good,” he said. “The [only] solu-

tion is a fundamental change in its

management and financing.”

“The Iminisny’sJ investment

center, in the framework of the

Capital Investments
Encouragement Law, has over the

years given Dimona Textile ... more
than NIS 45 million," be noted.

“This is at least two or two-and-a-

haif times more than the price for

which Dimona Textile could have
been sold even in good times, and
especially in days like these."

The government has still not
transferred NIS 2m. of the NIS
15m. promised the company as

pan of the most recent rescue

effort, he added, because it was
waiting to see the firm’s results for

1995. Seeing the heavy losses on
die balance sheet, however, merely

increased doubt as to the benefits

of transferring more money.
“There are only two or three

officials (in the Treasury and
Industry Ministry] who think we
should transfer more money, and
there are dozens who think we
shouldn’t," he said. “But even

those who think we should give

the company money say there is

no doubt that in another month or
two, we ’ll be back in the same sit-

uation. [They only say] we need

to give the money for political

reasons, because it isn't good to

close the factory right now. It’s

not good for a new government to

start off like that; it would be bet-

ter to close the factory in two
months. Is that a solution?”

“We’ve already lost NTS 45 mil-

lion," he continued. “Should we
give another NIS 2m. now to post-

pone the closure for another

month or two? Should we do this,

just because we don’t have the

courage to say 'enough'?”

Sharansky added that Dimona
Textile’s story is a classic example
of the pitfalls inherent in the Capital

Investments Encouragement Law.

“If [this law] is not used proper-

ly, it can perpetuate failures,” he
said. "It can bring weak compa-
nies which aren’t capable of sur-

viving [on their own] to develop-

ment towns, and turn them into a

burden on the towns.”

Israel also often pays an exagger-

ated price to attract factories under

the law. as in the case of the $600m.
it promised Intel, he added.

“I checked, and found that no
other country in the world gave
Intel such sums,” he said. “Intel

invested exactly the same sum in

Ireland as it is investing here, but
Ireland is paying eight times less

than we are paying.”

Sharansky was responding to
charges by MKs Shaul Amor
(Likud) and Elie Goldschmidt
(Labor) that the government’s
decision to reduce maximum grant

sizes from 34% to 20% of the total

investment would destroy the

development towns.

Ministry of the Interior
Tender No, 11/96
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}.
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Mr. Yosef Greenzweig, room no.105, Ministry of the Interior,

2 Kaplan St Hakirya, Jerusalem on Sunday to Thursday, 09.00 - 13.00.

Telephone numbers of the Tendree: 02-701 464,

Mr David Cohen, Planning Administration, |
Ministry of the Interior §

Nestle exercises option to

purchase 10% of Osem

waves on the market, and often

demand cannot be satisfied. The
problem has become so severe, he

said, that off-market trading has

recently developed which helps,

but only in a limited fashion.

“Only 5% of corporate debt is

financed by bond issues,” he
added. “The remainder is financed

by banks. In 1995, not one single

corporation issued bonds."

Magen also responded to charges

that the government’s intervention

in the markets on Tuesday had
been ineffective. While stocks con-

tinued to plummet that day, bonds
did rise 0.9%, be noted.

“And today [Wednesday], I

have good tidings," he joked. “I

want to report to the Knesset that

today there is no drop in share

prices thanks to the Hisradrut,

which declared that the strike

would also close die bourse.”

The MKs who filed the motions

for the agenda all attacked various

aspects of government policy.

Amnon Rubinstein (Meretz)
attacked Bank of Israel Governor
Jacob Frenkel’s decision to raise

interest rates by 1.5%, saying this

caused Israelis to abandon the

stock market in favor of bank sav-

ings plans. Meir Sheetrit (Likud)

said the government’s plan to pro-

vide provident funds with a guar-

anteed minimum rate of return

would not help the situation; the

only solution, he said, was to

ensure that provident fund man-
agers were punished if their funds

lost money.
Avi Yehezkel (Labor) charged

that the market crisis was due to

the government’s slowing down
of the peace process. Magen,
however, noted that it is hard to

prove a connection between mar-

ket behavior and the peace
process, since the last major crisis,

in early 1994, occurred when the

peace process was at its height •

SWISS-BASED multinational

food giant Nestle has exercised its

option to purchase 10 percent of
Osem Industries common stock,

increasing its share of the compa-
ny to almost 1 5%.
Before the purchase. Nestle had

a 4.9% stake in the local food
company.
The option, which was received

in July 1995 and was due to

expire tomorrow, gave Nestle the

right to purchase about 10% of the

company’s shares for $6.75 a

GAUT UPKIS BECK

share, totaling about $40m.
Exercise of the option also gives

Nestle voting rights and a right to

appoint a representative -on

Osem's board of directors. Nestle

purchased the option for $1 .89m.
Capital market analysts feared

the recent drop in the stock mar-
ket would discourage Nestle from
taking advantage of its option. At
the end of trading Tuesday, the

company plunged 7.75%, reduc-

ing the company's market value to

S390m.
Several weeks ago, Osem .gen-

eral manager Dan Propper said

the company would benefit if

Nestle increased its shares. He
said Osem sees Nestle as an
important strategic partner, and
that Nestle lias already helped the

company complete some of its

local and overseas goals. Tbday,
Osem distributes Nestle products

here and cooperates with it in

manufacturing.

Elderly members of the 600-Silver union wear head-bands during a demonstration in front of the
Bank ofJapan in Tokyo yesterday to raise interest rates and scrap the decision to increase the con-

sumption tax to five percent. . (femeo

i.is o-
Social welfare groups
> .irinsr: *s.r

lash out at budget cuts
..,i3 .u'.qft

TEN social welfare groups yester-

day made ajoint plea for the gov-

ernment to cancel its plans for

“widespread social cuts,” which
they say will create a social divide

between rich and poor.

The organizations, which
include the National Council for

the Child and the Israeli

Pensioners Association, said the

proposed cut of NIS 4.9 billion

includes measures which would
irreparably damage the

1

'young,

old, and socially disadvantaged. -

"The government is destroying

the social safety net," said

Barbara Epstein, director of
Community Advocacy - Genesis

Israel. Her organization, which
helps poor people obtain social

rights and entitlements, claims the

cuts will affect not only the

socially weak, but also those who
earn more than the average wage.

DAVID HARRIS

For example, families with chil-

dren face 50 percent cuts in child

allowances for the first two chil-

dren and people just above the

poverty line will have to pay NIS
10 for every doctor’s appoint-

ment, or NIS 40 for each day
spent in hospital.

“We’re creating an unsuccessful

‘little America, ’” said Yitzhak'

Kadman, executive director of the

National Council for the Child.

Israel is adopting the economics
of Milton Friedman’s free market,

in which the biggest eat die small-

est, he added.

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu and Finance Minister

Dan Meridor have insisted they

will do their utmost to prevent the

proposed cuts from affecting low-
income families.

Earlier this week, three min-
istries and the National
Insurance Institute held a joint

briefing at which they argued
that people on low incomes
would only be affected by the

proposed minimal medical
charges (NTS 3 for every visit to

a doctor, up to a monthly maxi-
mum of NTS 15) and the 13%
increase in transport fares.

This claim was rejected by the

10 groups, who say the cuts will

create fresh social tensions.

The organizations list at least 1

1

cabinet approved proposals which
they say are bound to affect the

weak, including price rises on
medicines, the axing of trans-

portation to school for disabled

children, and a NIS 69 annual

charge for preventative health

care in schools for each child in a
family.

Tadiran Communications sells $5m. in

phone equipment to Poland
JENNIFER FRJEDUN

TADIRAN Communications has sold $5 million

worth of telecommunications equipment to TPSA,
the Polish government's telephone company, a

Tadiran spokesman said yesterday.

The equipment, known as Multigain, allows phone
companies to use the existing telephone infrastruc-

ture in a more efficient way by making it possible for

up to eight telephones to operate on the same copper
line. The equipment TPSA purchased will allow it to

operate four telephones on one line.

Tadiran Telecommunications (Nasdaq), which
has supplied its equipment throughout the Far East,

Europe and Eastern Europe, also announced this

week that Bulgaria paid Tadiran $2m. to install a

digital communications network in (he country's
Simitly region.

The Polish government’s efforts to upgrade
TPSA’s system come at a time when the govern-
ment has opened the telecommunications field to

competition. Israeli companies such as the Dankner
Group have invested more than $20m. in private

Polish companies such as RJVTelefcom.
Polish officials have said that the government also

intends to sell TPSA in the future.

Leumi to sell 16.5%-19% of Migdal to Italian firm
BANK Leumi is in advanced
negotiations to sell 16.5 percent-

19% of Migdal, the country’s

largest insurance company, to

Assiurizioni Generali, Italy's

largest insurer, in the framework
of the bank's sale of its surplus

non-financial assets.

Leumi’s share in Migdal is held
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through Leumi Insurance
Holdings, a company controlled

by the bank, and Africa Israel

which serves as Leumi 's real

estate arm.
According to the announce-

ment, Generali will purchase
16.5%-19% of Leumi Insurance

issued capital, after it exchanges

the shares it owns in Migdal,

about 27% of the company's
issued capital, with Leumi
Insurance shares. Insurance

sources estimate Migdal's value at

more than NIS 1 billion.

Bank Leumi intends to register

Leumi Insurance shares for trad-

ing on the Tel Aviv Stock
Exchange. Bank Leumi said it is

considering the possibility of
offering Migdal’s other share

holders the possibility to

exchange their shares for Leumi
Insurance shares.

The talks between Generali and

Bank Leumi reached a serious

flaw ahnnr .a month, non after

Leumi board Eitan Raff informed
the Italians of amendments to the

IncomeTax Law which will enable

the spin-off of Migdal from Africa

Israel without having to pay tax.

Generali controls 86 different

companies in 40 countries. At
the end of 1996, its overall

assets were valued at about $65
billion.

According to the government
banking reforms, Bank Leumi
must reduce its holdings in non-

financial assets to a maximum of

25% by the end of the year and
20% by the end of 1997.

Earlier this week, Leumi pub-
lished advertisements inviting

potential local and international

investors to purchase 24.99% of
Africa -Israel's share capital and
30% of its voting rights.

The bank said the package will

be sold in a transaction outside of
the stock exchange.

After the sale, Bonk Leumi’s
holdings in the company will drop
to 25%. Africa Israel’s market
value .is about $390m. , ..

business briefs

Dispomedic has signed a $M miffion export sgreemen. with a

BnuSian syringe manufacturer. Dispomedic supplies about 70

used in WDisporad.c
Manbar. an Israeli businessman who lives in Ite, Fa*
rumors that he is reducing his activities here. Caltr Lipkis ttecK

PawaHiaw mfUimiaire Mathew Bronfman, the younger brother of

Edgar Bronfman, has recently become a pawner in the Dunkm

Donut chain in Israel. The first branch is scheduled to open m Tel

Aviv at the end ofJuly. About $2 million wiU be invested m the

branch.
Galtt Lipkis Beck

Intel Corp. and Microsoft Corp. announced yesterday that they

have signed a licensing pact to develop technology to allow multi-

media voice, video, and data conferencing calls on me Internet.

The computer and software giants said they would share

protocols and technologies to insure the universality of the

system. They are also working with Internet serviire providers to

make it easy to find people on-line using Microsoft s user

Location Service.
Reuter

India approved a joint venture between Germany's BMW and

India’s Hero gronp to build cars in the country, an Industry

Ministry statement said yesterday. BMW will control 51 percent of

the venture, which will be called BMW India Ltd.

“This would provide greater competition among the foreign car

manufacturing companies which have positioned themselves in

India and will aisn result in quality improvement and export

promotion," the statement said. Reuter

Italian flag carrier Alitalia will post a $788 million loss in 1996

after restructuring, the chairman of its parent, industrial holding IRI

[BRII.CN], told a parliamentary committee yesterday. Michele

Tedeschi told the Public Works Committee of the Senate (upper

house) that the loss included 800 billion lire of charges relating co

the company’s restructuring plan. It would be Alitalia's ninth

straight year of losses. Reuter

The European Commission cleared the merger of Swiss drugs

giants Ciba-Geigy and Sandoz yesterday after the two agreed to

grant non-exclusive licences for methoprene, an animal anti-

parasite product
The merger between the two companies will create Novartis, the

world's No. 2 in the drugs sector, after Glaxo-Wellcome, and the

leading worldwide supplier of crop protection products.

The commission’s decision in May to start an in-depth probe

prompted fears that (he operation would be seriously scaled down,
as happened with Procter & Gamble's acquisition of German
hygiene products firm Schickedanz in 1994.

However the Swiss companies and the Commission speedily

agreed on changes to address competition concerns. Reuter

Ukraine wants more US.jaid: Foreign MinisterHennady
Udovenko said yesterday that Ukraine, already the third-1argest

recipient of US foreign aid, wants even more from Washington this

year.

“We are not talking to [die Americans] about reducing aid next
yean In fact, we are asking about increasing it for this year."

Udovenko told reporters after talks with Strobe Talbott, US first

deputy. Secretary of States..,.,., •

Ukraine’s allocation of.$225]million in US-aid this-year is behind

.

'
gorily Israel and Egypt,"^./^

" ^

~

Reuter

Beilin: Current
budget plan will

not prevent crisis
DAVID HARRIS

THE cabinet decision to cut die

1996 budget by NIS 350 million is

nowhere near enough to prevent a

crisis, MK Yossi Beilin (Labor)

said yesterday.

Beilin said that stabilizing the

economy requires a NIS 2b. sav-

ings this year, and added that the

money should come from the
defense and welfare budgets and
reduced labor costs.

Former Finance Ministry direc-

tor-general Ezra Sadan said the

long-term future of the economy
cannot be ensured if the prime
minister and Treasury continue
caving in to ministerial pressure,

adding that the government’s cur-

rent plan amounts to very small
cuts in real terms.

Sadan called the prime minis-

ter's decision to reduce defense
spending in 1997 by NIS 820 mil-

lion, instead of the initial proposal
of NIS 1.7 billion, “a very grave
mistake.”

The Finance Ministry and Bank
of Israel, meanwhile, announced
a package of plans aimed at slow-

. ing down withdrawals from
retirement fund accounts and eas-

ing worries over the capital mar-
ket.

After leading share prices fell

for 10 consecutive days, the Tel
Aviv Stock Exchange came to a
standstill yesterday as a result of
the Histadrut-organized strike.

The TASE has dropped more
than 20% since the election of
Prime Minister Binyamin

. Netanyahu on May 29.

“People say we must reduce the
interest rates,” said Beilin. “But
without the necessary fiscal steps,
that will do no good."
Netanyahu's conscious decision

to, “forget about peace" and talk
finance, particularly during his

recent trip to the US, is a huge
blow to the stock exchange and
investors in general, aid Beilin.
Both Netanyahu and Finance

Minister Dan Meridor must realize
the country’s economy has a
“gloomy future,” unless they link
economics with the peace process,
he said.
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Ford’s profits top Wall St. estimates
DEARBORN. Michigan,
(Bloomberg) - Ford Motor Co.
beat. Wall Street’s highest expec-
tations with a 7.5 percent in-
crease in second-quarter profit,

thanks to cost- catting, record fi-

nancial sendees earnings and a
hot line of pidenp

;
trucks.

The automaker posted profit
from operations of $1.69 billion,

or $138 a share, well above the

average estimate, of $131 a share

and topping the highest estimate

of $132 a share.

Industry followers thought
Ford's heavy spending on new
models would reduce its eamfngs
to slightly below the 5157b, or

$130 a share, earned in the year-

ago period.

“There are a lot of incentives

out there, but the market is ex-

tremely hot for particular vehi-

cles,' and Ford hit a home run

with its F-series (pickup) trucks,”

said Michael SchmaD, director of

automotive forecasting with l.D.

Power and Associates.

Revenue rose 4.1 percent to

$37.9b. from $36.4b.

While the redesigned F-150

truck introduced in the US in Jan-

uary has been a big boost for

domestic sales and profits, the

automaker has floimdered in Eu-

rope, where the industry is in-

tensely competitive and has an

estimated 25% more capacity

than it needs.

“So much of the sales in Eu-

rope are at the lower end of the

market where there are much
tighter margins,” Schmall said.

“It doesn’t have quite the saving

grace the US has [of] sport utility

vehicles and pickups with high

margins.”

Ford’s profit in Europe
plunged almost 40% to $196 mil-

lion in the second quarter. The
company’s European market
share also dipped to 12%, com-
pared with 123% in the year-ago

quarter.

At home. Ford lost market
share too, but' the company said

that reflected its decision to re-

duce low-profit sales to rental car

agencies. Ford’s US market share

was 24.8% in the second quarter,

down from 263% a year ago.

Ford’s profit per vehicle, howev-

er, rose $183 to $1,051 in the

quarter.

Ford has been forced to cut

prices on slow-selling cars

through rebates and cheap lease

programs, but at the same time is

slowly raising prices on its pickup

tracks and sport utility vehicles,

which, together with minivans,

make up almost 50% of its sales.

Ford said its incentive spending

per vehicle rose to $945 in the

quarter from $760 a year ago.

Ford took a charge in the quar-

ter of $437nu, or 36 cents a share,

to write down its loans to Budget

Rent a Car. The company also

recorded a gain of $650m., or 54

cents a share, from the sale of a

stake in its consumer finance

company.
With the special items. Ford

posted net income of $1.9tx, or

$1.50 a share, compared with

$1.57b., or $130 a share, in the

second quarter a year ago.

EU not satisfied

with US compromise
on anti-Cuba trade law

Jordanian opposition

protests price rises

BRUSSELS (Reuter) - The Eu-

ropean Union, clearly not satis-

fied with a compromise by US
President Bill Clinton on Wash-

ington's anti-Cuba trade laws,

yesterday reiterated it would
press ahead with plans- for

retaliation.

“We welcome the decision to

postpone the practical elements

(of the HLelms-Burton Act) bat

we note the extra-territorial as-

pects of the bill remain,” said

Peter Guilford, spokesman for

EU Trade Commissioner Sir

Leon Brittan.

The EU has lead opposition to

the four-part act — an amalgam-

ation of decades of US anti-Cuba

policy - and in particular the so-

called/‘TMe m,” which Clinton

passed into law on Tuesday, al-

though suspending its

nt|p|ft|nfintitfirai.

The title allows naturalized

Americans to sue In US courts

foreign companies which have

benefited from investment in

property ‘confiscated by the Cu-

ban government since the com-

munist revolution of 1959.

‘‘Washington says liability, will

stitf 'aaianulate .d^pire there be-

ing no possibility of court action

until February £** Guilford said.

“This is very damaging to busi-

ness confidence.”

On Monday, EU foreign minis-

ters gave' the European Cbmmis-

sion - the 15-nation bloc’s execu-

tive - a mandate to examine

retaliatory measures should Clin-

ton not waive Title m.
“We will proceed on this

course,” said Guilford. He added

that EU officials were meeting

yesterday to discuss the implica-

tions of stepping up a dispute pro-

cess with the World Trade Orga-

nization (WTO). -

The WTO dispute is one of

four retaliatory measures being

considered by the EU. Officials

are also examining the possibility

of allowing European companies

the right to counter-sue US com-

panies or individuals who bring

cases against them.

EU ambassadors will meet lat-

er this week to discuss the possi-

bility of slapping visa restrictions

on executives linked to US com-

panies suing European firms.

This wonkl directly counteract

Title IV of the act, under which

Washington has already notified

a number of European business

executives that they face being

barred from the US because of

their company’s Cuban-lxnks.

- .The fourth option being con-

sidered is legislation preventing

European companies from assist-

ing in any way with US judicial

procedures brought under the

act. Some European countries al-

ready have similar laws on their

books.

AMMAN (Reuter) - Jordan’s Is-

lamic-dominated opposition said

yesterday it would mount a cam-

paign of public protests to force

the government to abandon IMF-

sanctioned plans to triple the

price of bread.

“We are not favoring an explo-

sion in the situation, but we warn

the government that touching the

bread loaf may lead to the explo-

sion,” Ishaq Faihan, head of the

Islamic Action Front, the largest

party in the 80-seat lower house

of parliament, said.

Opposition sources said the op-

position coalition of nine parties

- a cross-section of left wing, Pan-

Arabist and Islamist groups — had

agreed after heated debates over

the last few days to stage non-

violent protests, indndtng a large

demonstration in Amman next

Tuesday.

The government is under pres-

sure from die International Mon-
etary Fond to reduce its mount-

ing 1996 food subsidy program

after record grain prices.

A 150 million dinar

(NIS 633m.) deficit in the 13 bil-

lion dinar budget threatens to de-

rail expanded economic reforms,

say officials who insist there is no
other option for the debt-ridden

country.

The government said this

month it plans to raise the cost of

bread to 250 fils (NIS 1) a kilo

from the current 85 fils but has

not said when the increase will

take effect

The government has promised

to ease the impact of the move on

Jordan’s poor - a majority of the

43 million population - by com-

pensating them with cash hand-

outs and offering legislative ac-

tion to raise public sector

salaries.

The government is haunted by

memories of 1989 riots in the

poor south drat were triggered by

a rise in subsidized items, induct-

ing bread, that were recommend-

ed by the IMF.

It has put security on a state of

alert; officials said

“The bread issue is the most

important issue after the peace

treaty, it’s an explosive is-

sue-.This conspiracy against the

people’s loaf is a conspiracy from

the IMF and will lead to a series

of price rises,” Farhan added.

The parties, in alliance with tire

powerful trade unions, have set

up a committee to mourn a public

campaign of dissent that could

include sit-ins, demonstrations

and hunger strikes.

In a pre-released document ob-

tained by Reuters they urge Jor-

danians “to publicly express their

views by all means in the para-

mount issue that affects liveli-

hood ofjjeople <tirectiy.
*’

Hardliners afro want to give

their grassroots freedom of action

to organize sit-ins and peaceful

protests across the country, inde-

pendently of their central

leaderships.
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Time Warner:
FTC okayed

Turner purchase
NEW YORK (AP) — Time
Warner said yesterday that offi-

cials of a US government agency

bad agreed to approve its $7J
billion purchase of Turner Broad-

casting System to create the

world's largest media and enter-

tainment company.

The officials of the Federal

Trade Commission, which would

oversee the merger, had been

scrutinizing the deal to determine

whether it would hart competi-

tion, and had raised the possibili-

ty of blocking it. FTC approval

would be the last major hurdle to

the deal’s completion.

FTC commissioners, who met

with Ted Turner and Time
Warner’s chief Tuesday, are ex-

pected to approve the agreement

“It came sooner than I think

people were anticipating given

the complexity of the deal and the

parties involved,” said Jill Kni-

tick, an entertainment analyst at

Smith Barney, a brokerage firm.

An FTC spokeswoman said the

agreement would be presented to

the agency’s five commissioners

tomorrow for a vote. She provid-

ed no other details.

Time Warner said the agree-

ment in principle included the ap-

proval of Tele-Commnnications
Inc., which owns 21 percent of

Tnrner.

The merger of Tune Warner

and Tnrner has received enor-

mous scrutiny, as much for its size

as the personalities involved.

They include outspoken Turner

chairman Ted Turner and John

Malone, chief executive of TCI.

the nation's largest cable

company.

TCI’s ownership stake in

Turner, which would become
about a 9% interest in Time
Warner after the deal is com-
plete, had become a big competi-

tive issue.

Tune Warner provided no de-

tails of the agreement in its three-

paragraph statement. A Time
Warner spokesman declined to

comment beyond the statement

and a Turner spokesman said the

company was confident the deal

would be approved.

The settlement comes just one

week after the FTC staff formally

recommended blocking the take-

over, putting additional pressure

on the companies to make
concessions.

It also follows by about a

month clearance of the deal's

other major hurdle, a lawsuit

seeking to block the merger by

Time Warner business partner U
S West Inc.

The combination of Time
Warner and Turner would push

the combined company past Walt

Disney Co. as tbe largest

media and entertainment

conglomerate.

European stocks close

higheron firmer Dow
WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

LONDON (Reuter) - European

stocks closed higher yesterday in

a strong rally sifter Wall Street

made a healthy start, shrugging

off the volatile trading of the pre-

vious day.

Stocks in London, Frankfurt,

and Paris all shot up by over one
percent at one point as New -York

spurted ahead after the violent

swings of Tuesday which saw the

heaviest trading session on
record.

But the dollar was weaker, ig-

noring Wall Street’s recovery, as

nervous traders, shell-shocked* af-

ter Tuesday’s dramatic slide, sold

the US currency because of mar-

ket uncertainty.

London, which suffered l.S

percent drop on the FTSE index

yesterday, closed up 0.7% as in-

vestors took heart from Wall
Street’s renewed vigor.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-

age plunged by more than 160

points on Tuesday and then ral-

lied to trade briefly at a 50-point

gain before dosing up 9J25 points

at 5358.76.

New York’s turnaround was at-

tributed to better-than-expccted

earnings from Intel which boost-

ed technology stocks, but the

mood in London was cautious be-

cause of New York’s volatility.

Fear that a strengthening US
economy may prompt Washing-

ton to raise interest rates has

been behind a near seven percent

foil in the Dow since the start of

July.

A surprise was the speed with

which European markets - had re-

acted to the foils in the US.

In Frankfurt, floor trading end-

ed up by 1 . 1% on Che DAX index

and transactions continued to

gain in after-hours computerized

trading because of New York’s

strength.

’‘But the problem is whether

the US will continue to rebound.

Chances for a recovery here

aren’t at all bad but, of course,

we’d be hard pressed to. suiviye.

another bad slide across the At-'

lantic,” a London trader said of

the- -German bourse-. -French
stocks bounced back from Tues-

day's drop, lifted by Wall Street

and strength in US and European

bond markets. Shares closed up

03%, losing some of their earlier

gains.

Dealers in Paris said the mar-

ket was still firmly focused on

developments in US stock mar-

kets and volatility on Wall Street

was likely to keep European
Bourses on tenterhooks over tbe

coming days.

The dollar’s weakness was de-

spite much talk of possible cen-

tral bank intervention to prop up

the currency. When nothing solid

materialized, traders began test-

ing the downside again.

Yesterday’s decline followed a

fall of around three pfennigs dur-

ing the overnight session in reac-

tion to Wall Street's volatile day.

Central bank action was cer-

tainly the main topic of conversa-

tion and traders still expect offi-

cial intervention, either verbal or

actual, at some stage.

“I wouldn’t rule out some offi-

cial comment to calm the markets

down, tbe last thing the G7 wants

is volatile markets,’' said Pat Ma-

gill, head of the corporate desk at

Daiwa Europe.

The dollar had started the Eu-

ropean session on a firmer note

after further overnight losses as

traders took profits but jitters

soon returned and the dollar

drifted lower.

NYSE continues climb
WALL STREET REPORT
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Betar wins, Haifa loses

in UEFA Cup encounters
BETAR Jerusalem got a rousing

sendoff to the new season from its

faithful fans yesterday and

thrilled a packed Teddy Stadium

crowd with an excellent display

of soccer in a 3-1 victory over

Malta's Floriana Valeria in a

UEFA Cup preliminary round

action.

The scene was not so jolly at

Herzliya Municipal Stadium,

however, where Maccabi Haifa

went down to a lone first-half

goal against Partizan Belgrade of

Yugoslavia. That loss gives them
little hope of advancing to the

next round in the Serbian capital

in a week's time.

Although suspended from last

night's game, Maccabi Haifa mid-

fielder Haim Revivo shared the

spotlight when it was announced

he is headed for Spanish League

Celia Vigo of the Spanish first

division.

Betar's season got off to a fly-

ing start against the Maltese part-

timers before a bumper crowd of

over 12,000.

The visitors never seriously

looked like troubling the home
side, whose die-hard fans can
draw particular satisfaction from
the level of understanding shown
among Eli Cohen's players.

The Jerusalemites had most of

the early play, but suffered a 1 2th-

minute scare when untypical

casualness by Sergei Tretiak

almost resulted in the ball being

lobbed into Itzik Korofein’s goal.

DEREK FATTAL and OR! LEWIS

Betar's Istvan Saloi drew first

bjood, sending a shot into the left-

hand comer of his target in the

19th minute after some intelligent

approach work by Shmutik Levy.

The Hungarian International

had a hand in the second gcal 10

minutes later when the Valetta

defense failed to clear a Betar cor-

ner. Saloi headed the ball over to

Eli Ohana who then neatly passed

the ball to Ronnen Harazi to ham-
mer home.
Ohana missed a splendid

chance later in the half but sent

his shot well wide with an open

goal begging. Shortly afterwards

the third blow came when an

attempted scissors kick from
Harazi rebounded into the path of

Istvan Pishont who drilled the ball

beyond the helpless Matthew
Camilleri.

After the break there was a

marked relaxation by die Betaris,

and they paid the price in the 55th

minute when Yossi Abouksis -

who had played a leading role in

midfield - was dispossessed by
Valetta's Jonathan Holland. An
intelligent angled ball found
Nenad Yeselji in scoring position

and Komfein was unable to pre-

vent the goal.

The crowd called for the intro-

duction of new-signing Itzik

Zohar, and management duly

obliged by bringing on the former

Maccabi Tel Aviv midfielder in

the 63rd minute for Saloi.

Zohar showed some nice touch-

es in bis debut, creating two
excellent chances for Harazi and
Ohana, and coming close with a
couple of well-struck free kicks.

Despite foiling to increase their

lead, die Betaris will be content

with a margin that should ensure

passage into the next round after

the return leg in Malta next week.

Mac. Haifa 0
Partizan Belgrade 1

The Haifoites had to come
almost all the way to Tel Aviv for

an alternative suitable venue for

their first effort in Europe this

season, as the Kiryat Eliezer turf

has recently been re-laid and is

not yet ready for use.

The change of ground appeared
to be critical, though by no means
the only reason for Haifa's poor

showing, as it allowed Partizan to

take an early lead with a goal in

the 10th minute from Gheorge
Svetlavic.

The Yugoslavs, who have only

recently returned to the fold after

several years of isolation due to

the sporting boycott of their coun-

try during the Balkans war, bad
little difficulty in finding their

feet on the Herzliya turf.

Haifa, on die other hand, was a

shadow of its former self, and was
barely able to string any decent

moves together. Add to that the

depleted squad through the sus-

pension of Revivo, Avishai Janno
and Ophir Kopel, and Haifa was
found wanting in all departments,

allowing Partizan to almost waltz

through its defense.

The second halfwas a little bet-

ter from Haifa's point of view, but

by this time, the Yugoslavs real-

ized they bad too much to lose

and decided to beef up their

defense and hold onto their pre-

cious away goal.

Giora Spiegel's mm looked a
little more solid in the second
half, stringing some moves
together, but never really threat-

ened their opponents. The coach
has quite a bit of experimenting

to do if he wants to mold a large-

ly new-look side into the power-
house it has been over the last

few seasons. He and his players

know that they have a very tall

mountain to climb in Belgrade
next week if they want to

advance to the nqxt round of the

competition.

Revivo, who will become the

first Israeli international to play

for the Spanish first division, will

be on a one-year loan in a deal

said to be worth $350,000. He is

expected to be available for aD of
Israel's training camps and
international fixtures io the

upcoming World Cup qualifying

competition which begins in

September.
Vigo is situated in Galicia on

the northwestern corner of the

Iberian peninsula.

ALLTOGETHER NOW -Mexico’s synchronized swimming team practices in Atlanta. (R*aw)

Russian weightlifting

champ fails drug test
Italians face int’l ban if they leave high jumper on

Olympic squad; Sampras out with ankle injury

Belle, Murray lead Tribe past KC
KANSAS CITY (AP) - Albert

Belle hit. his 31 si homer and
Eddie Murray drove in four runs,

leading the Cleveland Indians to a

10-4 win over the Royals on
Tuesday.

Belle tied Mark McGwire and
Brady Anderson for the major

league lead in homers with a two-

run shot in the first inning. Belle's

home run was his 225th, one
behind the Cleveland record sec

by Earl AverilL

Murray moved past Mel Ott

into eiehth place on the career list

with 1,863 RBIs. His 541sf dou-

ble tied him with Rogers Hornsby
for 14th place.

Jack McDowell' <8-6)

improved to 5-0 with a-XOWERA
in seven career starts atKauffman
Stadium. Chris Haney (8-7) had
his four-game winning streak

stopped.

Yankees 9, Red Sox 5
Danyl Strawberry broke a

fifth-inning tie with an RBI dou-

ble, and visiting New York
stopped Boston's six-game win-

ning streak.

Jimmy Key (7-6) outpitched

Roger Clemens (4-9) for the sec-

ond time this month, though this

one bore no resemblance to their

July l pitchers’ duel. In that game.
Key pitched seven shutout

innings and Clemens took a no-

hitter into the fifth before the

Yankees won 2-0.

Brewers 20, Tigers 7
Greg Vaughn hit a grand slam

and drove in five runs, taking over

the AL lead with 88 RBIs as

Milwaukee romped to a home
win.

Jose Valentin, John Jaha and
Matt Mieske also homered.

The Brewers became the fifth

team to score at least 20 runs in a

game this year. Not since 1950.

when it also happened five times,

have there been so many 20-run

games in a season.

The Brewers had 18 hits,

including four by Valentin and
three by Jaha.

Rangers 6, Angels 2
Jim Abbott lost for the 12th

‘ time in 13 decisions, and host

• Texas won. behind seven strong

. innings from Barren Oliver.

Abbott (1-12), who hasn't won
since May 2, allowed five runs

and five hits in seven innings.

Oliver (8-3) won for the fifth

time in six decisions, giving a

boost to a Rangers' rotation that

had a 6.67 ERA in its previous 15

games. He allowed two runs and
five hits, struck out five and
walked two.

Blue Jays 6, Orioles 0
Juan Guzman pitched his sec-

ond career shutout and Angel
Martinez had two of seven dou-

bles off Mike Mussina as Toronto

won on the road.

Joe Carter had four hits for the

Blue Jays, who led 5-0 after three

innings and coasted to their fourth

win in six games since die AU-
Star break. Toronto had eight dou-

bles in all, one short of the team

record.

The Orioles lost for the sixth

time in seven games.
Baltimore's Manny Alexander,

playing shortstop for the second

straight game after Cal Ripken
moved to third base, was charged

with an error for failing to cover

second base on a steal attempt. He
also dropped the ball while trying

to complete a double play.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Braves 3, Expos 2

In their last game before a 18-

day road trip that makes room for

the Olympics. Atlanta won on
Chipper Jones' run-scoring'single

in the ninth.

i
After a day off yesterday, the

Braves leave today for a 17-garoe

trip, which will free up Atlanta-

Fulton County Stadium for the

Olympic baseball tournament.

Atlanta extended its winning
streak to five and took a nine-

game lead over the second-place
Expos in the NL East. Montreal
has lost nine of 1 1

.

Mets 6, Phillies 3
Mark Clark survived a shaky

first inning to win his sixth

straight decision.

After falling behind 2-0 in the

first - and throwing 36 pitches -
Clark (10-6) held visiting

Philadelphia to one run over the

next seven innings. Dark, 6-0

over his last eight starts, wound
up allowing three runs and nine

hits in eight innings with six

strikeouts and two walks.

John Franco finished for his

20th save.

Cun Schilling (3-4), who had
won seven consecutive decisions

against New York, pitched his

first complete game since Jane 7,

1995, when he threw a two-hitter

at San Diego.

Schilling lost to the Mets for

the first time since June 7, 1991.

Pirates 10, Cobs 5
Jeff King hit a three-run home

run and Mark Johnson had a two-
run homer to help visiting

Pittsburgh end a four-game losing

streak.

King gave the Pirates a 3-0

lead in the first inning with his

22nd homer, but Chicago's,

Sammy Sosa countered with
another three-run homer in the

bottom of the inning, raising his

NL-kading total to 30.

TUESDAY'S AL RESUITS:
Cleveland 10, Kansas City 4
NY 9. Boston 5

Oakland 12, Seattle 5

Milwaukee 20, Detroit 7

Texas 6, California 2

Chicago II, Minnesota 2
Toronto 6, Baltimore 0
TUESDAY’S NL RESULTS:
Atlanta 3, Montreal 2
NY 6. Philadelphia 3
Pittsburgh 10, Chicago S
San Diego 10, Los Angeles 1

Sl Louis 5, Cincinnati 4
Florida 3, Houston 2

Colorado 5, San Francisco 3

MOSCOW (Reuter) - Russian

weightlifter Yuri Myshkovets,
European champion in fee under-

83kg class, has foiled a drag test

and been barred from going to fee

Olympic Games in Atlanta, his

team coach said yesterday.

Coach Armen Nalbandyan said

Myshkovets had been sent home
from a training camp in Podolsk,

just outside Moscow-, after testing

positive for a banned substance in

tests ordered by the weightlifting

federation after a series of recent

doping scandals.

“After being burned several

times before, we do not trust any-

one, even ourselves. We are very

tough now and decided to test

everyone," Nalbandyan said.

Further action against

Myshkovets will be decided later.

Under international regulations,

he fades a life ban although the

rules are under review.

Myshkovets’s disgrace was in

sharp contrast to the recent unex-

peeled change in fee fortunes of
team colleague Alexei Petrov,

jvho tested positive , frtr anabolic
steroids at the world, ichampi-

.•^bnfcbipsrfest year. J— jfo [vsr-r

The 1995 triple world champi-

on in the mid-heavyweight (91kg)

class won a reprieve and is due to

compete in Atlanta after his jilted

fiancee, a medical student, said

she had spiked his protein-food.

The Soviet Union still tops fee

all-time medal table in Olympic
weightlifting wife 39 golds, 21

silver and two bronze. But
Moscow's influence has declined

since the superpower collapsed

and since drug testing became
stiffen

Testing was toughened after

five lifters from various countries,

including three medal winners,

were found to have used drugs at

die 1988 Gaines in SeouL
Meanwhile, Australia was hit by a
big doping scandal.

Australian sprinter Dean
Capobianco faced a four-year ban
after being tested positive for the

steroid stanozotol, the drug used
by Canadian sprinterBen Johnson
in a scandal feat stained die 1988
Seoul Olympics.

'

The latest dope scandal was a
double embarrassment for

Australia - Sydney is'dte host" for

the nextOlympics in 2000 and its

,

sports chiefshavebeoncampaign- -

Log vociferously against the.

scourge of drugs.

Stanozolol is known as the poor

man's drug in athletics where
tinman growth hormone is regard-

ed by dope cheats as more sophis-

ticated.

In other doping matters, Italy

was in danger of being banned

from international athletics if it

foiled to* throw high jumper
Antonella Bevilacqua off its

Olympic team after a positive

dope test in May.
Equipped with state-of-fee art

technology, doping experts said

they could now trace anabolic

steroids taken by athletes up to 1

8

months ago.

In another blow to the Games,
Steffi Graf's pull opt was fol-

lowed by a similar withdrawal

from Pete Sampras.
Graf, celebrating her seventh

Wimbledon singles title, pulled

out wife a persistent knee injury

while Sampras suffered a sprained

right achilies tendon.

Romania’s all-conquering

women’s gymnastic team, win-
ners of fee last two wortdebadnpi-

onships, also suffered a blowjafter

a serious injury to ' Aato&bria
Bican left them one short.

Blackburn covets Cantona
LONDON (Reuter) - Premier League club
Blackburn Rovers launched an audacious £4 million
for Manchester United star Eric Cantona yesterday.

Blackburn owner Jack Walker and chairman
Robert Coar confirmed their club’s interest in fee

French midfielder, but denied it was a tit-for-tat

move in response to Manchester United’s reported

£12m bid for England striker Alan Shearer.

Manchester United assistant secretary Ken
Ramsden confirmed fee club had received a faxed
offer from Blackburn, but insisted: “There is no way
fee matter will be considered.

“The offer has been rejected out of hand,” he said.

“Eric will not be going to Blackburn or anywhere
else.”

Asked whether fee dob believed Blackburn's bid

. was a response to their own for Shearer, Ramsden
replied: “It is an unusual episode to say the least, but

it is notfor us to question other clubs’ motives."

The 30-year-old played a key role in Manchester
United’s Premier League/FA Cup double triumph
last season after returning in October from a nine-

month worldwide ban imposed for kicking out at a
spectator.

He netted 14 league goals as Manchester United
pipped Newcastle to the title and added five more in

fee FA Cup, including fee late winner in the 1-0 final

triumph over Liverpool.
Blackburn finished seventh in the Premier League

last season following their title win in 1994-95.

Dufaux wins Tour
stage amid protests;

R i is retains lead
PAMPLONA, Spain (AP.) - France’s Laurent Dufaux won fee most dif-

ficult stage of the Tour de France yesterday amid minor protests from
Basque separatists and heightened security along fee 262-kilometer

1 7fe stage.

Overall leader Bjame Riis finished second and easily kept the yellow
jersey wife only four days remaining before the 21 -stage Tour ends
Sunday in Paris.

Five-time defending champion Miguel Indurain, who conceded defeat
after losing more than two minutes to Riis in Tuesday's climbing stage,

lost more than eight minutes in yesterday’s stage through the Pyrenees
and sits more than 15 minutes behind Riis.

Basque separatists staged a minor protest halfway through the course
that wound through fee heart of the Navarre region from Argeles-
Gazost. France to Pamplona.
About a dozen protesters strung banners wife Basque slogans across

fee course and slowed racers who were heading down a steep descent.

A lead group of riders that included overall leader Riis was nearly
forced to come to a stop as protesters yelled into television cameras
while police tried to restrain demonstrators.

The race continued without further disturbances.

Indurain, who turned 32 Tuesday, struggled again yesterday in the sec-
ond straight climbing stage in fee Pyrenees.
Hundreds of thousands of fans lined the course to welcome Indurain

into Pamplona, six miles from his hometown.
Indurain, who was trying to become the first man to win six tours, fell

behind fee leaders in tough climbs early in fee course.

The 3,900km Tour continues today wife a relatively easy climbing
stage of 226.5km from Pamplona to Hendaye, France.

NBA free agent signings
Atlanta - Dikembe Mutombo, c

(Denver).

Chicago - Michael Jordan, g.

Dallas - Chris Gatling, f(Miami).
Detroit - Michael Curry, g; Don
Reid, c.

Houston - Brent Price, g
(Washington).

Indiana - Dale Davis, f; Antonio
Davis, f.

LA Lakers - Sean Rooks, c

(Atlanta).

New York - Chris Childs, g (New
Jersey); Allan Houston, g
(Detroit).

Philadelphia - Don MacLean, f

(Denver).

Phoenix - John Coker, c.

Seattle - Gary Payton, g; Sam
Perkins, f.

Washington - Tracy Murray, g
(Toronto).

Joseph Hoffman, Sports EpHorV "

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - AU tales
Include VAT:
Single Weekday - N1S 117 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NJS
11.70
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
175250 10 wonts (minimum), each addi-
tional word NIS 17.55.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 257.40 tor 10 worts
(minimum).each additional word - NIS
25.74.

WEEK RATE (6 Insertions) - NIS 351.00
tor 10 words (minimum), each additional
wort -NIS 35.10
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
444.60 tor 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional wort - NIS 44.46.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 702.00
tor 10 words (minimum), each additional
wort -NIS 70.20.
Rates are valid until 31.10.96.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication; for Friday and Sunday:
6 p.m. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before publication: lor Friday
and Sunday; 4 pjn. Thursday in Tel Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

HOLIDAY RENTALS
JEWISH QUARTER. BRIGHT, 2 bed-
room apartmeru, fully furnished, kosher
kitchen. From July 28-August 28. TeL 02-
280778 (NS).

RENTALS

KIRIYAT SHMUEL, 3.5 „ 1st floor, fur-

nished, balconies, quiet, immediate. Ex-
clusive tor *BArrr m 02-259288.

LONG TERM/ UNFURNISHED: Lev
Rehavia: 4. luxurious. Abu Tor (Amina-
dav); 5, beautiful. Furnished. Grvat Ora-
rtrrn 4, beautiful duplex, terrace. TAC. Tri.

02-631764.

REHAVIA, BEAUTIFUL AND neat col-

lage, 4 + root and garden. St500. Exclu-
sive io MISHKENOT HAMELECH DAVID
(Matoan), Tel. 02-8426363.

SALES

ARNONA. UNDER CONSTRUCTION,
buflt on Arab house, 4 and 6 rooms, high

standards, magnificent view. Exclusive to

AMBASSADOR. TW. 02-618101.

BARGAIN! GIVAT HAMIVTAR, villa,

270 sq. rru. view, garden, southern, imme-
diate. $575,000. Exclusive to Shiran
through ANGLO SAXON, Tel. 02-251181.

EFRAT " A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE,*
houses, cottages, apartments- new and
second hand (also rentals). "Miriam Real-
ty.' TeL 02-9931833.

E1N HEMED, NEW private neighbor-
hood In Jerusalem Hills, superb cottages/2
family homes, beautiful countryside. Tel.
050-407-169.

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central,
20 sq.m, basement, garden, underground
parking. Immecfiata ISRABUILD* Tel 02-

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,
new building, paridnri, balconies. Imme-
diate- ISRABUlLD'lhl 02-666571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5. nth floor, view of Knesset, stor-
age, parking, $495.000.- fSRABUILD",TaL

KIRIYAT SHMUEL (ATAYASSIM), 3.
large, balconies, quiet, convenient floor
TA.C. TeJ. 02-631764.

KIRYAT SHMUEL (5HAI AGNON). 4,
luxurious + parking and fabulous view. Im-
mediate. Exclusive to MISHKENOT HA-
MELECH DAVID (Maldan), Tel. 02-
6426363.

KIRYAT SHMUEL, 4, SPACIOUS and
quiet + dinette + terraces + view of Knes-
set + elevator. BEN ZVL TeL 02-630066.

PENTHOUSE, EXCELLENT LOCA-
TJON, new building, marvelous view, fully

furnished. TeL 050-407169.

RAMAT ESHKOL (RAMAT HAGO-
LAN). afindl 4, 3rd floor, neat and wdHt
$206,000. Shiran exclusive through IDAN.
thl. 02-734834.

RAMAT ESHKOL, MEVO TTMNAH, (4
rooms), 120 sq.m.. 2nd floor, must sell.

Exclusive to Shiran through AM GAR TfeL

02-816833.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

HOLIDAY RENTALS
BEAUTIFUL APTSiSUiTES Gan HaW
near sea, tourists/ businessmen, short/
long-term. TeL 03-6969092. QSO-358-972.

' RENTALS
RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL. beautiful 5
rooms + balcony, SI400, long term. YAEL
REALTOR (MALDAN). Tel. 03-6428253.

SALES
JAFFA, BREATHTAKING SEA view,
apartment and variety of dwellings. Tel.

03-6839652, 03-6184368.

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

RENTALS
HERZLIYA, BEAUTIFUL MODERN
penthouse, 5. quiet street, elevator. "Yaat
Realtor- (Maldan). Tel. 03-6428253.

HERZLIYA PITUAH FOR rent. 5 bed-
room -cottage, -three bathrooms, long
lease, moran real estate (maldan).
TbL 09-572759.

SALES
CAESAREA, NEW HOUSE , 300 sq. m.
buS of 550 sq.m. of land, comer, swim-
ming pool, enclosed parking, beautiful.
Available 8/96. TeL 06-343777.

NETANYA, OPPORTUNITY! BEAU-
77FUL cottage, Improved, no agents.
S420.000. TeL 09440123.

DWELLINGS
Haifa and North

SALES

SERVICES
Tel Aviv

'

CPUNSEUNG/HEAUNG
FOR A HEALTHY BODY & * happy
mind, have a professional massage or
shfaflsu. TeL 035602328.

HOUSEHOLD HELP
CHILDCARE AND LIGHT housework
tor loving; appreciative famSy. Sun-Thura,

(dart.^raoruo^
Yeiet’ 553739

Tel Aviv

GENERAL
DANISH, GERMAN + GREEK, speak-
ers wanted! High salary! Cal Sigai, teL
03-5758255.

HOUSEHOLD HELP
FORGET THE REST!! We are the
bestlj The biggest and oldest agency in
Israel. For the highest quality EvtPn fobs
phone Au Pair International. 03-6190423.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the
a^x^wi^^^rtjor the Au Pairs. Call

IMMEDIATE!!! S700 + ROOM AND
board for pleasant, mature au pair, per-
manent position. Tel 0^52340867!

WARM FAMILY SEEKS South African
atKttir. five-m, central Tel Aviv, S75G +
200 NIS, immediate bonus. Tel. 03-
8201195, 052-452002.

PURCHASE/SALES
Jerusalem

FOR SALE
DELICIOUS "LOX" (SALMON OFF

MISCELLANEOUS
Outside Israel .

FOR SALE

LOTTO AUSTRALIAN POWERBAU
“aWitocete, l this offer Is void wher
P^fbtedby law }, muW-mWions. world
tea -8tnqe 1985. Free brochures. A.LS

VEHICLES

PASSPORT

station. 7 seat*

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

~ UNRESTRICTED
‘

- QUALITY CARS:

THE jERUSAT.^A/r

green, needs repairs, 5420,000, imme-
diate occupancy. Exclusive to MISHKE-
NOT HAMELECH DAVID (Maldan). Tel.

02-6428363-

WHERE TO STAY

THE JERUSALB* IfW at the City Cen-

MAGNIFICENT BEACH FRONT _ — _
APARTMENT, Beach Towers, 3 + baJCO- I

TALBIEH, 4, 1ST FLOOR, quiet and J* +^!£,?n^?pPor' I 3 reSPOIlSlble DfiKftn fnr
green, needs repairs, 5420,000 , imme- tuniM TeL 04-8261210/ 052-419 T04. I FWSuIl TOr pcHt-tifllG
dials occupancy. Exclusive to MISHKE- - 1MI I Hli 1—1 I U)C CidSSlflBd ariVorKelnn X

General

PLOTS
~

FROM PRIVATE, PITUAH ZICHRON.
YAAKOV, plots are bring planned in tend
release scheme + tabu. 510,000 + pay-
ments. TeL 03-525788B/70, 04-8644062.

~&sttssa;s£:
Requirements:

-ExceDent English. Good typing. Good Hi-h,Computer literacy • Ability toWkThSf*!
flexible ham desirable . Jerusalemr4^

_ Can Snnday-Thursday, 02-31^
fl(|



WHAT’S ON

ENTERTAINMENT
Helen Kaye

KURDISH songs are liana
Eliya’s specialty. She and the
seven-member Jabalio Ensemble
will appfear in an evening of tra-
ditionaJ ...and contemporary
protest songs from this embaitled
people.ArYaron Yerushalmi Hall
in..the Suzanne Delia! Center
tomorrow at 10 p.m. and on
Saturday at 9 p.m.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

anC1®

ITS back to Bach at the Israel
Philharmonic Orchestra Saturday
as music director Zubin Mehta is

on : the podium leading Johann

.

Sebastian *s ever-popular
Magnificat while Andras Schiff
plays die composer's D-minor
keyboard concerto. The program .

opens with Beethoven’s wood-
wind octet. At the Mann
Auditorium in Tel Aviv (9).

DANCE

The' Discovery Channel
Bernstein tonight.

pays tribute to Leonard

Michael Ajzenstadt FILM
TDOTadmor is slowly but surely becoming one
of the hottest names in the local dance scene.
.His newest opus Ta (“Cell") is still playing to

sold-out houses and this weekend those who
did not see his first hit, Sima’s Pot. can do so at

the Suzanne Delia] Centre in Tel Aviv cm
Friday (10) and Saturday (9).

ADINA HOFFMAN

TELEVISION

Michael Ajzenstadt

THERE were very few musicians whose
artistry was as broad as that of Leonard
Bernstein. This month the Discovery Channel
is devoting a large portion of its programs to

the legendary composer/conductor/educator
who was every inch an American yet whose
soul was as much in Israel. Mow you can enjoy

his unique life story and career and his own
very personal charm in the extraordinary docu-
mentary A Musical Offering. Tonight at 10
(repeated tomorrow at 6). Immediately follow-

ing; is Bernstein’s own rendition of Charies
Ives's Secraid Symphony, which he performs
magically and precedes with his own very vivid

and informative explanations. Tonight 11:30

and tomorrow 7:30.

. TRAINSPOTTING - Nasty, funny,

repulsive, invigorating, Danny Boyle’s film

offers viewers an instantaneous high, followed
by a crash and then another high, and so forth.

The movie’s manic flip-flops in tone are clear-

ly meant to mirror the ecstatic ascent and cor-

responding downward spiral the living-dead

hero, Marie Renton, feels as he sticks himself
with a hypodermic full of heroin arid breathes

deeply. Adapted by John Hodge from Irvine

Welsh’s cult novel, the low-budget Scottish

movie is designed to shock, though not because

of its druggy subject matter, so much as its exu-

berant ione. Renton and his odd-lot band of
buddies enjoy taking -dope and the picture

refuses to condemn them for it At the same

time, the picture can hardly be called a glowing
endorsement of the joys of shooting-up: In the

course of the action, one addict craps in his

bed, one dies of AIDS and one undergoes a
gruesome detox. Trainspotting isn’t a great

movie, but it's got ferocious energy. It bristles

and pounds and later rings in one’s ears like a
terrific rock song. (English dialogue, Hebrew
subtitles. Children under 17 not admitted with-

out an adult.)

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS
S Be a dog, work out in the
wine bar (6)

8 Move towards a very soft

kind of fish (8)

9 A woolly-minded manual
worker (7)

10 A Scottish writer gets
overheated (5)

11 Average sum outstanding'

(91

IS The country's in the red,

it’s said, yet again (8)

14 Invest pounds in
- comforts-—they’re- so

supportive (6)

17 Left before midday to
organise strike (3)

19 A little waspish venomous
creature (3)

20 No gentleman set about a
. lady, as is realised (6)

23 Subdued,' so possibly move
with care (8)

26 A game hardly worth a
mention? (9)

28 Form offungoid growth (5)

29 Keep using dialect (7)

30 The beast accepting catch,

is far from fair (8)

31 Concerned with foreign
money, beingup-to-date (6)

DOWN
1 Bank an a vehicle having

interior decoration (6)

2 Journalists after work get
abuse (7)

3 Painter set againstfirm (9)

4 Save contention over a
certain point (6)

5 Wrapsup the party ontime
(8)

6 Many abject to tire same
thing (5)

7 A pest both naive and
knowing (8)

12 Turmoil some sad old
people cause (3)

15 Flat broke—meant to
retain a bit (9)

16 Show off about one’s
heavenly place (8)

18 Head offcracked fan! (8)

21 Pasa for an officer (3)

22 Dons etiriMting p»T*iwilar

ability? (7)

24 Chase—even changing
trains (6)

25 Expected to divide the tip

provided (6)

27 A sailingman made a meal
and let up (5)

SOLUTIONS

Yaatonlay’ti QuickSolution
ACROSS: 1 Start, 4 lagrid, 9
Chapin. 10 Mode, 11 Noah, IS
LaSUby, ISVia. X4*1m, IS Stop, 18
Gas.SB Lassiter, 21 Emu, S4 Asset,
» Albarta. SB Sandal, 27 ZUght.
DOWN; 1 Second, S Alan. S Tan,
8 Namrie—. S Kwhopo, 7 Peooy. 8
Inglaw IS Vatdaaa, IS Liaison, 17
Always, 18 Groat, 18 Kuwait, 88
Sprig,88 Oban.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS .

1 Shrewd (5)

4 Moves (5)

10Tbuter(7)
11 Cut (5)

12 Garret (5)

13 Guided (7)

15 Otherwise (4)

17Gardening tool (5)

19 Subsequently (5)

22 Handled (4)

25 Archbishop (7)

27 Instruct (5)

29 Sickly (5)

301%ncy(7)
31 Frighten (5)

32 Precipitous (5)

DOWN
2 Anything (5)

3 Observed (7)

5 Flavour (5)

6Daydream (7)

7P0fer(5)
8 Vexed (5)

9 Family oflions (5)

14 Inform (4)

16 Made off(4)

18 Distressing (7)

20 Draw (7)

21 Jet (5)

23 Weird (5)

24 Below (5)

26 Fhllowzng (5)

28 Similar (5)

TELEVISION
CHANNEL1

&30 News in Arabic &45 Exercise Hour
7:00 Good Morning Israel

HXJCATIONALTV

&00 Anmaiion 830 Tomcats 9M Gaya.
Gal and Gifi 9:15 Kafimaru 9:30 The LWe
Mermaid 10:00 utoeWomen ifc30 Vacation
Shxfio 13:00 Animation 3:30 Tomcats 14:00
Gaya, Gal and 14:15 KaHmaru 1430
Mobmtos 15:00 Autoto

CHANNEL 1

15^ Zappeis 16.-00 Heartbreak Hfctolto45
Zap on the Wave 16:59 A New Evening
17:34 Zap on the wave 17:50 YaMudBS
18.-00 Zap on the wave

ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:15 Meeting 19:00 News

HEBREW PROGRAMS
1131 Grace Under Fire 20:00 Mabat News
20:45 Culture magazine 21:40 Centennial

Gold Atlanta 1996 - history o! the Otyirpc
Games 2230 Backtrack win Ehud Manor
23:00 Crown Prosecutor 2330 News OOtfO
Stories oftoe Good Land

CHANNEL 2

103)0 BBC nature series 11:00 Steer Duper
11:30 Make a Wish (rpt) 12rf» Enid Byton
aOventue stories 1230 Basic Arabic 13.-00

A matter of time 13:30 The Fresh Price of

Be! Air VfcOO Tick Tack 1430 AN To
Now 15:00 Ckpqp- video dps 16:00 Bold,

and Beautiful 17:00 News magazine with

Rafi Rashef 17:30 Zebu Zeh 1830 Santa
Barbara 19:00 Baywatch 20*0 News 20:30
Hudson Street 21.-05 CandidCamera 21:50
Patriot Games (1992) - Fast-paced thrtler

about a former CIA agmt who nenranes in

an Irish terrorist attack. Starring Hamson
Ford and Arms Archec (i 16 nuns.) 00:00
News 00:15 Ticket for Two 00:40 Reids of

fire (1991} - Australian drama set in the
1930s 1:40 Don on Air 2rf0 On the Edge of

the Shell

JORDAN TV

1&00 Double Dragon 1530 Pirates iScIO
Olympics 17:00 News flash 17:01 French

1930 News Hemlines 1935
i Lucy 20:00 Tbratata 21:10 Star Trek

22H» News In Engfish 2235 Duel d Hearts

(1992) - fifen adaptation of Barbara
CaritancPs steamy period romance. Starring

Alison Doody and Mcheei York. (100 nuns.)

23.-10 Famfiy Maters

JWJDLEEASTTV

1430 700 Cteb 1430 Erie Express - a
newspaper man, eager to get a scoop mar-
ries a woman accused of metier who is

scheduled lor deportation (82 mins.) 16:05
Urban Peasants 1630 Dennis the Menace
1635 Mask 1720 Poppiess 17:45 Front

Runners 18:40 A-Team 1930 World News
(ArabiO 2030 CNN 2030 Everting Shade
2055 Batman (1989) - Starring Michael

Keaton, Jack Nicholson and Kim Basinger.

(126 mire.) 2235 700 CU>2335 Larry Kmg

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are charged at

MS2&08 per fine, including VAT. Insertion

everyday of the month costs NJS520.B5 per
fine, nduflng VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tous
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the Mount
Scopus campus, in Engfish, daJy Sun_-
Thur, 11 am from Bronfman Recaption
Centre. Sherman Administration Bldg.

Buses 4a. 9, 23, 26. 28. For irrfo, cal
882819.HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah
Installations, Chagafl Windows. Tel. 02-

.

416333. 02-776271.

TELAVIV , ; :

=

Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and Anton
Rotand-Rosenberg Cotection 24 master-

by modem artists. Fauvism Wad
.Josef Beuys Drawingsand Objects.

Prints: new acquisitions. New Horizons:

Sculpture. Yaacov Dorcriin: Blocked Wafl.

Face to Face. The Museum Collections.

HELENA RUBINSTEIN PAVIUON FOR
CCINTEMPORARY ART. I Am You Artists

Violence: 20 posters. Hours:
1 10 am-6 pm Tue. 10 am-10

FrL 10 am-2 pm SaL 10 3 pm
iteyerhoff Art Education Center, TeL
6919155-8.

pm
Meyt

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

Thursday; July 18
EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Kupat Hofim Ctaft, Straus A. 3
Avigdori, 670-6660; Balsam Salah e-Din,

627-2315; Shualat, Shualal Rood, 581-
0108; Dar AJdawa, Herod’s Gate, 628-
2058.
Tel Aviv, dal Priarm Gan Hair, 71 fbn

Gvirol. 527-9317; Kupat Hollm Maccabi, 7
HaShla, 545-5558. Ti 3 am Friday:

Jabotirtsky, 125 ton Gvirol, 545-2040. T»
midnight Superoriarm Ramat Aviv, 40
Einstein, 641-3730; London Ministore
Superpharm, 4 Shaul Hametech, 696-

0115.
Ra’anana-Kfar Sava; Shod. 78 Ahuza,
Ra'anana, 981066.
Netanya: PoraL 76 Petah Tticva. 340967.
Krayut area: Mericaz Menahem, 92 Sd.
Yerushalayim, Kiryat Yam Alef, 875-9441.
Haifa: Hanita, 22 Hanita. 823-1905.
Herziiya: Ctal Pharm, Bed Meriaudm, 6
MasJdt (err. Sderot HagaQrn), Herzllya

Pttuah. 558472. 558407. Open 9 am to

midnight.
“ »r Nazareth: Ctal Pharm, Lev Ha’ir

R. 570468. Open 9 am to 10 pm
DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: BRcur HoHm (Intemal. ENT);
Shaare Zedek (surgery, orthopedics,
obstetrics); Hadassah Ein Kerem (pedi-

atrics, ophthalmology).
Tel Aviv Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv

Medical Center (surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
RRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies (Sal 101 (Hebrew) or 911
(Engfish) in most parts of the country, in

addition:

Ashdod* 8551333 Kfar Seva*
902222
Ashketon 6551332 Naharlya*
9912333
Beersheba* 62747S7 Netanya- 604444
Belt Shemesh 6523133 Petah
Titcva* 9311111
Dan Region* 5793333 R a h o v o t

*

9451333
EHal* 6332444
Rishon- 9642333
Haifa* 8512233 Sated 920333
Jerusalem’ 523133 Tel Aw* 546011

1

Karmlsf 9985444 Tiberias* 792444
* Mobile intensive Care Unit (MICU) ser-

vice in the area, around the dock.

Medical imp tor tourists [in Engfish)

177-C22-9110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-852-9205. 24 hours

a day, for information in case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional First Aid. 1201, also:

Jerusalem 581-0303. Tel Aviv 545-1111

(chUdrsn/youth 696-1113), Haifa 867-
222213, Beersheba 6494333. Netanya
625110. K&rmiel 988-6770. Kfar Sava
767-4555. Hadera 346789.

Wlzo hotlines for battered women 02-

651-4111. 03-546-1133 (also in Russian),

07-637-6310. 08-855-0506 (also in

Amharic).
Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel Aviv

319, 544-9191 (men), Jerusalem
625-5558, Haifa B53-0533. Eilat 633-
1977.
Hadassah Medical Organization -
Israel Cancer Association support service
02-624-7676).

- Live 00:00 TV Shop 2:00 Quantum
Shopping 3:00 TV Shop

ITV 3 (33)

16:00 News 16:15 Scence and Technology
magazine 17:15 On the Side of Justice
18.-60 Amores 19.-00 News in Arabc 1930
Today-News in Russran2(M0Mabel news
20:15 Teiekessed 21:15 Best intentions -
four-part series based on toe parents of

Swedish film director Ingmar Berjynan 22*45
International Crime - documentary series
23:15 Inside Stuti CKhOO Closedown

ETV 2(23)

1530 V&callon Time 18:00 Afctine Academy
1630 Choosing Death 19:30 Point of View -

In Russian 20:00 A New Evening (Russian
Sltotties) 2030 Famriy Album 21:00 70
Faces 2130 Human Animal 2230 Star Trek:
Next Generation 23:15 Mother and San

FAMLY CHANNB. [3)

8:00 Falcon Crest (rpt) 930 One Lite to Live
(rpt) 9-45 Young and Restless (rpt) 1030
Days of Our Lives (rpt) 11:20 Perta Negra
(rpt) 12:10 Neighbors (rpt) 1235 Dallas (rpt)

1&30 Starting at 13014:0521 JumpStrea
1435 Falcon Crest 1530 Days of Our Lives
16-40 Neighbors 17:10 Dallas 18.-00 One
LSe to Live 18^45 Young and Restless
19:30 Local broadcast 20*0 Perta Negra
20*0 Baywatch Nights 21:40 Renegade
22~-30 New Uriouchables 2320 Wings
23.-45 Melrose Place 00^5 Sweet Justice
1:20 Rosa O'Nell 2:10 Rtfum to Eden 3:00
Ftotarrs Cftjb 3:45 Pans

MOVIE CHATTEL (4)

11^0 The Scavengers (1988) - parody of

adventurefilms (rpt) 13:05 Heart Beat (1946)

-comedy of a pickpocket who fafis h love

with a cSpiomaL With Ginger Rogers. (100
mins.) 14:45 Whars New at toe Movies
15.-00 Ned Blessing (1991) - WesJem-bcg-
raphy (rpt) 1&35 Homo Faber (1991.
German) - romantic drama (rpt) 18:30
Murder in New Hampshire (i99l) (rpt) 2fHXJ
Whafs New at toe Movies 20:10 Me and
Veronica (1992) (rpt) 22:00 Passenger 57
(19%) - Action-pacted plane h^ack With
Wesley Snipes. Directed by Kevin Hoots.
(80 mms.) 23d55 toner Sanctum 2 (195M) - a
woman kffls her husband alterhe attempts to
drive her crazy. With Michael Noray. Davit
Werner and Margaux Hemingway. (82
mins.) 0050 Empty Cradle (1993) - a nurse
kkfirtaps a newborn (rpt) 2:20 Target of

Seduction (1995) - erotic suspense (80
mins.) 3:45 Murderous Vision (1991) (rpt)

CHILDRSY (6)

6:30 Cartoons 8:00 Maya 8:30 Professor

Iris 9:00 Rotvnson Sucroe 9:40 Batman

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Farindli 5 * Les
Vacances de M. Hutot 7:15 * Castoo 9:30
* Children of a Leaser God 9:30 * Sex,
Lies and Videotape 12 midnight G.G. GLL
Jerusalem Mall (Ktelha) « 788448 To Die:

For*Cutthroat Island 11 a.m.
r
130. 430,

7:15, 9:45 * Babe (EngtSh flSatogue) 7:15 *
Babe (Hebrew Oajogue) 11 a.ra, 130, 430
* American (kilt 9:45 a Fargo 11 am,
4:45. 7:15. 9:45 •* The San'anl FamBy 130
* The Birdcage ll ajn., 1:30l 430. 7:15.

10 * Les Miserabtes 9 * The Little

Princess 11 am, 130, 430. 7 Primal
Fear 7:15, 10 * RicMs Rich 11 am. 1:45.

430 * White Squad 11 am, 130. 4:30,

7:15, 10 JERUSALEM THEATER 20
Marcus SL « 617167 Netty et M. Amaud
930 * Rkt 7 RAV CHEN 1-7* 792799
Credit Card Reservations** 794477 Rav-
Mecher Buffing, is Habman SL, Tafiaot

The Hunchbaw of Notre Dame (Engfish

dialogue) 730, 9*5 + The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Hebrew rfiakwue) 1 1 am, 1.5
* Restoration 5, 7:30. $45 * Dracula,

Dead and Loving it tf am, i * ft Takes
Two 11 a.rrv, 1.5. 730 * The Juror 9:45 w
Now and Then 11 am. 5, 730, 9:45 *
.Leon 1 * Richard HI 9:45 * Toy Story

fEngfish dialogue) 730 * Toy Story
(Hebrew efiatogue) 11am..- 5 * Jumanjl •

.IjMtt-H. 5. 730. 9:45,* TJieRock 11 ajn..

4:45, 7:1 5. 9:45 SEMADAR * 618168
Trainspotting 5:45. 7:45, 10. 12
MEVASSER£t ZION GJ3- GIL Executive
Dedston 5, 730, 10 * Casbianca 11 a.m.
* Kansas Ctty 11 a.m., 5, 730, 10
TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE2 Sprinzak St.w 5772000
A Summer tn La Goulrtte 5, 7:45. 9:45 *
Apollo 13 9:30 DCZENGOFF 5172923
White SquaiMtLeavrng Las
VamseCutthroat Island 11 am, 1,3.5:15.

7:45. 10 DRIVE IN Up Close end Personal
10 * Sex Film 12 midnight GAN HAIR «
5279215 71 ton Gabirol SL Priscffla 230. 5.

730, 9-A5 GMT Jumanji 11 am, 230, 5.

73ft 9:45 GORDON Ear, Drink. Man.
Woman 530. 7:45. 10 G.G. HOD 1-4 *
5226226 Hod Passage. 101 Dizengofl SLTo
Die ForOFargo 11 a.nL, 130, 5. 730. 10 *
American Quit 11 am.- 5, 7:30, 10 *
Kansas City 10 * Babe (Hebrew dialogue)
n am, T30. 5 Baba (En&sh dialogue)

730 LEV 1-4 » 5288288 Trainspottng
12:15. 230. 5:18. 7:45. 10 * The Little

Princess 11 a.ra. 1, 2:45. 430, 630 * The
Shanghai Triad 1:15, 3:15. 8, 10 *
Antonia's Line 11:15 ant. 3:15, 5:15. 730.
10 * The Secret ot Roan Irtish 11:15 am,
1:15, 5:15. 730 * Strange Days 10 G.G.
PE*ER Fargo 730, 10 * Aya 5 * Kansas

' 5, 730. 10 * The Perez Family 10 *
(English dialogue) 7:30 * Babe

(Hebrew oalogue) 11 am. 1. 5 *• Les
Miserabtes 9 * The LRtie Princess 11

am, 130. 5. 7 RAV-CHBNtr 5282288
Dizengofl CenterThe Rock 11 a.m., 2. 4:30,

7:15. 9:45 The Hunchback of Notre
Dame (Hebrew dialogue) 11 arru 1.3.5 4
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Engfish

dialogue) 73ft 9:45 Takes TWo 11 am,
1, 3. 5, 730 * city HaH 730, 9:45

Dracula Dead and Loving It llarru 1.5*
The Juror 9:45 * Tel Aviv Stories 3 * Toy
Story (English dialogue) 7:30. 9:45 Toy
Story (Hebrew drogue) 11 am. 1. 3. 5 *
Now and Then 11 am, 1, 3. 5:15, 730
RAVOR 1-6 » 5102674 Opera House 11

Postlno^nestoratorKA Woman in Blue
DressSStar Man 2:30, 5. 730, 9:45
Richard IB 5. 730, 9:45 Late Simmer
Blues 230 G.G.TAYBXT« *5177952 2
Ybna Hanavi SL Executive
DectstoneSense and Sensibility 7:15. 10
* StrstgeDays 10-eTheSarrani Family
730 G.G. TEL AVIV » 5281181 65 Pmsker
6. Primal Fear 5, 730. 10* The Birdcage
5, 73ft 10 * Twelve Monkeys 73a 10 *
Funny Israelis 5 TEL AVIV MUSEUM «r

6961297 27 Shaul Hametekh Boulevard

NeBy et M. Amaud 5, B. 1

0

HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAM! » 8325755 R
Posttoo 7:15 * The Shanghai Triad 9:15 *
Star Man 7:15, 9:15 ATZMON 1-5 *
8673003 Cutthroat island 430. 7. 9:15

The BtidcageWhite SquallePrlmal Ftar
4:1 5, 6:45, 9:15 * Sense and SensibBty
4.-15. 6:45. 9:15 ONSMA CAFE MORIAH«
6242477 The Secret of Roan Irtish 530 *
Trainspotting 730. 930 CJNSAATHEQUE
B 8383424 Passover Fever 630 ORLY«
8381888 Restoration 7. 9:15 PANORAMA
1-3 n 8382020 Babe (Engfish ctiafpguel 7 *
Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am., 1, 430 *
Strange Days 930 * Fargo 7. 930 *
Richie Rich 11 am, 1, 430 * American
Quit 930 * The Utile Princess 1 1 am, 1

.

430. 7 RAV-GAT 1-2 - 8674311 [OS] The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (EqpSsft dSa-

bgue) 7:15. 930 * The Hunchback of
Notre Dame (Hebrewefiatogue) 1 1 a.m,5*
The Rock 11 a.m, 43ft 7. 930 RAV-MOR
1-7 w 6416898 (OS[ The Hunchback of
Notre Dame (Engfish dialogue) 7:15, 930 *
The Juror ft15 * Toy Story (Hebrew dia-

tague) 11 ajn_ 1.5* Now and Then 11

am, 1:15, 5, 7. 9:15 * The Rock 11 am,
4:15, 7. 930 * Jumanji 11 am.. 1:15, 4:45.

7. 9:15 * Bed of Roses 11 am. 5. 7. 9:15
* Restoration 7. 9:15 * It Takes TWo 11

am, I, 5, 7 * The Hunchback of Notre
Dame /Hebrew dialogue) 11 am. 1.5*
Leon 1 RAV-OR 1-3 * 6246553 [OS]
Jumanfl 11 am, 4^5, 7. 9:15 * The Juror
9:15 * It Takes IVvo 11 am, 4:45, 7 * Toy
Story (Hebrew tiabgue) 11 am. 5 * Now
andTlWi7.9:l5
AFULA
RAV CHBJ - 6424047 JumanH 11 a.m, 5.

7. 930 * The Rock 7, 930 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Engfish de-
ksguB) 7. 930 * The Hunchback of Noire
Dame (Hsbrewdafaguqltft Takes TWo n
a.m.5
ARAD
STAR n 950904 Primal Rear 5:15, 10 *
Kansas City ii30 a.m., 7:45 * The
Birdcage 5:15. 7:45, 10 * Tel Avfv Los
Angeles 1130 am. * Toy Story (Engfish

10:15 MiBcy Way 10^0 VR Troopers 1135
Step By Step 12:15 Recto's Modem Lfie
1235 Cartoons 13:00 Harry and the
Hendersons 1330 Hugo 1430 CtvquitHas
1530 Ernest vs toe Trols - comedy movie
1630 Chidren*s Channel City 1730 Sweet
Vafiey High 17:55 Rodeo's Modem Life

18:20 ia^St^%^ag3

Children 2035 Roseanne 2030 Ren and
Stinuy 21KJ5 Big Brother Jake 21:30 Drop
toe Dead Donkey

SECOND SHOWING (8)

2230 Dans La Sofiee (1993; French) - a
live-year-old girl goes to five with her grand-
father when her parens divorce. (95 mins.}

23:40 Ubera Me (1993; French) - stent film,

about repression in an imaginary country
(77 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

630 Open University I2rt)0 1000 Kilometers

(rpt) 1330 And God Created toe Monkey
(rpt) 1430 Open Univesiy 1630 1000
Kitometeis Beneath toe

Beneath toe JungteMrpt) 13:00 Future Quest

M
i
Jungle (rou 17:00

Future Quest (rpt) 1730 And God Created
toe Monkey (rpt) 1630 Open University

2ft00 Portrait of Nature 2030 Wld Souto
21.-00 Telescope 2130 Des Plantes et Des
Hammas 22:00 Leonard Bernstein: A
Musical Oflering 2330 Charles Ives: Second
Symphony 0030 The Dream is Over balet
based on music and fife ot John Lennon

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 Satina Scott Show 730 NBC News
730 fTN World News 8:00 Today 10:00
Supershop 1130 European Money Wheel
15:30 Wal Street - five 1730 US Me
Wheel 1830 FT Business Ibnight I9dl

ITN (tews 19:30 Adtentures 2030 Sefina

Scott Show 2130 Datable 2230 1TN News
2330 Baseban0030 Tonight Show wfih Jay
Leno 1:00 Conan OBrien 2.-00 Greg
Kinnear

STAR PLUS

6:00 Aerobics 8:30 Nanny and the
Professor 730 Mr. Belvedere 7:30 Bun
Wtits Menus 8:00 El TV 830 Gabriefle

9:30 Santa Barbara 10:30 Bold and
Beauttlul 11:00 Oprah Wintrey 12:00
Rerontfon Stede 13:00 Burt Wolfs Menus
1330 B TV 14:00 Teenage Mutant Nmja
Turtles 1430 Adventures ol Black Beauty
1530 Lost in Space 1630 Home and Away
1630 Charles to Charge 17:00 M'A'S'H
1730 21 Jump Street 1830 X Fites 1930
Betid and Beautiful 20:00 Santa Barbara
21ffl The TvnbghtZone2130 9sv&1yHiBs
90210 2230 Fill Guy 23:30 E TV 0030
Oprah Winfrey 130 Hooperman 1:30
Home and Away 2:00 The Sullivans

CINEMA
dalogue) 8. 10 * Toy Story (Hebrew da-
bgue) 1130 a.m. 530
ARIEL

Story UuluG DOFtOT
Sense and SensfltiWy 7:15, 930
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL * 8647202 Wltite SquaMThe
Rock 11 am, 430. 7:15, 10 *
Island 11 arm, 5. 73ft 10 * Kansas City

10 * It Takes Two 11 am. 5, 730 * The
Woman In a Blue Dress 5, 730, 10 * The
San’anl Family 11 am. G.GL OR] 1-3^
711223 JisnanJ 11 am, 5, 730 * Babe
(Eagish dialogue) 730 * Babe (Hebrew
efiatogue) 11 arm, 5 * The Juror 10 * The
Hunchback of Noire Dame (Hebrew de-

ni am, 5. 730, 10* Now and Thai
ST"
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL 729977 Cutthroat WanrftWhlie
SquaBIlam, 5. 730. 10*PrimaFear10
* Babe (Engfch dialogue) 730 * Babe
(Hebrew dialogue) ii am.. 5 * The
Birdcage 5. 730. 10 * A Bit of Luck 11

am. * Fargo 7:30, 10 * Executive
Decision 11 am.. 4:30 RAV CHEN w
711223 The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(Hebrew dabgue) 11 am 5 * Dracula
Dead and Loving ft 11 am. 5 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Engfish tfis-

fcgye# 730. 9:45 * Now and Then 5. 730,
9:45 * The Rock 7:15. 9:45 * The Juror
9:45 * It takes Two 11 am, 5, 730 *
Jumanji ll am. 5. 730. 9:45 * Leon 11

am *
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN w 5531077 The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Engfish dialogue) 730, 9:45 *
The Rock 11 arru, 4:45. 7:15. 9:45 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew efia-

logue) 11 am, 5 * Jumanji 11 am, 5. 730,
9:45 * Cutthroat Island 11 am, 5. 730.
9:45 * tt Takes Two 11 am, 5. 730 *
White Squall 9:45 * Sense and SenstoiSty
9:45 * Dracula, Dead and Lovtog It 11

tun, 5 * To Die For 7:15, 9:45 * Babe
(Engfish dialogue) 730 * Baba (Hebrew
dfetoguejil am, 5* 7b Die For 7:15, 9:45
BE^SHEBA
G.G. GIL TO Die For 5. 730. 10*ABItof
Luck 11 am * Babe (Engfish dialogue)

730 * Babe (Hebrewdialogue) 11 ajn, 5 *
Strange Days to * Cutthroat (stand tt

ajn, 5, 730, 10 * White Squall ll am,
430. 7:15. 10 RAV-NEGEV 1-4 w 235278
The Rot* 7:15, 9:45 * Nowand Then 11

arru, 5. 9:45 * Jumanji ii am, 5, 730,
9:45 * The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(Engfish dtaiogue) 730, 9:45 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew eSa-

tague) ii am, 5* It Takes Itoo ll am.. 5.

730
DIMONA
HECHAL HATARBAUT Up Close and
P«sonai8
EILAT
KOLNOA EBJtT Jumanji 1 1 am, 530. 8 *
Cutthroat (stand 11 am. 530, 10 * The
Rock 730. 10 * The Hunchback of Notre
Dams Ii am, 53ft a 10
HADERA
LEV 1-4 The Rock 4:15, 7:15. 10 * The
t-fcjnchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew da-
kjoie) 10:30 am, 1230, 4:15. 6, 8
* Jumanji 1030 am, 1230. 4:15, 8. to *
Trainspotting ft 10 * Babe (Hebrew dia-

logue) 1030 am, 1230. 4:15. B * Babe
(&>^ish£fialpgue)6:l5. 10* The Secret of

Roan biish 1030 am * Toy Story 1230
pm
KERZUYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN) «
6902666 Devfl in a Blue Dress 8. 10 * The
Juror 6, 8, 10:15 * Lovesick on Nana
street 6 STAR* 589068 The Rode 7:45.

1030 * Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 1 1 am. 1

,

6 * A Uttte Princess 11 am, 4:i5, 8:15 *
Jumanji 1. 4:15, 8. 10:15 * The
Hunchback of Nobe Dame (Ehrfsft cSs-

togus) ii am, 1:15. 430. 630 DANBEL
HOTB. Fargo 8:15. 10 * Babe
dalogue) 4:45. 830 * Toy Story

,

d&bbuB)ll3aajn.
KARMIEL
CtfEMA 1-3* 887277 jumanp ll arru 5,

7. 930 * The Rock 6:45. 930 * The
Fkmchback of Noire Dame (Engfish ote-

Jpaje)7:15, 930 * HTbkesTWo 11 am.. 5
* The Hunchbackof Notre Dame (Hebrew

ill am,

5

SAVA
G.G. GIL *7677370 To Die
For*TratnspotHng 730. 10 * A Little

Princess-Ht Tbkes TWO 11 am, 130. 5 *
Cutthroat island 11 am. 1 30. 5. 730. 10 *
The Hirehbeck at Notre Dane (Engfish

ttiabguB) 730. 10 * The Hunchback ot
Notre Dame (Hebrew datogue) 11 am,
130, 5 * The Rock 11 am, 430. 7:15. 10
* Casbianca 130 * Babe (Engfish dia-

logue) 730 * Babe (Hebrew drabgue) it

am. 130. 5 * White Squall 10 * The
Birdcage 10 * Jumanji 11 am. 1:30, 5.

730
KIRYAT BIALIK
G.G. KIRYON 1-9 * 779166 Babe (Hebrew
dialogue) 11 am, 4:45. 7 * To Die
Fortnrainspotttag 4:45. 7. 930 * White
SquaOeThe Birdcage%Cutthroat Island
11 am, 4:45. 7. 9:30 * A Little

PrincessfeToy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 11

am, 8:45 * The Jror 7, 930 * Fargo 7.

930 * Ace Ventura n am. * American
Quilt 7. 9:30 * Primal Fear 4:45, 7. 930
KIRYAT SHEMONA
GlG-GB.* 6905080 The Rock 4:30. 7. 930
* Funny Israelis n am. * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew tSa-

togue) n am, 430. 7. 930 * Primal Fa»
930 * Jumanti 11 am, 430.

7

LOD
STAR'
5.

The!
Fear 5. 73ft 10 * Photo Roman 11 am.
NAHARIYA
HECHAL HATARBUT Sense and
S«isibaity830
upper Nazareth
OG OL Fargo 430, 7, 930 * White

CHANNEL 5

630 Bases m mooon 730 Basic Training
16:00 Bodes m Mown 1630 Dangerous
Games 1730 Game to Order. European
Cup sccc^^rp^i&OO American Soccer

_je
Hot
Wrestling

ngerous Games 1930
20:00 To be announced 2130

2230 Larger than Ute - sumo 2330 Game
to Order South American soccer 0030 The
Extreme Otynytics

PRIME SPORTS

630 Cncket NatWest Cup 6:30 WWF
Wrestling 1130 Motorcycle Racing:
German Grand Pra 13:00 London
Marathon 14:00 PGA GoU 1430
Imemanonai Motor Sports 15:30 WWF
Wrestlemania 15:30 Classc Soccer
Hungary vs Sraza. 1966 1830 Car Racing
19:30 FulbQt Mondial 20:00 PGA Goit
21:30 Windsurling 22:00 WWF
Wrestlemania 23:00 International Motor
Sports 00:00 Boxing 230 Thai Boxng

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:05 The Tourist (rpi)

10:05 Insrde Burma (rpt) 1130 Auction -
documentary on Sotheby's (rpt) 12:30 Top
Gear 15:05 Horizon (rpt) 16:15 World
Business Report 15:30 Asia-Pacitic
Newshour 1730 Food and Drink (rpt) 18:05
Inside Burma (rpt) 1930 The Contenders
(rpt) 22:05 Correspondent (rpt) 23:30
Tomorrow's WUU 00:00 World News and
Business Report

VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Tchaikovsky.
Francesca da Rimini;Mozajt Piano con-
certo no 21; Faute: Requiem; Brahms:
Violin concerto in D; R. Strauss: Thus
Spake Zaratbustra (Scottish NO/Jarvi)
12:00 Noon with Gideon Hod 14:06
Encore 15:00 Voice of Music magazine
16:00 Bach: Musical Ottering BWV 1079:

Sot 2 Italian Ariettas; Janacek: Quartet lor

slnngs no 1 “Kreutzer; Beethoven:
Sonata no B m G op 3013; Alban Barg: 4
Songs op 2 and 4 adttitional songs 18:00
New CDs - Sibelius: The Wood Nymph op
15. Snow White op 54; Nielsen:
Masquerade overture and 2 excerpts tram

opera Pan and Synnx, Aladdin orchestral

suite, Helios concert overture 20:05 From
the Recording Studio - Rami Oran (trum-

pet). Irena Snarosler (piano). Hindemith:

Sonata for trumpet and piano: Moshe
Zorman: Ra’anan. In Memory of a Soldier:

Rachmaninoff: 2 songs for trumpet and
piano 21:00 Clouds. Celebrations and
Sirens 23.-00 The Art of toe Song

Squal 11 am. 930 * A Woman to a Blue
Dress 43ft 7. 930 * A Drop of Luck It

am * The RockS-The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogueH-Tha
Jurorfeiumanf 1130 am. 4:30. 7. 930 *
American Quilt 930 * Babe (Hebrew eba-

b) 11 am, 430.

7

IBONA
GLG.GIL 1-4 *404729 To Die For 5. 73ft
10 * The San’ani FamBy 11 am * Babe"

' dialogue) 7:15 * Babe (Hebrew
e>) 11 am, 5 * Les Miserabtes 930

* A Cutthroat Island 1

1

am, 4:30, 7:i5. 10

* White SquaD 7:1 5. 10 * A Little

Princess 11 arru 5
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 * 628452 To Die Rtf 5. 730.
10 * A Bit of Luck 11 am * Cutthroat
IslandSWhite Squall 11 am, 5. 730. 10 *
Babe (English dialogue) 730 * Babe
(Hebrew dtkigue^RfcWe Rich 11 am, 5
* The Birdcage 10 * Trainspotting 7:30.

10 RAV CHEN The Rock 7:15. 9:45*
Jumanji 11 am. 1. 5. 730. 9:45 + The
Hunchback of Noire Dame (English dia-

logue! 730. 9:45 * The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogue) it am, l . 5
* Restoration 7:30, 9:45 * It TakesTwo 1

1

am, 1.5* Now and Then 11 am, 5

ORAKIVA
.-RAV OHEN The Rock 7. 930 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (EngSsn dia-

logue1

7

. 930 * The Hunchback ot Notre
Dame (Hebrew datogue) 11 am, 5 * The
Juror 930 * Leon 11 am. * It Takes Two
11 am. 5; 7
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL Wltite SquaftrCutthroat Island

ll am, 5. 730, 10 * Babe (Hebrew dia-

logue) 11 am, 5, 730. 10 * American Quilt

5.730. 10 * The San'ani Family 1 1 am
PETAHTKVA
aG. HEQ1AL The Rock 430. 7:15. 10 *
Jumanji 11 am. * Babe (EnaSsh dabguei
7:30 * Babe (Hebrew dialogue)*The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew dia-

logue) n am, 5 * White Squall

10 * The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(English dialogue) 730. 10 G.G. RAM 1-3 *
9340818 Jumanji 5. 730. 10 * Primal Fear
430. 7:15. 10 * Fargo 730. 10
RA’ANANA
CtN-MOFET Antonia'S Line 8:30 PARK
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Engfish

OSaftMuel 730. 10:15 * The Rock 5. 7:30,

10:15 * Babe (Engfish dialogue) 730 * It

Takes TWo 1130 am. 3, 5 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew dia-

logue) 1130 am, 3,5* Babe (Hebrew dia-

logue) U30 am, 3, 5 * Now and Then
10:15 * Jumanji 1130 am. 3. 5. 730.
10:15 * White Squall 730. 10:15 * Toy
Story 1130 am * Lovesick on Nana
Street 3
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 * 6197121 The Rock 430.
7:15. 9:45 * White Squall 7:15. 9:45 *
Cutthroat island 5. 730. 9:45 * Leon 5
RAV-OASIS 1-3 * 6730687 The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Engfish dia-

logue) 730. 9:45 * The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Hebrew Oalogue) V am, 1.

3. 5 * Jumanji 11 am. 1 . 3. 5:15. 7:30. 9:45

* Now and Then 9:45* Babe (Hebrew dia-

logue) ll am. 1. 5 * Babe iEngfish dia-

logue) 730 * Restoration 730. 9:45 * ft

TakesTWo 11 am, 1,3.5
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV * 5491979 Toy Story (Hebrew
dialogue) ll am, 5 * Toy Story (Engfisfi

dialogue/ 630 * Trainspotting 8, 9:45
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4*362864 Trainspotting 7:45, 10
* Wok ll am * While SquaD 6. 9:45 *
Babe (Engfish dialogue) 8 * Babe (Hebrew
dialogue

I

ll am, 5 * A Little Princess it

am, 5. 730 * Under the Domim Tree it

am. 5:30 * To Die For 730, 10 * Sense
and Sensibility 9:45 RAV MOR * 9493595
The Juror9:45* Nowand Then ll am. 1.

5. 730* Restoration 730. 9:45 * Tel Aviv
Stories 1 * Toy Story (HabrewdSafcguei 11

am, 5 * The Rock 7:15, 9:45 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (English dia-

logue) 730. 9:45 * The Hunchback ot
Notre Dame (HebrewcSabgiie) ii am, 1.5
* tt Takes TWo ii am, 1,5 * Jumanji n
am, 1, 5, 730. 9:45 * Cutthroat teland 11

am, 5. 73a 9:45
RISHON LEBON
GAL 1-5 » 9619660 The Rock 11 am,
43ft 7:15. 10 * Trainspotting 730. 10 *
Toy Kory (Hebrew dialogue) It am, 5 *
Cutthroat Island 11 am, 5. 730. 10 *
White Squall 5. 7:30. to * Sabbaba 11

am * American Quilt to * tt Takas Two
11 am, 5. 730 HAZAHAV The Hunchback
of Notre Dame (Engfish dialogue

)

730. 10
* The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew
dialogue/ 11 am, 130, 5 * The Birdcage
10 * Bribe (Engfish dtakxjue) 7:30 * Babe
(Hebrewo^ogue) 11 ami, 130.5*ToDie
For 730. 10 *ALlttiB Princess n am, 1.

5 RAV CHEN * 9670503 The Rock 7:15,
945 * The Juror 9:45 * The Hunchback
ot Notre Done (Engfishdialogue)7:30. 9:45
* Jumanp 11 am, 5, 7:30, 9:45 * The
Hunchback ol Noire Dame (Hebrew dia-

logue) ii am, 5 * Dracula. Dead and
Loving It ll am. 5 * brakes TWo n am,
5 RON Primal Fear*Sirange Days 7:15,
10 * A Bit ot Luck 730. 10 STAR 1-4 *
9619965-7 27 Ushinsky St. The Juror 5.

730, 10 * Ace Ventura 1130 am *
Kansas City 10 * Barb Wire 5. 7:45 * The
Finest Hour 1130 am. * Jumanji 1130
am. 5. 7:45. 10 * Fargo 7:45, iQ *
Dracula Deadand Loving K IT30am,5
YEHUD
RAV-CHBi Savyomm The Rock 11 am.
4:45. 7:15. 9:45 * Jumanji n am. 5. 730.
9:45 * The Hunchback of Notre Dame
/Engfish dialogue) 7:30, 9:45 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew da-
topte) ii am.. i

,
5 * it Tates TWo \\ am.

i. 5 * Tel Aviv stories i * Restoration

73ft 9:45
Phone reservations: Tel Aviv 5252244,
Hate 726878 All times are pm unless
otherwise indicated.
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Eitan to cancel

recognition of

Arab village
MICHALYUDELMAN

ENVIRONMENT Minister

Rafaei Eitan is acting to cancel the

previous government’s decision to

recognize the Arab village Ein

Hod near the Carmel Nature

Reserve, and to allocate park land

for the settlement.

Former environment minister

Yossi Sand, who spearheaded the

move to recognize Ein Hod and

signed an order allocating 170

dunams of the reserve for the vil-

lage, warned that revoking the

decision for no apparent reason

will cause a rift between the state

and its Arab citizens.

Several villages like Ein Hod,

some of which have existed since

the establishment of the state and
others which have been illegally

Founded over the years, are unrec-

ognized by the state. Thus, they

have no electricity, running water,

access roads, educational institu-

tions, health clinics, or other ser-

vices.

Due to the poor living conditions,

the previous government autho-

rized the interior minister to find a
solution for Ein Hod and seven
other such villages, as a prelude to

granting them recognition. But the

process has not been completed.

Environment Ministry Director-

General Nehama Ronen advised

the Knesset Interior Committee
yesterday of Eitan's objection to

the recognition of Ein Hod, and

his objection in principle to the

recognition of. some 40 other

unrecognized Arab villages.

Ronen said that recognizing Ein

Hod will set a precedent leading

to the recognition of other unrec-

ognized villages, and called the

previous government’s decision a
“snatch” which cannot be con-
doned.

Sand said the previous cabinet

decided to recognize Ein Hod two-

and-a-half years ago, “so it can
hardly be called a snatch. The cab-

inet also approved N1S 10 million

for infrastructure, some of which is

already under construction."

He stressed that, “There is

something unreasonable and
improper in Eitan’s decision to

revoke the previous government’s
decision. Such decisions are bind-

ing, not only in international

affairs, but in internal ones.”

Defense minister denies

army overpays officers
UAT COLLINS

THE Treasury figures ori salaries

and pensions for career officers

publicized earlier this week are

tendentious and inaccurate.

Defense Minister Yitzhak

Mordechai told the Knesset
Foreign Affairs and Defense
Committee yesterday, as he pre-

sented far lower figures.

But committee chairman Uzi
Landau (Likud), who, like other

committee members, was bewil-

dered by the different methods of
calculating the figures and the

large discrepancies, said he would
consider a suggestion by Meretz
MK Yossi Sarid to appoint an
independent body to examine IDF
salaries and benefits.

Also at the meeting were Chief

of General Staff LL-Gen. Amnon
Lipkin-Shahak, Defense Ministry

Director-General David Ivr-y, OC
Manpower Division Maj.-Gen.
Gideon Sheffer, OC Planning
Division Brig.-Gen. Shaul Mofaz,
and the financial adviser to the

chief of staff and defense minister,

Michael Navon.
According to the official brief-

ing. Mordechai began his address

by roundly condemning the way
the Finance Ministry presented its

figures on Monday.
•The order of the discussion

should have been different,” he
said. "First the strategic situation,

threats facing Israel, and the IDF's
solutions and their consequences
should have been presented, and
only after that could the rulings on
the defense establishment’s bud-
get be made.When you look only

at the salaries, you get a seriously

distorted picture.”

He said the discussions on the

budget should have been post-

poned until the Defense Ministry

studied the issue. “But the Treasury

pushed us for the minimum
timetable and we had to withstand

pressures to present figure within

hours,” Mordechai said.

"1 deal with security.” he said,

“and one of the likely conse-

quences [of the proposed cuts in

rfie defense budgeil is irreversible

harm. We’re not talking about an
economic business." he said.

He recalled that two weeks
before the Yom Kippur War. then

OC Intelligence Eli Zeira had said

war was a distant threat and that

the focus should be on the econo-

my. He also reminded the com-
mittee that in 1985 there had been
a staffing crisis in the IDF.

"We could hardly persuade peo-

ple to serve in the permanent

army. Pan of the persuasion meth-

ods involved promising decent

conditions.” Though it was true

officers did not sign on only for

the financial benefits, “they see

what's going on in other sectors in

society.” Mordechai said.

"The defense budget has not

grown in the last decade despite

the fact that many heavy expenses

have been added because of the

intifada. Operation Rainbow {the

redeployment in the territories],

creating the Internal Security

Ministry, doubling the size of the

General Security Service and the

emergency services [during the

Gulf War],’’ Mordechai said.

"Despite oil these things, the

defense budget has not been

increased by even 1 percent

Therefore, if you don't understand

the implications, we will find our-

selves with a very different defense

model than we have today.”

Ivry noted that Demobilized
Soldiers Law had also added to

the defense establishment's costs,

as had the National Health

Insurance Law. which had raised

(he costs of hospitalization and
rehabilitation. Sftahak said that if

one compared the salaries of offi-

cers to those of the civilian senior

* wage earners, the officers' wages
are low. He also rejected the

Treasury’s claim that the career

personnel salaries amount to 48%
of the defense budget, saying the

defense establishment believes it

comprises only 24%.
He explained this discrepancy

by the different way the Treasury

and Defense Ministry' make their

calculations. While the Treasury

talked about the salaries as a per-

centage of die government bud-

get, the defense ministry also

considers the aid from the US.
Sheffer said that 92% of the

career army holds ranks from non-

commissioned officer to major
and only 8% are lieutenant-

colonels or higher.

He said the average age of retire-

ment is three years older than the

Treasury had said and stands at

between 44 and 46. He also gave

entirely different figures than the

Treasury’s for the salaries and
retirement grants. He said 80% of
the career personnel earn less than

N1S 8,000 gross a month.
According to Sheffer. the net

monthly wage of a staff sergeant is

NIS 3.700; a captain (and company
commander). NIS 4,900; a major
working in IDF headquarters, NIS
5,540; a lieutenant-colonel (and

unit commander) NIS 6.591; a
lieutenant-colonel and engineer,

NIS 1 1,000; a colonel, NIS 10.300

and a general, NIS 12J97.
Sheffer said a major-general

receives retirement grant of
between NIS 260,000 and NIS
360,000 (compared to the

Treasury’s figure of NIS 1.4 mil-

lion); a brigadier-general receives

NIS 270.000 to NIS 290.000
(compared to NIS I.lm.); a lieu-

tenant-colonel, NIS 201.000 to

NIS 220.000 (compared to

approximately NIS Ira.); a major.

NIS 169.000 and a non-commis-
sioned officer NIS 1 35.000.

Shahak concluded the discus-

sion by saying. “I can only repeat

that I am very worried by what's

happening in the army. There have

been too many requests by the

best people who want to leave the

army, ft’s not their wages that

have been harmed, but their

honor. We have reached a crisis of
confidence among the career army
personnel.”

President Ezer Weizman (right) yesterday congratulates Beersheba businessman Boris Zilberman, on his receiving one of12 awards
bestowed by the Koret Israel Economic Development Funds. At tbe Beit Hanassi ceremony awards were given to the leaders among
200 small businesses that have received over $10 million in loans from KDEDF together with Bank Otzar HachayaL (Isaac Hararn

US optimistic about establishing

Mideast development bank
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DESPITE the odds, the Clinton administration

is not giving up on gaining congressional sup-

port for the establishment of a Middle East
Development Bank, US Ambassador to Israel

Martin Indyk said yesterday.

While Capitol Hill observers say that

Congress is likely to approve a symbolic
authorization, but no actual monetary appro-

priation, for the bank due to a crunch on US
foreign aid. Indyk said the administration is

undeterred.

“We know that the government of Israel

strongly supports the establishment of a bank.

We hope that we can work with Congress to

achieve an appropriation,” Indyk declared.

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu voiced

private backing for the bank during meetings

in Washington. The premier dispatched Bank
of Israel Governor Jacob Frenkel to discuss tbe

DAVID MAKOVSKY

bank with key members of the Senate
Appropriation panel, including Senators Mitch
McConnell (Rep.-Kentucky) and Patrick

Leahy (Dera.-Vermont).

Netanyahu's position on the bank seems to

have evolved over the last several days from
early indifference to support, due to a belief

that this would be helpnti to Egypt, which
would house the regional institution. The bank
would finance infrastructure projects in Egypt,

Jordan, Israel, and autonomous Palestinian

areas.

The US originally agreed to provide more
than $260 million, or 21 percent, of the bank's

start-up capital over five years. However, all

existing regional development banks are not

popular now in Congress and tbe US is believed

to be about $1 billion in arrears.

Support for a Middle East bank was not
]

of the House foreign aid legislation.

Senate Appropriations Committee also did not
include it in the $12.15 billion foreign aid bill,

which is expected to reach the Senate float

shortly.

If money is appropriated. Capital Hill

observers say, it would be taken from one
country’s existing foreign aid. Israel has not
volunteered any

.
of its $3b. in aid, nor has

Egypt which receives $2.1 billion ip annual

assistance.
•' '

Clinton, administration officials hope that

funding for the bank, if it is not approved
immediately, will be inserted duringfoe annu-

al Senate-House of Representatives confer-

ence, which meets to reconcile die different

versions of their bills.
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Mordechai: Zone
essential for security

UAT COLLINS

Catholic head ofNY
Jewish studies program
resigns over ‘bigotry

’

'

THE IDF cannot withdraw from
the security zone in south

Lebanon without endangering
communities in the Galilee.

Defense Minister Yitzhak
Mordechai told the Knesset
plenum yesterday.

He said, however, the issue has
been raised with the IDF and
defense establishment and would
be discussed by the government
and Knesset in the future.

Answering a motion for the

agenda by Yossi Beilin (Labor),

who called for withdrawal from
the zone, Mordechai said Lebanon
is not independent and is being
dictated to by Syria and Iran.

"Lender these circumstances, as

long as terror attacks take place

almost daily against IDF and SLA
soldiers and now and again the

violence reaches the northern bor-

der communities, we cannot
allow ourselves not to be in the

security zone or to operate from it

m every way possible to reduce

die threat to the border settle-

ments,’* Mordechai said.

“I believe the Lebanese govern-

ment should do die necessary
thing and disarm Hizbullah and
create new conditions for dia-

logue and agreements in south

Lebanon. Until this happens,
we’li have to operate the IDF and
other defense forces in south
Lebanon to give security to the

northern communities.”

Meanwhile, Deputy’ Housing
Minister Meir Porush, answering

several motions on settlements in

Judea and Samaria, said rumors of
a large-scale program to increase

the population there are causing

harm. But he said the government
is considering changing the policy

of its predecessor, which froze

development in the territories.

He did not provide figures and
said the policy change would be
made only after suitable plans

have been drawn up. He rejected

claims that empty apartments in

Kiryat Arba have already been
handed out.

Abdui Malik Dehamshe
(Democratic Arab Party) caused a
minor uproarwhen he said if settle-

ments are not dismantled by peace,

they will be dismantled by war.

Communications Minister

Limor Livnat answered motions
on Arotz 7. the pirate radio station

associated with the settler move-
ment She stressed the difference

between it and pirate stations

operating within Israel, and said it

is operating outside Israeli territo-

rial waters. She likened its situa-

tion to that of the defunct Voice of
Peace, which had also operated

off-shore.

"The Communications Ministry

will continue to fight pirate sta-

tions operating illegally and dis-

rupting civil and military' avia-

tion,” she said.

MARILYN HENRY
NEW YORK

BLAMING Jewish bigotry, the

head of the Queens College
Jewish studies program has
resigned only two weeks after he
had been appointed.

Thomas Bird, an expert in

Yiddish and an advocate for Soviet
Jews, is Catholic. He resigned on
Monday, saying he was “foe object

ofprimitive religious bigotry at tbe

bands of a few academic col-

leagues,” according to reports in

The New York Times.

Jewish studies classes attract

SOO students a year at the college,

which is a division of the City
University ofNew York. Bird, 58,
had been teaching there for 25
years.

Last week, Prof. Samuel
Heilman told New York Jewish
newspapers chat he objected to

Bird’s appointment.

“Jewish studies exists to give
Jewish students a role model,”
Heilman reportedly said. “It’s not

that you have to be Jewish to

teach Jewish studies - you don’t
However, there is a role model
aspect of it There is a communal
outreach part of it”

Heilman also objected to foe

new director an tbe grounds that

Bird does not yet have a doctorate,

does not speak Hebrew, and has
not published widely in foe area of
Jewish studies, the Times reported.

Heilman’s reaction was termed

“academic guerrilla warfare at its

.worst” by Allen LeeSessoms, the
president ofQueens College.

“One of foe tilings we don’t

want to do in a place film this is

say this is a Jewish position, this

is a Hispanic positron, this is an
African-American position,” he
told foe Times: “People who are

not Jewish have to see that

Jewishness is relevant to them.”
“Not kosher,” read foe headline

yesterday on foe New York Daily
News editorial.

“Heilman should be ashamed of
himseif. Queens College is nor a
seminary and Jewish studies is

not a theology course,” theNews
editorial said. “Nor should it he
an ethnic feel-good club*”

Bird's appointment had.1 been
supported by Jewish leaders,

including Leon Levy, foe chair-

man of the Conference of
Presidents of Major Jewish
Organizations, andNobel laureate

Elie Wiese i, Sessoms said.

In his resignation letter; Bird
said: “It is impossible not to con-
clude that foe attempt to trash my
academic record and standing m
the community through insinua-

tion and omission is anything
Other than a fig leaf forobjections
to my being a gentile,” foe Times
reported.

. ... ... .

'Winning cards

THE winning cards in yester-

day’s daily Chance draw were:

seven of spaces, queen of hearts,

ace of diamonds and nine of
clubs.

Policeman
remanded
for drug

possession,

resisting

arrest
A TRAFFIC policemen who had
been arrested while in possession

of 690 gm. of powder that is

thought to be heroin was remand-
ed yesterday for eight days by the

Nazareth Magistrate’s Court
Accenting to police, the suspect,

Radwan Sabek, 30, of Haifa, was
caught after a lengthy car chase on
foe Wadi M3Ik road near Moshav
Bat Shlomo, at foe end of which
he tried to run over a policeman
and damaged two police cars.

After he was caught, he allegedly

attacked other policemen and tried

to escape.
’

He was caught carrying a waist

pack that contained a bag of white
powder police suspect is heroin.

Police told die court yesterday

that the lab report on the powder
had not yet been received. “But
we are talking about many serious

offenses and we must do a com-
prehensive investigation,” the

police representative said.

Sabek’s attorney conceded that

be was not in the Bat Shlomo area
for innocent reasons, bur said his

client had been involved in tbe

sale of counterfeit foreign curren-

cy, not drug dealing.

“The suspect never thought that

foe package in his possession was
heroin. He was never involved in

any criminal dealings before,” the
lawyer said.

Judge ZSad Hawari, however,
agreed ‘that the police needed time
to complete its investigation, and
remanded foe suspect for eight

days. (ItimJ

AN ANCIENT LANGUAGE * MODERN APPROACH
Now that you've finished the Ulpan, you are ready to begin
LEARNING Hebrew. Tired of the dull drill? Can’t find the
right verb? Confused by many meanings derived from the

same root ?

Here is a new approach to learning Hebrew verb®.
SOFTVERBS - the personal computer program - is:

- a manual for mastering Hebrew grammar
- a verb dictionary and computerized verb tables
- self-teaching aid
- a new method for quick learning and memorizing the

material, and much more.

Produced by Rolnik - Something Different, publishers of the

Shalom From Jerusalem series for learning Hebrew - in

cooperation with The Joint Authority for Zionist Education.

The kit includes 3.5* diskette, user’s manual, and a
basic pocket Hebrerw-Engitsh/Engllsh-Hebrew dictionary.

System requirements: IBM PC 286 AT or higher, or
compatible, with VGA/EGA/SVGA screen arid card

MS DOS 3.3 or higher.

JP Special: NIS 279 Ind. VAT, p & h In Israel

To: jSBgSSg The Jerusalem Post, POB 81. Jerusalem 91000

Please send ma copies of SOFTVERBS
Enclosed is my check payable to The Jerusalem Post, or see my credit card details.

VISA ISRACARD DINERS QAMEX
CC No. Exp.

Name.

City__

.Address.

-Code. JD No.

Tel. (day). .Signatures

the £»<
sacred and celestial,
visual and imaginative

TWiTRA-
The Indian Cult of Ecstasy,

BUDDHA- THE MYSTICSPIRAL -

TlwMgmt Journey of the Soul
*****

THEflltoUVlSfON-

FORmofthtfbnntess

SACRB5TBET . DREAMS.

-

Virions of the Night

ASTROLOGY- THE EYE

-

TbeCsteHUIfiiror The Seer and
the Seen

CREATION IIYTHS*

Hw’»lrrtrodudfon(rtott«WaW

Beautifully illustrated soft-cover volumes, with many charts
drawings, and lists of suggestedturtle

JP Price NIS 59 each, ind. VAT and p&h in Israel
JP SPECIALOFFER -any two titles for NIS 109

To; Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 31,Jerusalem S1000
Please send me foe following dries from the Astrology CtiBecffon;

aidosad is a payable to TT» Jerusalem Post Credit Cart ortere accepted by Fax 02-241zia
Narne Address

Coda. JeL

Cfty__

^Signature _


